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{THE PYRAMID}

After the departure of “Rorschach”,
things got worse, as the company
“Rorschach” was working in, started to
know his hacks and one day he was
asked for inquiry, the family had to do
something to help their boy...

“Mark” did what he could to make
fake passports for “Rorschach” and his
family...it happened, and “Rorschach”
made his way to “England”, with “Ivy’s”
help, they could live there with no
troubles...

Knowing that “Bishop” was still out
there somewhere...“Ivy” set special
security for “Rorschach” and his
family...“Wolfreak” & “Clark”...
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“Mark” knew that a war with
“Bishop” was a mistake, but he had to do
it, as a try to put an end for the streak of
death in his family, specially
“Rorschach”, who became a Champion
in the eyes of everyone later, and also to
try to walk away from that business that
he fall into...for a reason that didn’t
work later...

To have the passports in an easy way
from a guy who was involved with some
drug dealers, “Mark” and “Rorschach”
had to do one single job of transport, the
passports guy was afraid of going, and
said “Your passports in return of that job,
no cash”, looked like he was really
afraid, “Mark” agreed, because there was
no time to waste looking for another
man...So, masks were put on again...
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The delivery was at 2 a.m. at the great
pyramid, south side of the structure...the
deal was with some Arab guys, a bag in
return of a big file full of
documents...Everyone was there in time,
the Arab guys were checking their
documents, making sure no cheating,
“Evolution” were doing the same,
making sure that the cash had nothing
wrong with it (white papers,.....),
Suddenly a strange sound of music was
heard, it was very beautiful, sounded so
nice and attractive...VERY...the Arab
guys panicked, and started to run in
fear...“Mark” & “Rorschach” didn’t
understand, but they found that there’s
nothing to fear of...The charm of that
sound was very EFFECTIVE...
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There, it was like a cave in the
pyramid, or a hole, they-for no
reason-went in...it was nice and
amazing in the beginning, but soon it
started to get worse, it was a long tunnel
down to a lower level, with torch lights
hanged, but unlighted, “Rorschach”
used his phone’s torch to see
inside...“Mark” used his mask’s night
vision, it didn’t take much time, until
statues of the pharaohs God “Anubis”
started to appear on both sides of the
tunnel...“Rorschach” could notice that
their back was to a wall, not to the rest of
the tunnel, meaning that there was no
way back, the wall wasn’t an illusion, it
was solid, that was strange and started to
make them feel worried...“Rorschach”
said to “Mark” “We’re trapped”, “Mark”
replied “We have to keep going”, it wasn’t
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comforting, as all the way they were
finding human skeletons on the ground,
with no signal inside...it started to get
terrifying...“Rorschach” also noticed
that one of the statues made a slight
move...telling “Mark” wasn’t a good idea,
but “Rorschach” told him...“Mark”
mocked him, and at once, a strong air
current came from inside towards them,
strong enough to make a strong sound,
that sound of strong air, it filled
“Mark’s” ears causing disturbance and
dizziness to him, when the air stopped,
“Mark’s” eyes were opened to see, the
writings on the walls were bright as if
they were newly painted, the “Anubis”
statues’ eyes were red, and they were
looking at “Mark” for real, so were the
torches, they were all lighted, and the
tunnel was opened...only for “Mark’s”
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eyes, not for “Rorschach’s”...he couldn’t
see what “Mark” could see...but “Mark”
didn’t tell him...even “Rorschach’s”
voice wasn’t familiar for “Mark”, it was
weird and his words were not understood
by “Mark”...although he was talking
normally...but for some reason “Mark”
couldn’t understand...showing no
reactions, they kept going, shortly, then
they found themselves in a huge hall...in
“Mark’s” eyes, it was clean, new, and full
of MOVING statues...all gold...like a party
or celebration of some kind of victory or
winning...dancers, musicians, guards
with those strange dogs...That was
amazing for “Mark” and terrifying too...
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{THE PYRAMID II}

“Mark” & “Rorschach” kept moving
in the place, “Rorschach” couldn’t see
well in the darkness...while “Mark”
could see very well because his eyes were
opened by them...

What “Mark” could see was
impressive...female dancers, musicians,
the animals, maids, priests praying and
praising someone...like a war leader or a
king...the guards were protecting 5 gates
of light, statues used to get in and out of
them...with another male dancer who
was flying making moves with no ropes
or strings seen...
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The statues were talking to each other
in a lot of topics, like the “Black liquid”
which was the petroleum...medicine and
botany sciences, things in them that
“Mark” never heard of, they were not all
the same look, some of them had long
heads, strange eye looks, even their sizes
were obviously different from each other,
besides to the fact that they were solid
golden statues...

The most impressive talk that
attracted “Mark” were the talks about a
war...What were they talking about?
What war? The statues started to look at
“Mark” and talk to him, before that
moment, they were seeing him and
moving normally, that made “Mark”
think that they can’t see him...but that
wasn’t right, one of them started talking
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to “Mark” by congratulating him...“Great
winning”, that was weird, although
their language was hieroglyphic, but
“Mark” could understand what they
were saying...although they were
celebrating, but they were talking about
“The next wave” and strategies to face it,
what were they talking about? “Mark”
never knew...They were calling him a
special name...“Adambloon”...
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{The Golden Queen}

“Rorschach” could see nothing of
what “Mark” could see, or so was
thought...But the strange thing was that
everything and everyone was moving in
a very slow motion...so, when
“Rorschach” by mistake by hitting some
cups, “Mark” could see them falling
slowly, although “Mark” was on the
other side of the hall, he could reach
there and stop the cups from
falling...which was seen by “Rorschach”
clearly, he had his mask on, so “Mark”
couldn’t see his reaction, his amazement
or fear, “Rorschach” sat down on the
ground and didn’t move again, “Mark”
continued his patrol, and during that,
he met a “Golden Queen”...He knew that
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she was a queen because she was wearing
a crown on her head...she knew him, as
if they knew each other for centuries,
and welcomed him warmly, then she
told him “You are back, I knew that you
will” “Mark” didn’t know what to say,
but he talked about his concern “We
wanna get out of here”, she replied with
a question “Why do you wanna go there
again? War is over, you did everything
for humanity, stay with us”...“Mark”
replied “No, not everything, not yet”, she
agreed, so “Mark” went back to bring
“Rorschach” and followed her...She took
them to another tunnel, at that tunnel
she asked “Mark” “Will you come back
again?” “Mark” didn’t answer, because
“Rorschach” couldn’t see or hear her, so
“Mark” shook his head with “Yes”, then
she looked at “Rorschach” and said to
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“Mark” “Why do you care for those who
don’t and won’t care for you? They’re
doomed, you’re immortal, LIKE US”
“Mark” didn’t reply, she said a special
mascot and said “Good-bye my love”, all
that time “Mark” didn’t take his mask
off...“Rorschach” could hear “Mark”
talking, but he didn’t know who was he
talking to, and even his voice was
different than usual, but he didn’t care,
because he knows that “Mark” used to
use a voice changer in his mask...They
started to move, the wall that was behind
them appeared again...“Rorschach”
couldn’t go through it, to him it was solid,
no going back, but “Mark” could go
though it back, he could see it, but it
wasn’t solid, he could go back through
it...The tunnel was taking them
up...which made them know that they
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were moving in the right way...

At the end they got out for real...but
when they got out, time was different,
they thought that no time passed more
than hours, while actually it have been
8 days since they got in, which was a
shock to them, but they couldn’t tell
anyone about anything...
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{The Escape}

After leaving the pyramid,
“Evolution” were arrested, because they
were thought to be
robbers...“Rorschach’s” father, “The
Judge”, and “Mark’s” father, “Dr.
Frank” got them out...Asking “Evolution”
about what happened, but it was in vain,
they said nothing, they had nothing to
say, specially “Mark”...

“Mark” managed to fake
“Rorschach’s” death and his family too,
in a fake car accident, it worked, the
trick was to make them all travel to
“England” secretly...“Ivy”, “Wolfreak” &
“Clark” came to “Egypt” to help...In
hours, they managed to find a way to
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transport them safely without troubles...

On November 5th 2015...“Ivy” called
“Mark” and told him that “Bishop’s”
existence out there in the world was very
dangerous on him & his family...so, she
sent a crew of ‘students’ to watch him
and his family...“Mark” didn’t like the
idea, but he didn’t refuse, as he got a lot
of people in his life he didn’t wanna
loose, specially “Dr. Frank”...who was
thought to be the driving fuel for “Mark”
and without him, “Mark” would DIE...

It was a tactical team, composed of 6
members of special students, who were
taught & trained enough to take jobs like
security & surveillance...
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{The Huntress}

Days later, “Mark” started to receive
messages from some woman named
“Huntress”...She was “Bishop’s” girl,
dangerous, former Marine in the US
army, bodybuilder, and was completely
serious about what she
want...“Frankenstein’s head”, “Ivy” knew
her for a long time, and worked together
before when “Ivy” was working with
“Bishop”, the “Huntress” was said to be
the most dangerous woman in the mob,
she kept gathering info about “Mark”,
his family and friends, forcing “Mark”
to start hunting her, as “Frankenstein”
again...
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The group of students were with
“Mark”...or “Frank”...and obeying his
orders were [Floyd Layton, Garfield
Lynns, Gunner, Electrocutioner,
Brandon, and Rose]...

“Garfield Lynns”: Good with
creating & dismantling any kind of
bombs, he was the muscle...

“Floyd Layton”: The eldest one, a
perfect mechanic, and a good
hand-to-hand combatant too...

“Gunner”: The guns man, studied
everything about guns and weapons, and
knew how to use any weapon perfectly...a
good sniper too...
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“Brandon”: The Bird, wanted to be a
pilot, but he was forced to join the force
because he failed in the pilots tests...so
instead, he created a Jetpack to help him
fly...

“Electrocutioner”: A French
electricity genius and a programmer,
used to destroy security systems just for
fun...later he was added to the English
secret service under a fake name...

“Rose”: Used to be called “Engine of
War” (EOW)...later she was called “The
Hammer”...She was “Frank’s” special
guard, she loved him for a reason he
understood later...but “Frank” had a
strange feeling about her, in his point of
view she wasn’t like “Ivy” or
“Paige”...She was a genius of some sort, a
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perfect engineer and a perfect
fighter...Although her body was tough,
but she wasn’t like “Ivy”, or “Huntress”...

{Holocaust #1}

The war between “Bishop” and
“Frank” was well known to everyone in
the business, and the “MI6”...“Shaw” saw
that he needed “Frank” to be a bait for
“Bishop”, just like the “Comedian”...On
the other hand, “Bishop” put his girl on
the job of taking the Monster down, at the
beginning, later on, he discovered that it
was a wrong move...

The “Huntress” found her way to
“Egypt”, she was as dangerous as her
man, she caused some troubles to some
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friends of “Frank’s”, plus to an attack on
him in person that passed hardly, she
even sent to his friends warning them, as
a try to make anyone of them betray him,
but not for long, she was blocked from
getting to them...So in return, she made
an ambush on one of the English
embassy’s processions in “Cairo”...The
attack was predicted by the cops, as it
was reported by someone unknown...the
crew sent by “Shaw” to secure “Frank”
was sent with heavy security...but that
wasn’t comforting for “Rose”, she asked
“Frank” to come with her, he agreed...She
thought that it might be a trap to
eliminate everyone away from “Frank”
in a fake call, to make his death easy
and fast, he understood that, and
“Shaw” gave orders to his men to avoid
“The Masked man”...The attack
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happened, the true attack was on
“Frank” not on the embassy’s procession
or the ambassador, which was shocking
to some men, the attackers were well
equipped and armed, and knew what
they were doing, and their target was the
car which “Frank” was in...The
procession took a different direction
from “Frank’s” car at some, the attackers
left the procession and followed
“Frank’s” car, which had [Frank, Rose,
Gunner, and a driver], the car was
armored, so no bullets could penetrate
the glass or car doors, but at a crossroads,
the armored car was crashed by truck
from the side, forcing them to stop,
“Huntress” came out of the truck’s driver
seat, and rushed to the armored car,
“Gunner” and the driver were injured,
“Rose” & “Frank” were alright,
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“Huntress” broke the back door of the car
at “Frank’s” side, and wanted to pull
him outside but the police help came,
making everyone on the “Huntress’s” side
distracted, while “Rose” pushed
“Huntress” away from “Frank”, but she
felt that she couldn’t take “Huntress”
down, “Huntress’s” body was too heavy
and strong, stronger than “Rose”...the
shooting forced them to run, and that
was all for that night, “Shaw” and the
embassy managed keeping that away
from the press and TV, for special
reasons...
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{Protective Tech}

“Paige” and “Cain” came to “Egypt”
to see what happened and make their
investigations with others...“Paige”
talked to “Frank” and told him about
the project that will help in his
protection...The security system for the
embassy was made by “Cain”, “Paige”
came with orders to “Floyd” and his crew
to start working on their projects, to help
in the protection program for
“Frankenstein”, “Shaw” confirmed,
then traveled home...

The projects were trials to special
weapons and a protective suit for soldiers,
with a hand-to-hand combatant
weapon, fire power, and body armor...
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The hand to hand-to-hand
combatant weapon was made by “Rose”,
a hammer with special strength and
special mechanism, heavy and strong,
with a small “C4” explosive inside, to be
blown when it’s lost...The vehicle needed
was a temporary motorcycle loaded with
2 mini-guns and tricks [oil pipes & a
smoke can] made by “Floyd” and
“Gunner”, an escaping weapon Jetpack
made by “Brandon”, for special
situations, shocking gloves making an
electric shock while punching, and on
holding too hard, in order to finish
fights fast with high efficiency made by
“Electrocutioner”, and the biggest project
was “The Iron Legion” suit, fully made of
“New Magnesium” metal, which was
strong and light in weight, bullet proof,
with temperature sensor...the suit was
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made to hold and bear [weights, hits at
all forces, fire, heat, freezing, blades at
all sizes] with the same mask of
“Frank’s”, the suit’s abilities were
[jumping too high, punching stronger
than 10 men together, running faster
than normal runners can without
feeling tired]...These tech were for
“Frank” and his crew to be a step on
“Bishop’s” professional criminals,
because “Ivy” knew that the crew they
sent to watch “Frank’s” back were not
professionals, they were still students,
and that job was a part of their training,
so the projects were gonna help them all...

It wasn’t too long until all the projects
were ready for deployment, the trouble
was to make the “English” government
accept the idea of using them outside
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“England”, so they had to get the projects
in the “Military Program Development”,
just to have the clearance to propose their
projects one year earlier than schedule...

The proposal was accepted, and the
projects were good to use and tested
well...“Paige” & “Cain” left, leaving the
group, who were called later “The
Sentinels”...
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{Holocaust #2}

“Bishop” made it official, 1 billion $
for “Frankenstein’s” head, it was a gate of
hell on “Frank”, professional killers
will look for him and kill him, just for
the prize, and the honor of killing the
Monster “Frankenstein”...

To attract attention away from that,
“Bishop’s” men have made some troubles
in the world, explosions, accidents,
attacks on special people or places in
countries like “France”, “USA”, and
many other places around the world, to
cause distraction for the “MI6” and
whoever else chasing “Bishop”, using in
this his girl, “The Huntress”, who was
destroying everything with NO count for
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serious civilian casualties...Some of the
assassins were studying “Frank” well, to
know his weak spots, which was
summarized in his family and friends,
others were rookies, just attacking
without previous study of “Frank” or his
situation as an important, dangerous, &
well protected man...

The first attack was by someone
“Frank” never knew, “Kyle”, a hired
killer, knew about the prize so he went
to “Egypt” as a tourist, to collect his prize,
he wasn’t so smart, he was already
watched by the American Interpol, but
no one could catch him, every time they
try, he escapes in the last moment...He
tried to make a move on “Frank” by
showing up to him in a shopping mall,
“Frank” was with some family members,
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including “Dr. Frank”, “Dr. Frank”
noticed “Kyle”, he didn’t know him, but
“Dr. Frank” was old enough to feel the
danger...He told “Frank” about “Kyle”,
“Frank” didn’t waste time or cause
troubles, he moved around the place,
and “Dr. Frank” managed to take a photo
of “Kyle” and sent it to “Rose”, she
looked behind him and she knew
him...So she called the American
Interpol and they went to the mall,
“Kyle” knew that he was uncovered, so
he decided to leave, but “Frank” didn’t
leave him, he chased “Kyle” secretly, in
the crowd and cops distribution in the
mall, “Kyle” didn’t notice that he was
followed by “Frank”, “Frank” called
“Rose”-who went with the Interpol guys
to the mall-and told her “Kyle’s”
location...when they tried to catch him,
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he didn’t resist, and gave up...The next
day, “Kyle” asked to meet “Frank”, it
wasn’t accepted by the Americans...later
the same day, “Kyle” was found
slaughtered in his cell, with no trace to
the killer, as he was kept in a cell inside
an “Egyptian” police station, although
he was locked in a solitary cell, “Rose”
started to feel worried and “Frank”
started to notice that...But still he had a
strange feeling about her, as if he knew
her before, as her face and acts were
familiar to him...
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{The Disappearance}

On November 15th 2015...”Paige”
had bad news for “Frank” about
“Rorschach”...He disappeared, one of his
security guards, “Wolfreak”, was stabbed
many times in his chest and heart, the
other one, “Clark”, was found drowned
in “Aire” river...Although his father was
a former professional diver, it wasn’t
logic that he drowned, unless someone
drown him, and “Rorschach’s”
son-“Mark”-disappeared too...

2 days before these news, “Frank”
called “Rorschach’s” wife, to check on
them, she said “He’s acting very weird,
he’s hallucinating while sleeping about
someone called the ‘King of War’ and
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every time he wakes up normally but
strange in acts, and started to talk to
himself and reply back, plus to treating
me and the boy badly” that made
“Frank” worried, he tried to contact
“Rorschach”, but in vain, until “Paige”
told him the news of “Rorschach’s”
disappearance...

That wasn’t all...“Paige” asked
“Frank” to come to “England” to ‘help’ as
she said, but there was another
reason...“Frank” made it to “England”,
“Paige” and others welcomed him and
“Rose”, and here was the shock, “Paige”
told “Frank” the missing part of
“Rorschach’s” disappearance
news...“Rorschach’s” wife was DEAD,
shot in the head with a name written on
a wall in the crime scene next to her
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body, written with her blood,
“Scarecrow”, that was a huge shock for
“Frank”, he asked to be up to date about
every thing...The “Scarecrow” found a
way to reach “Frank”, and somehow, he
hacked in “Frank’s” communications,
and successfully contacted “Frank”
telling him “Welcome, you came to the
end of your line, Mark”, “Frank” didn’t
believe that “Scarecrow” knew his
identity, he continued “We need to meet,
to finish our unfinished business, as it
took too much time”, that was all for the
first day, without any trace to the call,
he was secured well, 3 days later,
“Scarecrow” told “Frank” about the
location and time of the meet, and
warned him of any police interference,
or the boy would die...
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It was a building under construction
in “Liverpool”, “Rose” knew the place
there very well, as she was born in
“Liverpool”, this was the first time for
“Frank” to use the suit, after days of
training, it was hard but necessary,
using the detective vision “Frank” could
locate their location, “Scarecrow” and
“Rorschach’s” son, with no trace for
“Rorschach” in the building...“Rose”
didn’t like the idea of “Rorschach”
being missing, so she told every police
unit to lock the place with no
interference...“Frank” wanted to get up to
them, but “Rose” refused strictly, she was
VERY worried, and not sure that
“Frank” was used to the suit enough, to
avoid damage, she went in, but “Frank”
didn’t leave her alone in there, she used
the stairs, “Frank” got up another
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way...When she saw the boy, she ran to
him, “Scarecrow” hit her, and kicked
her gun away from her, he didn’t like
the idea of outer interference and
wanted to shoot her, then “Frank”
showed up, “Scarecrow” held the boy to
his chest, with a pistol on the boy’s head,
to prevent “Frank” from shooting at him
or moving, then the talk started between
them, “Scarecrow” started “Well well
well, here comes the ‘King of War’, what
took you so long Frank, I thought that
you won’t come and sent me you girl to
die for you” “Frank” replied “You don’t
wanna hurt the boy”, “Scarecrow” yield
“IT’S NOT ABOUT WHAT I OR YOU WANT,
IT’S ABOUT WHAT’S FAIR, you thought
we can be decent men in an indecent
time, YOU took from ME everything, even
my life and family” “Frank” was in
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shock, but couldn’t know who he was,
“Scarecrow” continued “But you were
wrong, the world is violent & cruel, the
only law in a forest is ‘the strongest
survive’, the ones without fear can stand
forever” “Frank” wanted to take a short
cut and said “You’re the one with the
gun right here, point that gun at whoever
responsible, not at that kid” “Scarecrow”
liked the idea saying “Fair enough, YOU
andME first” and he shot “Frank” in the
heart area, “Rose” was afraid because
they didn’t make enough tests on the suit,
“Frank” fall on the ground fast,
“Scarecrow” looked at “Frank” and said
“Good-bye brother”, then looked at
“Rose” and said “My turn now”, then
looked at the boy and “Rose” and said to
her “Look at the kid and tell him it’s
gonna be okay, lie like we ALL lied” she
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looked at the boy and said “Don’t be
afraid, it’s gonna be alright”, once she
finished, “Frank” attacked “Scarecrow”,
and “Rose” pulled the boy away, he was
catching the boy at an edge, “Rose”
pulled the boy and gave “Scarecrow” her
back to protect the boy, at this second
“Frank” pushed him off the edge and
jumped with him, “Scarecrow” fall on a
sharp edge of wood orthogonally, it
penetrated his body, while “Frank” fall
on a large diameter pipe, but it didn’t
hurt him, because the suit saved him
from the impact...“Scarecrow” didn’t die
at once, his last words to “Frank” were
“Mark, don’t tell Mark”, then he was
gone, “Frank” was in shock, and doubted
that he knew him...“Frank” took off his
mask, it was “Rorschach” himself, that’s
why “Frank” couldn’t find “Rorschach”
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in the building, because he was actually
“Scarecrow”, it was a huge shock for
“Frank”, “Rose” came down and saw
him...She was shocked too...

“Rorschach”-“Scarecrow”-killed 6
people on his way, 2 cops, the security
officer of the building, his own security
members, besides to his own wife...Here
was the choice of who’s good and who’s
bad, “Rose” said “Scarecrow won,
everything you and Rorschach fought for
among the years, all gone, every hope of
changing your life road, to fix up your
life dies with his reputation, you bet it
all on him, The Judge, Dr. Frank, and
the whole family will lose hope”
“Frank” replied “No they won’t, I won’t
allow, they must never know what he
did”, “Rose” didn’t understand and said
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“How’s that!!, 6 dead 2 of them cops, and
2 secret service, we can’t hide that”
“Frank” had an idea, and said
“Scarecrow must never win, we can’t let
that happen, I can’t, the family needs its
Champion, ‘we either be mortal
Champions or immortal Monsters’
Rorschach used to say that always, I can
do that because I’m a monster already,
I’m not a champion, unlike Rorschach”,
“Rose” understood the trick, and all she
had to say “No, no you can’t do this to
yourself, you can’t do this to ME”,
“Frank” continued “I killed those people,
that’s what I can be, that’s what needs to
be known by all of them, call it in” she
asked him “Why? Why are you doing
this? They might hunt you after Bishop
is caught or dead”, “Frank” replied
“You’ll hunt me, you’ll condemn me,
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launch wars on me, set your weapons on
me, because the truth isn’t good enough,
my family deserve more, they deserve to
have their faith rewarded” then “Frank”
left taking “Scarecrow’s” mask with him,
“Paige” helped him to get out of there,
she didn’t know what was said between
“Frank” & “Rose”, then “Rose’s” footage
was taken by the authorities...

“Scarecrow” was accused of killing
all of these people in the eyes of the
English authorities, but in the eyes of
the family, “Rorschach” was said to be a
‘Champion’ who saved his son and
“Frank”, and lost his life while doing
that...That was said by “Frank” in the
meeting made after the 17th anniversary
of “Victor’s” death on November 23rd

2015...
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“Rorschach” died with a fake pride,
died as a hero, while actually he was the
villain, he was mentally sick, later
“Frank” figured out why, but no one
knew, and no man should ever know just
to keep his name written in gold in the
family’s Champions list, the list of
IMMORTALS...
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{The Clown}

“Frank” wasn’t done yet, “Bishop”
was still out there hunting him,
“Bishop’s” men were doing their work,
looking for street rats[1] to be hired for
dirty jobs...

“Frank’s” friends, “NWO”, were all
screwed, whoever was dead, rested in
peace, whoever was alive, was tortured
by whatever happened to the others, but
they got better, except 1 of them, “The
Clown”...He was still in a mental asylum,
with no progress in his condition, as they
thought...
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“Clown” was a close friend to
“Frank” in the past, he knew too much
about “Frank” and his family, and in
return “Dr. Frank” knew him well...He
wasn’t strong, but he had an evil mind
filled with envy, hate, and silly
jokes...“Frank” used to follow his news in
the asylum with a special doctor in
there...

On November 29th 2015...The
asylum was disturbed with all hands on
deck, as some inmates escaped, including
“The Clown”, although he tried to escape
more than once before, but no success,
until that night, the doctor who was
watching over “Clown’s” condition
called “Frank” and told him what
happened, “Frank” went to him in the
asylum and the doctor showed him his
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room, it was-as usual-messy, with
puppets looking like “Frank” hanged
from their necks, and drawings of
“Frank” and him written on them
“Happiness can be accomplished when
Monsters disappear from existence,
HAHAHA”, the doctor didn’t know that
the guy in the drawings and the puppets
was “Frank”, because they were all
without faces, he drew “Frank” with the
mask...“Frank” didn’t know that before,
as “Frank” was checking on “Clown”
through the doctor, “Frank” thought that
he caused all that to the “Clown” and
his family, so he decided to used his
resources to find him...So, “Frank” asked
“Rose” to do
everything...EVERYTHING...to find
“Clown”, and she didn’t refuse...
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Before this bad news, “Frank” told
“Rose” to get in touch with some friends
of his, special ones, all girls, including
“Harley Quinn” & “Sound of Mind”,
that wasn’t accepted by his friends,
because they feared her, they had to,
only “Quinn” didn’t fear her, because
she wanted to know more about
“Frank”...But “Frank” didn’t allow
“Rose” to talk much, or say any info to
any of them...After the “Clown’s”
disappearance, “Frank” gave “Rose” a
hard job of looking for his lost friend,
while “Frank” on the other side, heard a
comment from his ‘special friend’, that
“Rose’s” way of writing and talking looks
a lot like him, that attracted “Frank’s”
attention, so he started to dig behind
her...All he knew was that she was like
“Paige”, a lost girl, and “Ivy” used to
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help and take care for her...

There were doubts that “Ivy” didn’t
lose her baby back in the 90s as she
claimed...But if that was right, “Ivy”
assured to “Frank” that she never loved
any man except “Victor”...Could it be
possible?, could “Rose” be “Victor’s”
daughter?, “Frank” started to work
HARD on that...
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{Holocaust #3}

A new assassin appeared looking for
“Frank” to finish the job and kill
him...During the searching process for
the “Clown”, someone attacked
“Gunner” while he was talking to some
men, he survived, but injured, that guy
looked to be professional...digging
behind him, some street rats told “Floyd”
about him and his place, they went
there, he was waiting for them, he was
an Asian, Chinese, he sent to “Frank’s”
home a letter with his location, telling
him that he knew him, and can reach to
him and anyone else he knew, he was a
perfect hand-to-hand combatant, later
they knew that he belonged to a serious
triad in “China”, he used his own tricks
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on “Frank”, as seeing “Frank” in the
metal suit was a shock to him, his blades
and chains didn’t hurt “Frank”, so he
escaped...They were 3 on 1, [Floyd,
Garfield, Frank], “Frank” couldn’t put a
hand on him because he was too fast to
be caught or hit, and so was “Frank” to
him, he couldn’t hurt “Frank”, “Rose”
could know him later, this time,
“Frank” went alone, “Rose” didn’t know
that he went, he wasn’t expecting
“Frank” this time, his name was “Lau
Kong”, he knew about the prize, so he
took his shot and tried...When he saw
“Frank”, he tried to attack “Frank”, but
“Frank” was faster this time and used the
sleeping gas provided in his gloves by
“Rose” and her friends, it worked, “Lau”
lost conscious, and “Frank” took him
back to the others...
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“Rose” and the others tried to
interrogate him, but they couldn’t know
anything about “Bishop” or “Huntress”,
he didn’t even talk to them, but he
talked to “Frank” “You thought you won,
but in fact you’re far away from winning
this war” that made “Frank” remember
“The Golden Queen’s” words about
winning a war, “Frank” returned to him,
and said “You talk, good, you’re here to
kill me that’s great but you didn’t know
what you were dealing with, did you?”
“Lau” replied “Of course I knew, you are
the Monster form Hell, tell me, how was
your journey inside?” his eyes were
shining while talking, “Frank” didn’t
understand much, he said “What
journey? Where?” “Lau” replied “You
know what I’m talking about,
Adamploon” then he suddenly rotated
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his head 1800 broken, in the shock of
“Frank” and everyone...“Rose” didn’t
understand what “Lau” was talking
about...“Frank” denied knowing, but he
actually understood...But he started to
feel that he had to dig behind that...
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{The Joker}

Days later, “Frank” received a call
from an unknown number on his cell
phone, someone unknown to “Frank”
using a voice changer, threatening
“Frank” using his point of weakness, his
friends and family...The first threat was
with his cousin, “Venom”, he sent
“Frank” a photo of her with a joker card
on his phone, “Frank” sent his men there,
and they successfully stopped an attempt
of attacking her while she was getting out
of her work...After that incident, that guy
called “Frank” again, and told him
“That was dramatic, I hate drama, let’s
have some fun the next time Frankie
HAHAHA”, the next wave was more
serious...The next day, “Rose” called
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“Frank”...and told him what’s
happening in the streets, thugs started to
talk about someone named “The Joker”,
they fear him, as they say that he shoot
people without considerations, with no
fear or count, as he could gather enough
thugs around him, convincing some, and
paying to others, he could create a gang
of thugs, with clownmasks...“Frank” had
his doubts about “The Comedian”, he
was told that he was killed by “Croc”,
but he didn’t trust that news much,
because the “Joker” was leading and
managing very well...

“Frank” received another message
from the “Joker”, another threat with an
attack, accompanied with an image and
a joker card...just like “Venom”, this time
it was one of “Frank’s” friends, the last
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standing member of “NWO”, “Blob”, he
wasn’t watched by “Frank”, he didn’t
expect that “Joker” knows too much
about him like that...“Blob” and his
family moved away from their old
apartment years ago, and here was the
challenge, “Find him before me” that
was the final words the “Joker” wrote in
his message to “Frank”, “Frank” sent that
to “Rose” and told her and everyone to
work on finding him, at all costs, that
was hard and needed time...time
“Frank” already didn’t have...

Later the same night, “Joker” told
“Frank” where’s “Blob”, telling him that
it’s very boring from “Frank” to keep
looking for “Blob” as if he’s looking for a
little child...“Frank” jumped in his suit
and went to the location, after “Rose’s”
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assurance to him that his friend “Blob”
was there for real...

{Holocaust #4}

They all went together this time, to
watch and secure the place there, it
wasn’t enough, “Blob” went out, and
used his father’s car, looked normal, 3
men to follow him [Frank, Gunner,
Floyd], and the others should wait at
“Blob’s” home to watch over the place
[Rose, Brandon, Garfield,
Electrocutioner], “Rose” didn’t like the
idea, but “Frank” was serious about that,
he wanted someone he trusted, as he
started to doubt his crew, specially after
realizing that the “Joker” knows too
much about “Frank” and his life...
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That plan was good, but it wasn’t
applied...because once “Blob” turned the
engine on, the car EXPLODED killing
“Blob”, once it happened, the “Joker”
sent a message to “Frank” telling him
“Too slow old man HAHAHA”, making
“Frank” felt that he’s lost, stupid, and
weak, and-of course-ANGRY...

Days later, “Rose” found some info
about some of the “Joker’s”
men...interrogating them was of no use,
they knew nothing...The “Ghost” was
still on top of his gang, but not for long,
one of the “Joker’s” men told the “Robot”
or the “Iron Man”, “Frank”-as the thugs
used to call him-they told him some info
about their boss, as a try to get to the
“Joker”, that boss was working for the
“Ghost”, but they weren’t on the same
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page, so he betrayed the “Ghost”, and the
“Ghost” destroyed some business of the
“Joker’s”...So “Joker” had to use some
help of the “Ghost’s” enemies...

“Gunner” could know these info
from his paid thugs in the streets, telling
“Frank” and the crew was to make a
move on the “Joker”, a try to find him,
before anymore damage
happens...“Frank” went with “Gunner”
and “Rose” to that guy who got troubles
with “Ghost”...They found him, but he
had nothing valuable to say, “Frank”
didn’t have much patience, so he took
that thug on top of a 2 floors building,
talking hard wasn’t of use, “Frank” lost
temper, took the thug and hanged him
from his arm, the way if “Frank” left
him, he’ll fall from top of the building,
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“Rose” was shocked by that move, the
thug wasn’t afraid, he said “From one
professional to another monster, from
this height, falling won’t kill me”,
“Frank” looked at “Rose” & “Gunner”
then answered “I’m accounting on that”
and left him, he fall on his leg broken,
they were in that thug’s hood, his friends
saw what happened to him, “Frank”
jumped from top to the ground, perfect,
without a scratch or pain, besides to his
look, everyone in the hood didn’t put a
hand on “Frank” or even got close to
him...“Rose” called the others, to get
ready in case of a fight, but no need, they
all looked afraid or amazed leaving
their man injured...That fall made him
talk, a little, “Frank” asked him
“Where’s the Joker?”, he replied
“Nobody knows where he is, not even his
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own men, when he needs us he shows up
or call, I swear”, “Gunner” knew that he
was telling the truth and told “Frank” to
stop torturing him, because it was in
vain, and they had to move because
people and thugs started to come to the
scene with numbers...
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{The Joker’s Pawns}

“The Ghost” knew about that and
what his man said about the “Joker”,
knowing that he was betraying him, the
next day that guy was killed, stabbed in
his stomach by a common knife in his
apartment...

Later, “Ghost” asked to see “Frank” to
talk to him, it happened, “Ghost” started
“The clown want you dead so badly, and
I heard that he was using one of my men,
I don’t think he’ll do that again, I can
finish him for you, or deliver you to him,
in return of some paper[2], he’ll accept,
you know that, what do you think?” It
was a direct threat, but actually “Frank”
used that in his advantage “I like that,
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but on my conditions” “Ghost” didn’t
seem to like that, but he said “What
conditions?” “Frank” replied “I want
you to get him to me, and I’ll take care of
him”, “Ghost” agreed…

3 Days later, “Ghost” could find
“Joker”, but there was a trick in that
move...The “Ghost’s” brother was killed,
with a joker card tied to his clothes
putting “Ghost” and “Joker” in state of
WAR...One of “Ghost’s” men had an info
about the “Joker”, he told his boss
“Ghost” didn’t waste time in calling
“Frank”, his rage was uncontainable, so
he gathered a lot of men, nearly all of
them, and went there, “Joker” welcomed
them, with jokes and tricks, but not for
long, at a special moment, “Ghost” and
his men were surrounded by clowns
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with guns...“Joker” never loose a chance
to gather men, because he was somehow,
well funded...The trick was “Joker”
talked to some men of the “Ghost’s” and
gave them a lot of money in return of
setting up their boss, they did it, and
started by killing his brother, to make
him loose his mind and make a stupid
move like attacking “Joker” with all
force...After surrounding “Ghost” and his
men, “Joker” announced his deal “Okay
gentlemen, let’s keep order, my little
proposition here is to join my team and
become well funded and well protected,
and the most importantly, untraceable
by stupid cops, otherwise you ALL gonna
die, what you say?” “Ghost” said “You
killed my brother and you want me to
put my hand in yours? Are you out of
your mind?” “Joker” said “OH, didn’t I
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say? You are not contained in that deal
Ghost” then “Joker” shot him in the
head, and told his men “Now, anyone
else wanna join him?” “Ghost’s” men
agreed on “Joker’s” deal to be his
PAWNS…
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{Holocaust #5}

“Gunner’s” guys told him the
updates about the “Joker” and
“Ghost”...The crew was told by him,
“Frank” was shocked by what he was
hearing, that “Joker” guy was seriously
dangerous...

“Dr. Frank” somehow knew about
the “Joker”, he had his doubts that he
might be his “Joker”-“Shawn”-so he
tried to dig behind that, “Dr. Frank” had
his own crew of guys, and some
resources...He used them to keep an eye on
“Frank”, to watch him and his moves, he
knew too much about his moves, but
didn’t interfere in anything, but this
time he kept his resources on a special
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task, the “Joker” was their task...

Another threat came from “The
Joker”, this time it was worse...The target
this time was “Quinn”, a joker card with
her name on it to his home in a purple
envelop, “Frank” lost temper, and
ordered “Rose” and “Gunner” to come
with him, he knew where she lived, he
was there on time, “Frank” asked
“Quinn’s” brother about her, she wasn’t
home, she was with some friends having
fun somewhere...“Frank” went there, she
was getting out of there with her
friends...she was standing with them on
the side walk, “Rose” knew the “Joker’s”
men in a car, they were wearing clown
masks, they noticed “Frank”, he was
special, a robot running in the street, can
be noticed easily by anyone, once they
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saw him, they rushed with their car, the
guy in the back used an AK-47 and shot
“Quinn” and her friends, “Frank”
couldn’t reach her before them...She fall
at once, “Frank” rushed to her, she
wasn’t dead yet, she knew that it was
“Frank”, she saw his mask before, he
wanted to take off the mask, but she put
her hand on the mask and his hand
telling him “No no, now is not the time to
doubt, stay strong, I told you before that
you have nothing more to do for them...I
was wrong, there’s still too much,
good-bye my love” then she died,
“Frank” collapsed badly, a way that
“Rose” couldn’t calm him down,
therefore she sprayed a drug in his face,
to make him sleep and allow them to
escape before people catch them, or
before any damage happens by “Frank”,
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because he was wearing the suit, and he
could hurt anyone...That was one of the
worst things that ever happened to
“Frank”...EVER...

{The Meeting}

2 Weeks later, “Ivy” called “Frank”
and told him that “Bishop” fall in their
hands, and that he was captured, but
before any confessions or interrogations,
he asked to see “Frank”, so “Ivy” told
“Frank” and he was free to accept or
refuse telling him “You can accept or
refuse as you wish, I knew what you have
been through”, but “Frank” accepted,
but he had to leave someone he trusted in
“Egypt” to watch his people, “Dr. Frank”
told him “Take care of yourself, I can
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handle myself and the family”, but
“Frank” got more than the family, his
valuable friends that he cared for,
specially “The Chemist”, who became
the most important human in “Frank’s”
life...“Dr. Frank” didn’t know that
feeling of having friends, because he
didn’t have any...

“Frank” left the whole crew except
“Floyd”, he went with him, “Rose” and
the others were left in “Egypt”...“Bishop”
was caught in “Plymouth”, the special
jet landed in “London”, “Paige”
welcomed “Frank”, and took him
there...“Shaw”, “Ivy” and a lot of agents
were there, it looked like there was a
battle there...
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“Frank” was inside a dark room,
waiting for “Bishop”, they brought him
in, the room was dark “Bishop” didn’t
feel anyone else in the room, “Bishop”
was sitting on a chair with his back to
“Frank”, who was standing behind him,
seconds later, “Shaw” came in and said
to “Bishop” “It have been a long time
since we sat like that” “Bishop” replied
“Yeah I know, you have been covering
yourself very well” “Shaw” asked him
“Who is running your operations?”
“Bishop” said “I think I was clear when
I said that I say nothing till Frankenstein
shows up here now, wasn’t I?” “Shaw”
told “Frank” to come with the suit, just
in case, “Bishop” was a dangerous
criminal, cuffed, but still dangerous,
“Frank” confirmed and did what
“Shaw” told him to do, he was standing
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behind “Bishop” directly, listening and
watching...“Shaw” said “Alright
whatever”, then he left the room, and the
room was lighted, “Frank” took
“Bishop’s” head and crashed it on the
table, then sat in front of him, “Frank”
said nothing when he sat, “Bishop”
started “Hello Frank, nice to see you too
boy”, “Frank” said “You asked to see me,
here I am, what do you want?” “Bishop”
replied “I wanted to see what you would
do, and you didn’t disappoint me, you
left hundreds of people to die around the
world, you knew that they were dying
because of you and you did nothing in
return, because you had nothing to
do...You lose young man, I won” “Frank”
replied “How could you be possibly a
winner while you are arrested?”
“Bishop” laughed “You think we are
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different, we are not Mark, these people
gave you this suit to make you match
with me and as a way to save you from
me, but deep inside you, you know that
we are alike” “Frank” replied “You are
garbage, you kill and destroy everything
just for money, and your own fun...We
can’t be alike” “Bishop” shouted “DON’T
TALK LIKE THEM BECAUSE YOU’RE
NOT, even if you would like to be, to
them, you are just a bug, a pawn, a
FREAK, they needed you to catch me, but
now, they’ll arrest you or maybe kill you
for what you know and saw...Look at me,
when things got bad, THEY[3] left me to
face the world alone...” “Frank”
interrupted him asking “Where’s the
Huntress?” but “Bishop” didn’t answer
him and continued “THOSE[3] fools want
you dead so that things can go the way
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they used to be in the past, and to get
vengeance for their destroyed business,
but I know the truth Frank, you
actually-and I have to say that-you
changed things...forever” that made
“Frank” astonished “Then why do you
wanna kill me?” “Bishop” laughed
loudly “I don’t wanna kill you, I want
you to suffer, feel the pain, I want you to
feel helpless...I want you to wish DEATH”
“Frank” asked him about the “Joker” if
he was one of his men, but “Bishop’s”
answer wasn’t clear...
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{Holocaust #6}

“Shaw” interrupted them, and said
“Enough, time to go”, they intended to
move “Bishop” from “Plymouth” to
“Pentonville” prison in “London”, till
it’s time for his inquiry...

A huge procession was made by “Ivy”
and another guy...The weather was too
bad for flight, so the high way was
cleared for them, a lot of armored cars,
armed men and a chopper for air force
protection, “Frank” didn’t like the idea
of traveling in cars, but staying wasn’t an
option, as it was dangerous to keep
“Bishop” somewhere unsecured, his men
were everywhere...
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After hours of driving, the procession
was ambushed by the “Huntress” and a
very huge number of thugs, well
equipped and knew very well which car
their boss was in, shooting was heavy...So
the English service guys made a circle
around the “Bishop’s” car, to prevent
them from getting to it, they did their
best, but “Bishop’s” men used high tech
equipment, and rocket launcher to
destroy the chopper, their weapons were
too strong, enough to penetrate the
armored cars, “Frank” realized that they
can’t stop them, so he started moving,
their bullets were strong enough to make
“Frank” off balance but not hurt which
made “Bishop’s” men shocked, and
distracted by shooting at him, leaving
the others, that move was smart, as it gave
“Ivy” and the others a chance to fire at
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them in return...“Huntress” and her men
made a bigger circle around them, and
started the hand-to-hand engagement
“Huntress” started with “Frank”, she
attacked him, although she couldn’t
hurt him, but she was strong enough to
lift him and threw him across the cars,
although he was wearing the suit and
his weight with the suit was very heavy,
then “Ivy” tried her luck, she was good to
take “Huntress”, but “Huntress” got no
time to waste, her men were trying to get
“Shaw” and his men away from
“Bishop’s” car, to allow them to open it
and free him, although it was locked
well, but they managed by their tech to
open it and free him, one of “Shaw’s”
agents tried hard to fight them, but
reinforcements for “Bishop’s” men came,
while “Shaw” called for reinforcements
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nearly since the beginning of the attack,
but no one came, because their
communications were blocked, somehow,
once “Bishop” was out of the armor car,
they decided to escape, an insane driver
crashed the circled cars reaching to
“Bishop” to take him, “Huntress” and
the others returned back to their cars,
although “Frank” and everyone did
their best, and caught some thugs, but
“Bishop” & “Huntress” escaped leaving a
lot of injures...

“Shaw” suspected that someone from
inside betrayed them and gave the
“Huntress” and her men their location,
or told them their moves...But later it was
discovered that it was all a part of
“Bishop’s” plan, he planed to be
captured, the attack was not only to free
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“Bishop”, it was also a try to kill “Frank”,
as they were focusing with him, shooting
and beating “Frank” too badly the way
no tough man can take...

There was an agent in the force,
helped “Frank” much that night, his
name was “Quentin”, he was a perfect
bow and arrow user...That’s why he was
called “Arrow” among the other agents,
“Ivy” & “Shaw” used to trust him very
much...
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{The Toxin}

Few hours later, “Shaw’s” men had
an info about “Bishop’s” location, he
had to move fast to catch him before he
escapes again, he sent “Ivy” on top of a
strike team, “Frank” insisted on going,
but it was refused strictly by “Shaw”, so
“Frank” stayed with “Floyd”, but he
wasn’t happy with that, a call from
“Rose” made him calm down...She had a
strong effect on him...

“Bishop” made his way to
“Salisbury”, with his men, somehow
unknown, but it was obvious that he
had help from the local police, but no
accusation was declared...“Shaw”
followed his men after they went on
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their way, weather was better for
choppers to fly for distances with no
trouble with winds...“Bishop” could
contact “Shaw”, and threatened him
“Pull your men back, or risk exposing
civilians to a killing toxin in all Truro
city hotels, ALL of them” “Shaw” didn’t
trust his threat, and thought that it
might be a twisted diversion to distract
“Shaw” and confuse him, “Ivy” knew
“Bishop” for a long time, so she called
“Arrow”, he wasn’t in the crew that went
with her, she ordered him to get others
and go there to check it out secretly,
“Floyd” heard the call, and told “Frank”,
“Arrow” said to “Frank” “You are not a
part of the division, I can’t take you for
an operation like that” “Frank” replied
“No you can’t, but you have to...I can get
to it and defuse it by your technical
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people’s help on the radio with no need
for evacuation and wasting time in
bringing someone to manage, until then,
Bishop will escape, or a lot of civilians
will die” “Arrow” didn’t know what to
say, but he felt that “Frank’s” idea was
logic, so he agreed, “Floyd” went with
them...

Using the detective vision & scanner
in “Frank’s” mask helped in finding the
toxin bomb fast in the building, as there
were 10 hotels, so it wasn’t hard to find
the hotel that contained the bomb,
during that time “Shaw” stopped the
attack, after knowing that “Ivy” sent
people to check on “Bishop’s” threat,
although he knew that this wasted time
will give “Bishop” time to escape, but he
had to make sure civilians were safe...
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Once “Arrow” knew the hotel that
had the bomb, he told the security to
slowly and quietly take them to the place
that “Frank” located (floor & room), that
floor was evacuated and air
conditioning was turned off, and also all
the vents were closed, to prevent the toxin
from leaking to the outside if they failed
to defuse it...“Arrow” got a special
technician on the line with “Frank” to
tell him what to do, but of course in that
case, there was no oxygen masks for
anyone except “Frank”, whose mask had
an oxygen supplier for toxin
environment, but it only supplies him
with oxygen for 10 minutes only, just for
the worst cases, the bomb was connected
to the central air conditioning of the
hotel...Gas cans supplying the gas to the
ducts, to be transported with air to the
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rooms and everywhere else in the hotel...

Working on it very carefully wasn’t
enough, the bomb was designed that
when it stops or get defused the gas cans
opens, spreading the toxin in this room
only, “Frank” could stop it from
spreading the gas to the central air
conditioning, but the other probability
happened and the gas cans got opened
inside the room, no problem, because
“Frank” had his mask on, but something
completely unexpected happened, inside
that room was a little boy hiding, he
sneezed, that’s how “Frank” knew about
his existence in the room, he was hiding
under the bed, “Frank” as fast as he
could, he took his mask off and put it on
the boy’s head, for the good luck no toxin
reached the boy’s lungs, but it reached
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“Frank’s” lungs, “Frank” got the boy out
and said “Tell them down there that the
gas is only in this room, it doesn’t have
any smell, and there’s no one else here,
GO” the boy went away, “Frank” locked
the door and windows well, to prevent
the gas from getting out in the air then he
sat down, waiting DEATH...

The toxin wasn’t killing him, but its
function was different, it worked on
hunting his memories, and fears,
recalling them and seeing them as if they
were happening in the present, “Frank’s”
memories weren’t nice, his history was
dark and full of drama, “Frank” didn’t
know that, but he started to see illusions,
starting by “Victor” and “Angel”[4]...It
was completely insane, he could see and
hear “Victor” talking to him
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“Markenstein, my monster, my living
image” but his eye wasn’t there, it was
white, with no colored Iris, it was just
white, and the other eye hole was very
weird too, it was a golden eye, shining,
“Frank” was in shock, he said “Victor, it
can’t be, your eye...” “Victor” replied
“The eye of sight, the eye that sees
everything...I told you before that I’m
immortal” “Frank” started to faint but
didn’t lose conscious “I killed you myself,
how could you be immortal?” said
“Frank”, “Victor” laughed “There’s a
billion form of immortality, you might
be working hard to carve your name in
the stones or make it bright in the dark,
or stand tough against your fears, with
all that war you are trapped in, I just
want you to know that I’m always here,
I’ll always be just right behind you, and
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that I’m your only ally...One day you’ll
disappear, just like me, but till then, I’m
here on your side...I’m inside here and
here” and pointed at “Frank’s” head &
heart, “Frank” said something that made
“Victor” angry “You wanted to kill me,
How can you be possibly on my side?”
“Victor” screamed in anger and said
“WAKE UP, look at us, we are kings here
they fear you because you used my mask,
the face of fear and death, MY FACE,
CAN’T YOU SEE, we’re all dead, you’re a
killer Markenstein, you took us all to
HELL” then he disappeared, and
“Frank” fainted...
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{Face to Face}

“Frank” returned to “Egypt”, he
didn’t tell “Ivy” or anyone else about
what happened in the hotel but “Rose”
noticed that he wasn’t okay...

“Rose’s” work on the “Joker’s” case
was good, but not perfect, she knew that
he took all the “Ghost’s” operations and
business, after killing him and using his
gang...“Joker” kept gathering thugs all
these days, making a huge gang of
clowns...Some thugs were talking about
an upcoming robbery in “Luxor”,
robbery of some kind of a pharaoh’s
scepter down there, “Frank” thought it
would be good to make a move on the
“Joker”...
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The “Sentinels” went there, that time
the crew was called like that officially,
“Frank” was sure that the “Joker” would
be there, else, he would go there when he
knows that “Frank” was there destroying
his business...

“Frank” was right, “Joker” wasn’t
there, but he came at the end, “Gunner”
said “The deal is with a female french
archaeologist, she wanna buy it from the
Egyptians, but Joker’s men stole it from
the Egyptians, in Luxor and killed them,
later the woman knew that, and asked
the thugs to sell it to her, those thugs were
Joker’s clowns”, from the french
woman’s CV, she was discovered to be just
a normal archaeologist, no former crimes
or dirty business in “France” or “Egypt”,
or anywhere else...
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The woman didn’t know the “Joker”,
or his men, she was walking in complete
dark, with her crew of civilian
archaeologists...“Rose” had a bad feeling
about that job, she had fears of
transforming the situation to a hostage
situation, but “Frank” told her that it
won’t get that far...

That time, “Frank” wasn’t okay, he
was seeing illusions all the time,
specially “Victor” he was in front of his
eyes always, telling him always “You left
me to die long time ago, then you killed
me recently, does it make you feel well
little brother?” “Frank” kept his strength
and faced his fears, without showing
any affection...
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The “Sentinels” reached “Luxor”
and reached the place of the meet early,
and took positions...The archaeologists
came on time, “The Joker’s” men were
late, but they came with there boss, “The
Joker”, in person...He asked for
20,000,000 $ in 2 bags, 10 in each
before that meet...The “Joker” got the
scepter, the archaeologists got the
money...The french woman asked to
finish the deal fast, but “Joker” didn’t
want so and said “Let’s have some fun”,
and his clowns made a circle around
them, they were 4 in number besides to
the french woman, “Joker” liked her,
that wasn’t expected by “Frank”, the
plan was when the french archaeologists
leave, the “Sentinels” launch a sudden
attack, but that was impossible, as that
was gonna be dangerous on the
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archaeologists lives but they had to do
something to save them...

They started, “Floyd” prepared one of
their cars posted on the road to them, the
car had no passenger or driver, just to
cause distraction, it helped, some of the
men shot at the car, when they tried to
check it, “Gunner” shot them by a sniper
rifle, “Brandon” did a very dangerous
move, using the Jetpack, the flew above
them fast and throw 2 grenades on their
cars, blowing them to hell, “Joker”
realized that it was “Frank”, so, he
moved fast, and held the female
archaeologist, and yield to “Frank”
“FRANKENSTEIN, GET OUT HERE AND
FACE ME, OR I WILL BLOW HER HEAD
OFF” “Frank” wasn’t late, he showed up
and the others stopped the attack, “Rose”
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was surprised by how fast was the
“Joker’s” reaction, he was unique but
“Frank” wasn’t surprised...Once “Frank”
showed up to everyone, “Frank” saw
another illusion, he saw “The Golden
Queen” instead of seeing the french lady
between the “Joker’s” arms, even the
“Joker” himself, was seen by “Frank” as
the “Comedian”, which was disturbing
to “Frank”, “Gunner” had no shot, and
the other clowns used the other
archaeologists as human shields, but not
all of them, as the clowns were more in
number...“Frank” used his magnet to
pull “Joker’s” gun, and all the weapons
from the other clowns, and it was
successful, suddenly “The Joker” and
his men were all unarmed, “Rose” and
the others got involved, and put the
situation under control with 11 clowns
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dead and 3 injured, Those shot by
“Gunner” in the beginning, and those
who fought after they lost their
guns...That was the time to put the
“Joker” in “Frank’s” control, and to
know everything...

“Joker” tried to run during the fight,
but “Frank” didn’t let him, he was
caught and beat down by “Frank”, when
the rest of the standing clowns-who were
2 or 3 clowns-decided to give up, the talk
started...“Frank” couldn’t notice who the
“Joker” was because he wasn’t using a
clown mask, it was a make up, so
“Frank’s” first question was “Who the
hell are you?” “Joker” laughed “You’re
still the same Mark, you didn’t change
not even a bit, same stupid monster”
“Frank” didn’t under stand, but he
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started to doubt, “Joker” continued
“That’s boring Mark, I AM THE CLOWN”,
he was “Frank’s” friend the “Clown”,
“Frank” was shocked, as he didn’t think
that “Clown” was that smart, but looks
like he was wrong about him...That
wasn’t important at that time, “Floyd”
and the others were concerned about the
archaeologists, and the Scepter, talking
to them wasn’t welcomed by the
archaeologists, “Rose” told them “You
are all under arrest for trading in
Pharaonic artifacts, no one is leaving”
but “Frank” was good with negotiations,
and talked to her “That won’t work, they
won’t talk like that, and their embassy
will protect them”, the archaeologists
denied knowing the “Joker” or “Ghost”,
they told “Floyd” & “Rose” that they
were in touch with another
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guy...“Frank” asked to talk to the female
archaeologist, “Rose” wasn’t okay with
that but she agreed...

“Frank’s” look with the suit was
terrifying to her, he didn’t take his mask
off all that time, she couldn’t see his face,
she started talking once he entered to her
“What are you? Down there, bullets
didn’t affect you, they were afraid of you,
I think they should, but really what are
you? Are you a some kind of a robot?”
“Frank” interrupted her “What’s the
Scepter’s story? And how did you know
about it?”...That time, the “Sentinels”
transported everyone to their place...The
woman refused the answer, so “Frank”
had to make a deal with her “I’ll let you
go with the scepter, only when you tell
me about it”, she liked that deal, so she
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asked him to go with her to her hotel
room in “Luxor” to show him some
researches and books about that scepter,
“Frank” was interested in that because
he saw the “Golden Queen” during the
fight with the “Joker” instead of her,
“Frank” took “Rose” with him, the
french lady’s researches were indicating
that this Scepter belonged to a war leader,
a mysterious one, unknown in history
with no mummy or any info in the old
writings, but that leader was said to be
one of 2 leaders who dominated the
theory of ‘War’ among historic legends,
he was said to be immortal or from
another dimension of time...The
archaeologist was so impressed by what
she was reading for “Frank”, “Rose”
found it hard to understand, but
“Frank” had his suspicions about the
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war leader, but said nothing, “Frank”
kept his promise to the lady, and left
them at the “Luxor” airport, as their job
was over, so they went on their way
home...

The “Joker” was locked with the
others then they all went to their place
in “Cairo”, when they reached, “Frank”
started to talk to “Clown” “Why did you
do this?” “Clown” replied laughing “As
if you don’t know, you killed US all, you
are a KILLER Mark you can’t live
without DEATH...Anyway, how does it
feel to be alone? Does it make you feel
responsible for HER death?” “Frank”
yield “WHY DID YOU KILL HER?”
“Clown” answered “Because you killed
our families, you killed them by that job,
you sent us and our families to hell, so I
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sent her and YOU to hell, just like
us...How does it feel to be like us, how
does it feel to be like ME? HAHAHA”,
“Frank” pulled “Clown” from his clothes
and wanted to beat him, but “Clown”
said “If I were you, I won’t do that”
“Frank” was in rage telling him “Give
me a reason not to crush your head
now?” “The beautiful archaeologist is
hot, isn’t she?” said the “Clown”,
“Frank” was shocked, “Clown”
continued “How’s little Mark?
Rorschach’s boy, he looks cute HAHA”
“Frank” lost his mind, and throw the
“Clown” across the room on some glass,
although glass got in his back, but he
was laughing hysterically...Then
“Sentinels” moved, “Floyd” told
“Garfield” & “Brandon” to take the
“Joker” and the rest of the men to the
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“English” embassy as terrorists caught
planing for an attack on the
ambassador...“Frank” didn’t care about
the men, but cared for the “Joker”, and
refused to deliver him strictly
mentioning no reasons for that, “Frank”
went with “Rose” & “Gunner” to secure
“Rorschach’s” son, on the way “Frank”
called “The Judge”-the boy’s
grandfather-and told him, but the boy
was with his uncle having fun in a
sports club...“Floyd” & “Electrocutioner”
went to secure the archaeologist, but they
were late, the french lady wasn’t with
them and they were tied in the hotel
room, getting in by force was wrong by
“Floyd”, once he broke the door, a bomb
blown off from inside, the archaeologists
all died, “Floyd” was injured, but not too
bad, “Electrocutioner” was
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okay...“Frank”, “Rose” & “Gunner”
successfully secured the boy and his
uncle, and delivered them home
safely...“Garfield” & “Brandon”
delivered the “Clown’s” men by calling
the British special forces in “Egypt” to
deliver those serious thugs to proper
authorities, or transporting them to any
prison in “Egypt”, hiding their boss,
according to “Frank’s” orders, because
“Frank” was worried of any more
surprises from the “Clown”...Besides to
finishing some unfinished business with
him...
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{Once In a Lifetime}

“Frank” came back to see the
“Clown” again, he was expecting
“Frank”...Once “Frank” came in “What
have you done? Do you have any idea
how many lives you have taken?”
“Clown” laughed “You just couldn’t let
me go, could you?...You see, this is what
happens when 2 ICONS collide, you
truly are unbreakable, and
incorruptible, you won’t kill me because
of some kind of miss placed self richness,
and from my side, I don’t think I can kill
you, because you’re just making my
spirit high, and put a BIG smile on my
face HAHAHA”, “Rose” was holding
“Frank” from beating him, “Frank”
thought that by this it’s over with the
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“Clown”, but he wasn’t done, he had one
more thing to say “You know that I won’t
be imprisoned, or locked in a panics cell,
I’ll disappear temporary and show up
again, because if I am imprisoned or sent
to an Asylum, your symbol of fear will be
exposed to everyone” “Frank” wasn’t
following, “Clown” continued “You
didn’t think I was gonna lose the war for
YOUR soul in a hand to hand battle with
you, NO, I had an Ace in my pocket for
you Frankie, your relative Rorschach
will be exposed, and you will be accused
of helping him to escape and faking his
death...Only then, we’ll share a jail cell,
BROTHER, HAHAHA” “Frank” was
shocked by how he knew about that, but
he didn’t ask or talk, he just pulled his
pistol and pointed on him, “Rose” tried
to calm “Frank” down, but he was
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blinded by rage, “Rose” said to “Frank”
“Frank, don’t...he want you to kill him,
don’t do it” “Clown” was laughing, then
suddenly, “Frank” SHOT him in the
head “Rose” was shocked, and looked
afraid, “Frank” looked at her and said “I
had to do this, I don’t know how did he
knew this, I had to cover the tracks...”
“Rose” interrupted him loudly “I was
gonna cover it myself, I could have
reported him mentally sick, no one
listens to crazy people, Mark you’re
unique, you’re a once in a lifetime, you
shouldn’t have done that”, then she
started to cry...

“Frank” knew “Rose’s” relationship
with him, she was “Frank’s” niece,
“Victor” & “Ivy” were her father and
mother, that’s why she always cared
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about him, too much, and her moves and
actions were familiar to “Frank”,
because she had “Isaac” family blood
running in her veins...

By that time, “Rose” and the others
finished their work on the female model
“Iron Legion”, “Rose” made its mask just
like “Frank’s”, but it was made pink in
color and the eye on the right was the one
working, the left one was for analysis,
inversely with “Frank’s” mask...

“Rose” and “Gunner” saw that
“Frank” was getting too much beat and
shooting, it was all nothing to the suit,
but “Frank” wasn’t good with using
knives, so they thought of making an
easier hand-to-hand weapon for
“Frank”, besides to training him a little,
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and also “Gunner” noticed that
“Frank’s” accuracy of shooting using the
suit was completely inaccurate...So, they
worked on additional accessories to the
suit, for more protection, and a better
hand-to-hand weapon, a circle metal
shield made of “Cobalt High Speed Steel
M35”, too strong and unbreakable, with
lighter and special pistols, as during gun
fire engagement “Frank’s” mask has a
function of identifying targets, the
pistol’s front has a sensor, when the mask
locate a target and “Frank” instantly
pull the gun and shoot, the pistol’s sensor
will point at the selected target, allowing
more accurate shooting, with the
property of having a half automatic
mechanism, shoots 6 bullets in a second,
with a huge ammo, and additional
ammo in his arms, one more in each arm,
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ONLY ONE SPARE in each arm, that’s
why “Frank” was advised to use one
pistol in fights, one at a time, in order to
save ammo as much as possible, “Rose”
put some art work on the shield and
wrote his name on it, “Frankenstein”,
“Frank” asked “Rose” “Why do you care
for me that much? You didn’t know me
before to care like that” She replied “I’ve
been watching you secretly for years, but
I just couldn’t stay away from you
anymore, so mom found an excuse to
send me here, and become next to
you...Maybe I’m not worthy, but I’m okay
by my position in your life like that, a
ghost” “Frank” replied “It’s not you who
don’t deserve, I’m just not enough, I’ve
never been and I will never be...I’m just a
war machine” looking at the suit, “Rose”
was touched by his words, but she said
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“If no one in this cruel world
understands you, I do understand you
quite well...And if they all hate you, I’ll
be the only human on earth who loves
you...And if you think Rorschach’s death
leaves only you representing Evolution,
you’re wrong, I’m right here with you,
representing my father’s legacy as The
Hammer”...
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{The Juggernaut}

The “Sentinels” had an extreme job
to do, finding the french archaeologist,
killing the “Clown” before knowing
where was she, made things harder, but
not for long, the next day the thugs didn’t
know what to do with her, and
kidnapping a foreigner was gonna put
them in huge troubles, so they left her
somewhere 3 miles away from “Aswan”,
citizens found her and delivered her to
the cops...Although it was finished, but
killing the “Clown” that time wasn’t
responsible by “Frank”...
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That time, “France” was attacked by
terrorists, blowing off many places in the
same time, it was said that it was a
terrorist attack, but the “MI6” and the
“French Intelligence” knew the truth...It
was all a part of “Bishop’s” war on the
world, because some of his men were
caught in “Paris”...So, many friends of
“Frank’s” were very busy, like “Ivy”,
“Paige”, “Arrow” and others, “Paige”
was sent on an operation with others to
“USA”, “Ivy” & “Arrow” were busy in
“France”, “Shaw” was busy watching all
these operations, it was insane...

On January 6th 2016, News came
from “Russia” that a deal was made in
“White Swan” prison, a prisoner in front
of another...The one who got out was a
destroying machine, someone very rich
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payed too much cash to get that special
prisoner out...No known name for him
except “Juggernaut”...He was strong with
metal hands and arms, he was above 7 ft
tall and nearly 400 lb weight, American
buffed guy...His arms are too strong,
stronger than expected, enough to roll a
jeep on its side...He was serious and
dangerous, signed up for the job of
killing “Frank”...

On January 9th 2016, “Rose” had
some info about that guy, as she told
“Frank”, “Juggernaut” was seen in
“USA” with some people, making a deal,
to have some info about “Frank”, in
order to know who was he dealing
with...Looks like something went wrong
between him and them, so he attacked
them, they were 10 men, but no one
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could stop him, he killed them all, with
his HANDS, no guns...That strength was
unusual, “Rose” was really worried, and
so was the team, they didn’t know if they
can stop him, or if the suit was strong
enough to take that guy’s hits and
punches...But everyone knew that he was
on his way to “Egypt” and nothing could
stop that, “Frank” said “Get ready for a
WAR” to “Sentinels”...
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{God’s Among Us}

“Juggernaut” was said to be the
young brother to “Crossbones”, the guy
who had history with “Frank” & “Ivy”,
who died in “Vladimir Central” prison
in “Russia”...

“Juggernaut” started moving, by
attacking some men of “Shaw’s”, killing
some and hurting others in a lot of cities
around “England”, “Azazel” ran in
trouble with him and saw how he was,
he hurt “Azazel” badly, attracting
“Frank’s” attention, but “Ivy” didn’t
support the idea of the “Sentinels”
appearance in “England”...
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2 days later, “Shaw” called the
“Sentinels” and ordered them to come,
with “Frank”, it was weird, but they had
to follow the orders...“Frank” wasn’t
feeling okay about that sudden change of
heart, something was wrong...“Shaw’s”
son was kidnapped from his home,
although the high security, “Shaw” said
it directly to “Frank” “I helped you
before, and did what you wanted for
your friends, plus I accepted giving you
the tech you enjoy right now, now you
earn your protection and freedom”
“Frank” asked “Which is...?” “Get my son
to me safe, your accusations of murders
committed by Scarecrow will be drop”
said “Shaw”, meaning that “Frank”
wasn’t gonna be accused of killing these
people “Rorschach” killed in “England”
anymore, but “Frank” didn’t want his
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relative to be accused of these murders,
but “Shaw” told him that he will
manage it another way, “Frank” agreed
on one more condition “I’ll get the boy for
you, as long as your men can’t, but I want
you to do me something else” then
“Frank” asked to be alone with “Shaw”,
as there was “Arrow” & “Sentinels”
members, they all went out, “I want you
to reject Rose when she finishes studying,
make her join another agency to keep her
in England, or make her a secret soldier
used when needed not a member in the
MI6 like the others” “Shaw” didn’t
understand why, but “Frank” didn’t tell
him any reasons for that request, “Shaw”
accepted...
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The next day, “Shaw” convinced
some officials to level the “Sentinels” up
to the “SAS”[5] which gives them the
advantage to jump the graduation year of
studying and just having special
training inside, with no need to study or
do anymore projects, that organization
was just for special forces in the UK army,
no relation with the “MI6” and their
operations, which to “Rose” was more
safe, and to be used only on calls, no
serious red alert like the “MI6”, and
nearly no traveling much, to “Egypt”
specially...“Frank” found a way to keep
“Rose” away from him in a perfect way,
because he thought that his existence in
her life was dangerous to her, so he could
keep her away for the next years but they
just had to finish this trouble of
“Juggernaut” & “Bishop”...
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“Sentinels” knew about that, they
were very happy, but they didn’t know
why, or who was behind that move...Now
it was “Frank’s” turn to pay back...

“Frank” & “Sentinels” went to camp
some place in a warehouse outside
“London” limits...They didn’t
understand why shall they do that, but
“Frank” wanted so, his plan was “You
want me, here I am”, that was dangerous
but essential, they could never find
“Shaw’s” son, “England” is a big place...

Everyone was ready with their
special weapons, “Rose” got her machine
gun, suit and Hammer, “Gunner” got his
mini-gun and a rocket launcher,
“Floyd” was ready too and got his armed
motorcycle, “Electrocutioner” was ready
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with guns and his own shocking gloves,
“Garfield” planted his bombs around
the place, and tricks that makes them
know when they’re not alone, and got his
M16 with ammo, “Brandon” got his
light machine guns and jetpack,
“Arrow” was with them too with his bow
& tricky arrows [Electricity,
electromagnetic waves, sleeping drug in
tips of some arrows] and a crossbow,
besides to “Frank” who got everything
they gave him, the suit, pistols, and
shield, waiting for “Juggernaut” and
probably “Huntress” to launch an attack,
it was like the last fight for “Frank”, the
crew knew that but it was a good move to
detect the thugs move, as “Cain” told
them “If they showed up anywhere,
while the fight I can detect their moves
through the streets of London, by tracing
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their car numbers”...“Frank” called “Dr.
Frank” in a good-bye call and told him
to take care of everything and everyone,
and expressed his apology to him
because of “Victor’s” death, “Frank”
meant “Victor’s” death in 2015, but “Dr.
Frank” thought that he meant what
happened in 1998...

“Frank’s” plan based on “Cain’s”
claims worked well, “Juggernaut”
showed up there with a lot of men,
“Huntress” wasn’t with
him...“Juggernaut” broke the iron gate of
the warehouse with his metal arms,
“Frank” told “Shaw” to leave them in
that fight without seen backup because
“Juggernaut” won’t show up if it was a
trap, “Frank” said to “Shaw” “Your
people are hacked, our backup must be
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covered well, otherwise, he won’t show
up at all and make sure that no betrayal
happens this time” “Shaw” confirmed
“Frank’s” words...

“Juggernaut” wasn’t coming to kill
“Frank” by a gun, as he knew about
“Frank’s” suit, so when he came in, some
shooting happened, “Juggernaut”
noticed that “Sentinels” have heavy guns
inside, unlike him and his men, so he
said “Frankenstein, you think you are
strong with these weapons and armor,
you can’t stand in front of me like a
man” “Frank” said “You got metal arms,
I got a metal armor, we’re equal, get in
and fight like a MAN”, “Juggernaut” got
in with his men, all sides put their
fire-power down slowly, at once, all
attacked each other...It was “Cain’s” work,
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using the satellites, he could get the cars
numbers and their history of patrol in
the city till the neighborhood they
camped in, and “Cain” was right, that
place was the place where “Shaw’s” son
was locked in, “Shaw” sent a huge force
to that place, after a quick fight, the
situation was contained and the boy was
freed...

On the other side, “Frank” was of no
match with “Juggernaut” for real,
“Frank” was just buying time to allow
reinforcements to help and capture them,
but help was late, the fight was in the
“Sentinels” side, the “Mafia” men
couldn’t stand in front of them although
the “Mafia” men were more in number,
but the “Sentinels” could beat most of
them down, some dead, and others just
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hurt, the rest gave up, but “Juggernaut”
escaped, “Frank” tried to delay him by
beating him, but he
couldn’t...“Juggernaut” couldn’t hurt
“Frank”, but “Frank” could, even
though, that didn’t stop “Juggernaut” or
slow him down during
escaping...“Brandon” was hurt badly,
else no one else on the team was
hurt...The result of that conflict made
“Arrow” say “How did we do that? I’m
not religious but I have to say God’s
among us in that operation”...The whole
crew, except “Brandon” & “Arrow”, went
back to “Egypt” 3 days later...“Shaw”
thanked “Frank” “Thank you” “Frank”
replied “Don’t thank me yet”, “Shaw”
said “The whole world will thank you
once Bishop falls, not only me, but this,
this is very important to me you saved my
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boy...I owe you one”, “Shaw” was a good
man, but his continuous deals with
devils, put him in tight corners
sometimes...
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{The Under World}

“Frank” started to realize that things
weren’t gonna be stable for long, he had
to make a move on “Juggernaut”...So, the
searching operation started in “Egypt”
from the under world, thugs and street
rats who deal in drugs and all kinds of
taboo, looking for any info about
foreigners dealing with them...

Results weren’t perfect, till someone
strange told them where to look, all that
time “Frank” wasn’t 100% good, he was
feeling bad because of the toxin he
inhaled in “Truro”-“England”, it
started to affect his health, not only his
mind, his mind was completely
corrupted and disturbed, he kept seeing
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illusions, especially “Victor”, he was in
front of his eyes always and talking to
him too, which was terrifying if it was
known, so “Frank” kept that a secret even
from “Rose”, the only relative who cared
for him really...

That man who told them where to go,
was a wise man thugs used to have
advises from, because he-as they used to
say-was a great gang leader in the past,
and used to settle a lot of deals between
the cops and thugs like “Ghost”, he was
named “God’s eye” by cops, he had one
leg, and was seated on a wheelchair...He
said “I knew you would come” talking to
“Frank” “You know me?” “Frank” asked
“God’s eye” replied “Of course I know you
Frankenstein, who don’t, I know you
since the ones before you who used that
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mask and name” “Frank” was
astonished “Whatever, they say you
know everything, where’s Juggernaut?”
“God’s eye” replied “No one knows, when
he needs men, he used to go to a special
place in Matrouh or Sinai but you won’t
find him” “Frank” asked “Why? He must
have friends there, facilitating things
and deals for him, you’ll tell me about
them now” “God’s eye” replied “No one
will cross him for you, I can get him for
you, he can’t use any man without my
clearance”, “Frank” asked him “Why
are you supplying him with men and
resources?” the man laughed and asked
“Frank” “Why do you wear a mask?
Although you and I know that it’s useless,
these people know who you are” “Frank”
asked him if he knows him, “No I don’t
know who you are, and I don’t care, just
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like I didn’t care all these past years”
said “God’s eye”, that reply shocked
“Frank” because this meant that this guy
was in relation with “Victor” or “Dr.
Frank”...But that man’s words were full
of symbols, as asking “Frank” “Why do
you wear a mask?” meant that he had no
choice except helping “Juggernaut”, or
he’ll die, and “Frank” had to wear a
mask to keep those he cared about safe, or
maybe because “Juggernaut” used to pay
the men well, so they go with him and
betray “God’s eye”, so he used to have
half their shares to allow them work
with him, as “Juggernaut” used pay in
US $...
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“Sentinels” left, “Frank” went home
to see “Dr. Frank” and ask him about
that guy...Once he talked about him to
“Dr. Frank” “How did you meet that
guy?” “Dr. Frank” asked, “Frank”
replied “While we were looking for
Juggernaut’s men, we were told to ask
this guy, he knows everything, as they
say, and Juggernaut can’t use any man
in Egypt except by his permission, maybe
we can use that” “Dr. Frank” said “Of
course, that will be your only way to
know Juggernaut’s moves, and maybe to
get inside his gang too”, but that was
dangerous, as those men couldn’t be
trusted, but it was the only way to have
a step on “Juggernaut”...“Frank” asked
“Dr. Frank” about that guy, “God’s eye”,
but “Dr. Frank” didn’t talk much about
him, all he said “Your uncles, Victor
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and I had a lot of relations with him, I
used to deal with him a little after
Undertaker’s death, that was years
ago”...“Frank” wasn’t convinced, but he
didn’t argue...

{God’s Eye}

“God’s eye” went to “Sinai”, his
home, he used to live there, “Frank”
couldn’t know why he was in “Cairo”,
but “God’s eye” sent men to “Frank” with
a message to “Frank”, asking for a meet
in “Sinai”, “Frank” didn’t have to trust
them, or “God’s eye”, as he met him once
and talked too few, but “Dr. Frank” told
“Frank” to go with them without fear,
that was weird, but “Frank” trusted “Dr.
Frank” and went with the men...This
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time “Frank” just asked for “Floyd” &
“Gunner” to come with him, “Rose”
wasn’t with them, “Frank” didn’t tell
her about that, he thought it was
dangerous, he didn’t wanna risk her life,
because he LOVED her...

The journey started, it was
completely unusual, they switched cars
many times on the road till they reached
somewhere called “Nakhl” in the
middle of “Sinai’s” desert near “Al Tih”
mountain, they stayed there for the
night, then they traveled to “Al Halal”
mountain north of “Sinai” where “God’s
eye” was waiting for “Frank” and his
men...“God’s eye” started talking “Nice
from you to accept my invitation in my
humble home”, “Frank” asked him
directly “Where’s Juggernaut?” “God’s
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eye” replied “Have some rest, you have
been traveling for hours” but “Frank”
refused, so “God’s eye” started talking
about business “You know that nothing
is for free, I’ll deliver the metal armed
man to you in exchange of one job”
“Frank” asked “What job?” “God’s eye”
asked everyone to leave them alone, even
“Frank’s” men were told to leave too, it
happened, then “God’s eye” said “You
saw how my business is faced by the
Egyptian army and cops, they’re killing
my men and destroying our tunnels
which damage our business, although
some cops & officials work with us, but
that’s not gonna be enough in the next
job” “Frank” replied “I retired jobs like
that”, “God’s eye” said “You retired
because of that girl you loved, her name
was Y.M., right?” “Frank” was shocked by
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that saying “How did you know that?”
“I’m God’s eye, I know everything, and I
know that she rejected you, then you
have nothing to retire for” said “God’s
eye”, “Frank” asked him about the job...

The job was to help in setting a deal
with some Israelis near “Taba”...The
trouble with that shipment was that it
was the biggest shipment that ever
happened in the country’s history, 8
containers full to the rim with weed, the
job was to transport the shipment from
the Egyptian boards to the Israeli soil,
which was seriously dangerous...So
“God’s eye” wanted “Frank” to use his
relations to facilitate the transport
operation through the desert without
stopping by anyone...That was hard to be
asked from people like “Floyd”, but it
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was easy to be handled by someone like
“Ivy” or “Paige”, “Frank” called “Ivy”
and told her what happened, she said
“This can’t be accepted, although we
need his help” “Frank” asked her “Why
do we need him?” she replied “The
element of time, we can’t waste anymore
time, even if we had to make a deal with
the devil”...The next day, “Ivy” sent
“Arrow” and “Paige” to “Frank”, to help
him through that job, as it was more
serious than any job before, they arrived
at “Nakhl” where “Frank”, “Floyd” &
“Gunner” welcomed them, “Floyd” &
“Gunner” knew nothing about the deal
with “God’s eye” or why were “Arrow” &
“Paige” coming to “Egypt”, but they felt
that it was bigger than them...“God’s eye”
said “When you are done, you’ll be back
to Al Halal mountain, to see what we’re
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gonna do about Juggernaut” to “Frank”
and he confirmed...

{Holocaust #7}

The operation started, “Frank”,
“Arrow” & “Paige” with a lot of men, all
of them were Arab guys, “God’s eye’s”
men, “God’s eye” asked for “Frank’s”
help because he got troubles with
another tribe in “Sinai”, he knew that
they were planing to ambush the
procession, but he wasn’t afraid of police
engagement...

The attack happened just like “God’s
eye” expected, trucks full of men
attacked the procession and stopped it,
the brawler shooting started from both
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sides, but “Frank’s” side were fewer in
number...That wasn’t a trouble, because
“Frank” had his suit, which was a
surprise to the other side, after a short
time fight, the attackers realized that
their bullets were of no effect on “Frank”,
that made them terrified, and lost their
focus on the others, so they got shot by
“Paige” and the others, an
electromagnetic arrow from “Arrow”
finished the battle, with a lot of
casualties on both sides...

The procession continued its journey
till it reached somewhere near “Taba”,
foreigners were waiting for them on the
“Israeli” boards, they gave “Frank” 2
huge container trucks full of US $, worth
billions, and other 2 empty container
trucks as decoys...They took another route
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in the return to “Nakhl”, they passed the
night there, then “Arrow” & “Paige”
returned back to “England”, and
“Frank” went to “Al Halal” mountain,
just like “God’s eye” told him, this time
“Rose” was waiting for him in “Nakhl”
that night with “Gunner” & “Garfield”...

On February 2nd 2016, “Rose” was
mad and worried, as “Frank” told her
nothing about that job...They went to
“God’s eye’s” mansion or castle in the
mountain, “Frank” started talking to
“God’s eye” “I did my part, your turn
now” “God’s eye” replied “And I
appreciate what you did, the man with
metal arms is in Alexandria, looking for
a boat to sail somewhere in the sea,
looking for some kind of a treasure under
water”, “Frank” didn’t understand
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“What treasure? His mission is to kill
me” “God’s eye” said “That’s what I could
know, but I think whatever he’s looking
for, it’s something he’ll use against you, a
gun or a method to beat you down,
everyone is talking now about the iron
man, watch yourself from now on”,
“Frank” wasn’t convinced by his words,
but he asked for his exact place in
“Alex”, “God’s eye” made his calls, and
told “Frank” “He found a boat and will
sail in the next few hours with 6 men
and 2 Egyptian sailors, the boat owners,
3 of those men are professional divers”,
“Rose” said “Juggernaut is just one of the
men, he has nothing to do with that, and
he won’t dive of course, because of his
arms” “Rose’s” words were logic, but how
can a guy like “Juggernaut” work under
someone’s commands?, unless that one is
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one of “Bishop’s” important men, like
“Huntress” or someone else like
her...“Brandon” became okay and
returned to “Egypt” to join the others...

“Frank” decided to attack
“Juggernaut” and these people, as a try to
kill him while he’s away from his men,
and in the water, he’d never be able to
escape, but the trouble was, how to do
that and when??...That was left
completely to “Rose” and the “Sentinels”,
“Frank” was just a guest of honor, or so
they wanted, because they didn’t allow
“Frank” to engage in water using the
metal suit or it will be damaged, or he
would drown...No one had any idea
about where they were going, or the
coordinates they want to reach, “God’s
eye” told them that his men will manage
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knowing that when their trip starts in
the sea, in order not to waste time,
“Frank” and the “Sentinels” members
started traveling to “Alex”, after telling
the rest of the crew to meet them there...

Hours later, “God’s eye” called
“Frank” and told him where
“Juggernaut” was, and where they were
going, and what was their intention to
do in the sea water or what they were
looking for under water...“They’re
looking for a Pharaoh’s treasure under
water, it was said to be stormed by water
centuries ago, but they’re assuring that
the tomb is there and full of
undiscovered treasures” said “God’s eye”,
and told “Frank” his coordinates and
everything he needed to target
“Juggernaut” “Frank” thought of calling
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the Egyptian Coastguard, but that wasn’t
accepted, as the Egyptian authorities
were slow, and the “Sentinels” wanted to
make it fast, and to CAPTURE
“Juggernaut” to allow them to know any
info about “Bishop”...

“Floyd” could hire 2 fast boats once
they reached, with sailors, and told
them that they were working for the
British government, cooperating with the
Egyptian authorities, the sailors
believed them and liked the money
“Floyd” gave them because it was in US $,
“Frank” and the others reached “Alex”
and the journey started to the given
coordinates, “Juggernaut’s” boat was
there for real, he was with 2 sailors and
2 others, the rest were diving under
water, “Sentinels” shot the 2 men with
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“Juggernaut”, the sailors gave up and
“Juggernaut” was hurt, the divers didn’t
get up because they thought they were
cops...“Sentinels” took their target[6] and
left...After reporting what happened,
“Ivy” sent a jet as soon as possible to
“Egypt” to take “Juggernaut” to
“England” to be interrogated and
imprisoned...
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{The Last Man Standing}

“Frank” talked to “Juggernaut” after
they returned back to “Alex”,
“Juggernaut” asked “Frank” “How could
you survive the toxin? It was said that
one breath of it can drive 10 men insane
for decades, What are you?” “Frank”
replied “I’m the thing what you and your
boss fear” “Juggernaut” said “You’re just
like us Frankenstein, why struggle to be
someone else you are not?” “Frank”
replied “I was like you, but I decided not
to be a scumbag anymore, I’m free”, that
made “Juggernaut” shout “WHAT
HAPPENED TO YOU? SUDDENLY YOU
DISCOVERED HUMANITY? If you ever
cared from the start, Frankenstein would
have never been anything but a myth
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and all those who died would have
never been dead, and people like me and
Bishop would have never existed”
“Frank” didn’t reply and left him,
“Floyd” asked for “God’s eye’s” help to
secure “Juggernaut” temporary, until
the jet coming to transport him to
“England” arrives...It happened and he
was transported to “England” without
troubles...

“Shaw” wrote what happened by
“Shadow” and all the crimes he had
done in 2015, and he also wrote what
happened to “Rorschach” and what he
did exactly, “Shaw” knew about this
from “Ivy”, and “Ivy” knew from “Rose”,
she couldn’t watch “Frank” suffering
because of his relative’s crimes just to
clear his image to his family, so she
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asked “Ivy” what to do, and “Ivy” did
what she could do, telling “Shaw” was
not so bad, as even if he tried to cover on
“Frank”, he would do that knowing that
“Frank” was innocent, not just because
“Frank” saved his son from certain
death...“Shaw” wrote everything in an
official report to his officials with his
retirement letter as soon as “Bishop” falls
in custody, as he thought that job was too
heavy to his age...

“Bishop” didn’t like the idea of his
man being caught, so he made a
completely insane move...His men started
hunting “Shaw’s” men, and others from
the organization, one of those who got
killed was “Copperhead”...It was a series
of angry assassinations, ending by
kidnapping “Shaw” himself, for the bad
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luck, “Shaw” kept the classified report
with him, as he hesitated to deliver it to
his officials, because he was still
studying the consequences of revealing
these facts at that time...When “Shaw” got
kidnapped, “Bishop” met him, and after
some torture, “Shaw” was saved by the
“SAS” on February 8th 2016, but-of
course-the letter or report fall in
“Bishop’s” hands with all facts in it,
“Bishop” wasn’t caught that time...

Days later, “Bishop” showed up,
masked, in a video that was sent
privately to “Shaw” & “Frank”, telling
them that he knew the truth, that
“Shaw” was a big liar and used “Frank”
to cover his dirty work, and he
threatened them to expose them to the
world if they kept hunting him...But
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leaving “Bishop” wasn’t a choice to
“Frank” & “Shaw”, they had to do
something, “Frank” would have never
knew about that report if “Bishop”
didn’t send him his threat, “Bishop’s”
plan was to keep “Shaw” with him till
“Frank” shows up in “England”, where
“Bishop” could kill them both, but he
changed the plan when he read the
report that’s why “Shaw” was found and
rescued easily...

“Shaw” thought that what “Frank”
was doing reveals something good inside
him, and that he did enough sacrifices
which deserves to be appreciated by the
“British” government and people, as
“Shaw” was ordered to arrest “Frank”
once “Bishop” was arrested, to be accused
of being “Scarecrow” and to stand trial
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for all the crimes he committed,
considering his help to catch “Bishop”
and his gang...

“Frank” doubted “Shaw”, because he
was rescued fast, nearly without a fight,
but “Shaw” knew “Bishop’s” plan when
he was with him, which was convincing
to “Frank”, as he knew how much
“Bishop” hated him...“Shaw” asked
“Frank” to come to “England” to discuss
what should be done...Hours later,
“Frank” reached “London” and was
welcomed by “Ivy”, who noticed that
“Frank” wasn’t alright, but “Frank”
didn’t reveal anything, as his condition
was getting worse by time because of that
toxin he was exposed to in “Truro”, but
he said nothing to anyone...The last time
“Frank” saw “Victor” in his illusions
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was on his way to “London”, in the
“MI6” special jet, with the same look
“Frank” used to see him, “Victor” said
“What’s wrong brother? You okay?”
“Frank” didn’t reply, “Victor” continued
“You’re a killer Isaac boy, you’re a curse,
everyone gets close to you just DIE, or get
KILLED, I’ve always knew that you’ll
drive us to HELL” “Frank” said “I can
still change our family’s destiny”
“Victor” shouted “CAN’T YOU SEE,
WE’RE ALL DEAD, you’re a destroyer
Markenstein, your strength is lead us
to...EXTERMINATION” then he
disappeared, “Rose” was with “Frank”
and she heard him talking, she was
worried and told him “Frank are you
alright? Who are you talking to?”, he
told her that he was thinking of someone,
but he didn’t tell her anything of what
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was happening to him...

“Frank” & “Rose” reached “London”
and went to “Shaw”, who was already
mad, he already gave orders to all his
units to look for “Bishop’s” men
everywhere in the country, but that was
of no use, “Shaw” knew that but he was
buying time...“Shaw” revealed
everything to his officials, everything
about “Frank”, everything “Bishop”
threatened to expose, that’s why he asked
“Frank” to be there with him to approve
everything he said...They expressed their
respect for “Frank”, and his readiness to
sacrifice his life for his relative & family,
besides to “Frank’s” risk with his life to
save “Shaw’s” son, which meant that
“Shaw’s” report with “Bishop” was
useless...But “Frank” told “Shaw” to keep
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everything in the dark, because he
didn’t want his family to know
anything...

“Rose” was happy with idea that
“Frank” became some sort of a hero, later
that day she told him “I know you don’t
like what happened, but that’s the right
thing for you” “Frank” replied “I made
myself feel every death, see every
innocent face suffering or dying because
of me, you might never understand that”
“Rose” was touched by his words and
said “I understand”, she was touched
because she knew that he was right...
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{Broadmoor Asylum}

In “Berkshire”-“England”, there was
a Criminal Lunatic Asylum called
“Boardmoor”, that place had a very long
history and was secured well by cops,
because it had a lot of dangerous
criminals from all over the world, most
of them were “Bishop’s” men...A serious
dangerous inmate broke out from there,
“Adrian Anderson”, a lunatic fringe
used to work with “Bishop” directly,
never worked with anyone else of the
other gang leaders such as [Sweet,
Penguin, Buchinsky] or anyone else, he
was completely insane and refused to
listen to anyone, not even “Bishop”
sometimes, all what “Bishop” could do
with him was just giving him info and
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direct orders with killing, he was
nothing but an assassin, and his ways
were terrifying and always
unpredictable, his operations were
always successful although his madness
and unstable mind, he was one of the
most dangerous criminals in human
history...

This guy escaped from the Asylum, or
was helped to escaped, that incident was
shocking because during the break out,
chaos happened with a lot of casualties
from the guards and doctors, he wasn’t
the only one who escaped, others helped
him and escaped too...That was worrying,
“Ivy” knew him well “He’s a 35 year old
English man, lost sane when his wife
and sister died in a car accident in
Manchester city, they were standing on
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the side walk when the stupid drunk
driver HIT them, at that moment, Adrian
couldn’t take it, so he took a bottle’s glass
and cut the man in pieces, then ATE his
organs before cops or anyone else could
do anything, Bishop heard of him and
offered him freedom in return of his
services as a savage monster” said “Ivy”
“Ever since, he was called ‘Adrian The
Savagery’, and became whoever he is
now” “Ivy” added that “Adrian’s” escape
at that time was not a coincidence, she
thought that “Bishop” helped him to
escape when he was DONE, thinking he
lost plenty of men because of “Frank”
and it’s time for him to die, so he sent a
lunatic on him this time...
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“Juggernaut” was locked in highly
secured prison, “Wormwood Scrubs”,
Super Enhanced wing[7], as he was a very
dangerous and serious prisoner, he was
locked in a solitary cell too...

“Adrian” started moving fast, before
anyone could start searching for him...It
was “Copperhead’s” funeral on February
12th 2016, at “Hither Green” Cemetery,
“Frank” was there, as “Copperhead” was
his friend, everyone was there, “Adrian”
was in an “Aston Martin” car, “Frank”
could notice him, the glass was black,
but his moves were weird, telling them
that he’s there, telling “Frank” “Follow
me” indirectly, “Frank” wasn’t late, he
jumped in a car and started following
him, when “Adrian” saw that, and it
became a car chase, he sped up, “Rose”
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chased them in her own car, “Adrian”
reached a public parking and got in,
“Frank” noticed “Rose” behind him, so
“Frank” entered the parking after
“Adrian”, “Rose” reported what
happened and their location, “Adrian”
stopped in a special place in the parking
yard among the cars, “Frank” stopped too,
“Adrian” got out of his car, he wasn’t big
in size, his hair was blond, and was
covering his mouth and nose with a
black cover, used to control lunatics from
biting people, “Adrian” started talking
“It wasn’t right to mess with the family,
right?” “Frank” replied “I told your boss
the same thing” “Adrian” said “My boss,
I don’t have a boss, I have a big brother,
and some good friends”, he meant
“Bishop” and his gang, “Frank” asked
“What are you after?”, but cops arrived,
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that was expected by “Adrian”, he used a
flash bomb, it was very effective, it
helped him to escape, but before leaving,
he slaughtered one of the cops and
disappeared, the cop’s death was to
distract them, and the flash bomb itself,
caused some disturbance to everyone,
even to “Frank”, then “Adrian’s” car
exploded, causing 1 dead and several
injuries...

“Frank” had to return back to
“Egypt”, it was time for college, “Rose”
returned with him, the “Sentinels” kept
everything in check and secured...“Ivy”
and her men were investigating what
happened in “Boardmoor” Asylum, but
the results were not good, “Adrian”
killed 2 nurses and 3 doctors, plus to
opening rooms for others who shouldn’t
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be released, but “Ivy’s” thoughts were
that someone helped “Adrian” to
escape...That one she meant was “Bishop”,
“Adrian” disappeared for days, but he
was said to have hired some men, besides
to some others who escaped with him
from the Asylum which was very
dangerous...“England” was on red alert
because of that...

“Rose” was watching “Frank”, since
he hallucinated in the jet to “England”,
he didn’t know that, he never asked for
help, even if he seriously needed
help...On the other hand, he was worried
about her, because he could notice that
she wasn’t tough like “Ivy” & “Paige”...He
was thinking of returning back to the
pyramid, and take his chances there,
but he had someone who he thought he
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should stay for, someone believed in
him...

{Naomi}

“Venom”, “Frank’s” relative, wasn’t
trusting “Frank’s” words about her
brother[8] and his death, so she paid him
a sudden visit...She started “Are you sure
that Rorschach saved your life in
England?” “Frank” was astonished
because he thought that this case was
closed, he said “Yeah, Why are you
asking now?” “Venom” replied “You and
me know that Rorschach would never
risk his life for you, or even his son, he
was a buster” “Frank” was shocked by
her words about “Rorschach” “Watch
your language, he was your brother” she
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shouted “WHAT KIND OF A BROTHER
PUT US IN HELL, I lost my child before I
even hold him because of him, and YOU”
“Frank” didn’t reply, she continued
“Your turn comes later, let us talk about
Rorschach, what happened really?”
“Frank” told her nothing of what really
happened, just the same fake story,
“Venom” didn’t believe him and left...

On February 14th 2016, a girl sent
messages to “Frank”, she was beautiful,
and was one of “Bishop’s” men in “USA”,
she was enough with “Bishop’s” dirty
work and wanted to start fresh, so she
asked to join “Frank’s” clan...Her name
was “Naomi”, her proposition was to tell
“Frank” and his friends about
“Bishop’s” place, in return of a clean
state and no more chase, “Frank” didn’t
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wish to lose the chance, so he agreed to
help her, she also contacted “Rose” and
asked her to help her in return of
helping them to find who can’t be found,
“Rose” confirmed her request without
promises, because she didn’t know what
“Shaw” and his officials would say
about that...

“Naomi” was one of “Sweet’s” men,
and his special woman too...When he
died, she traveled to “USA” escaping
from the government’s chase to “Bishop’s”
thugs, and kept on the run ever
since...She was called “The Snake” by the
gang, “Frank” agreed on helping her in
return of her help, but that didn’t mean
that he trusted her, she knew that well,
and it was expected...
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“Rose” told the crew about that, they
didn’t like the idea, “Floyd” said “That’s
a trick, she’s one of Bishop’s tricks”,
“Gunner” said “I don’t think that she’s
real at all, it’s the Huntress” and many
different thoughts, but “Frank” didn’t
think that their thoughts were right, he
thought that she was real and
honest...Maybe her charm was affecting
“Frank”, but that’s how he felt...

“Rose” asked “Frank” a question that
he couldn’t answer “Why did you do
this?” she wanted to know why did
“Frank” gave up his alter ego as a great
gang member, respected and feared by
everyone, besides to the money he used to
gain from some operations, he gave up all
that for what?!, “Frank” replied “I
thought that life deserve from me more
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than Frankenstein, but I was wrong”
“Rose” was astonished by that reply
“Didn’t you wanna end this?” “Frank”
changed the subject “What do we know
about Adrian?” “Rose” understood, and
changed the subject, but started to feel
worried about him...“Frank” used
“Naomi’s” help to know “Adrian’s”
location in “Egypt”, she wasn’t late, but
he wanted to test her, so he asked “God’s
eye” to confirm the info for him and she
wasn’t lying, the trouble was in how to
attack him and his men, knowing that
they were all lunatics...Although “Rose”
was against the idea of attacking
“Adrian” and his men in their camp,
but “Frank” had an idea...
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{Holocaust #8}

“Frank” was thinking of an
organized attack on them, since there
was no info about who was with
“Adrian” in that place, they were
camping somewhere isolated in the
western desert-“Egypt”, “God’s eye’s”
men took the “Sentinels” to where
“Adrian” and his men were, then left
and waited for their call when they’re
done...

The attack wasn’t direct, it started
with shooting on “Adrian’s” men then
speeding away, but clearing up that the
assailant car had “Frank” inside it, so
when they see him in the car, they’ll
chase him, then the “Sentinels” will
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chase them all, and shoot on “Adrian” &
his men...It was a huge risk “Frank” had
to take...

It started, “Frank” drove fast and
reached the front gate and shot at the
guards, who looked very weird and were
moving in a strange way, then he sped
away, the plan worked and “Adrian”
led a group of cars and chased “Frank”,
but they weren’t few in number, they
were about 15 cars or more, all fast and
modern, which was weird, the cars had
3 or 4 members inside, all shooting at
him, “Frank’s” car wasn’t normal...It was
a special “Chevy SS 1970” modified and
prepared for the job with bullet proof
glass, armored car body, and off road
wheels with special suspensions but the
trouble was in the numbers, how could
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they overcome the number by 3 cars and
a motorcycle following them...The
motorcycle was the one “Floyd” made
with mini-guns, the rest were using the
cars, except “Brandon” who was using
his Jetpack, this helped a little, but it
was discovered that “Adrian” asked for
reinforcements from some others, “Rose”
could hear that in the wireless radio
device she had, as she hacked in their
communications before the attack, to
hear what they’ll say to each other,
“Frank” with some skill and luck could
get rid of 9 cars, the others could destroy
& stop the others, by shooting at their
tires or gas tanks, “Adrian” fall in the
“Sentinels” hands, but it was too late,
reinforcements arrived, “Frank” covered
one of “Adrian’s” men face, and covered
“Adrian’s” face then he took “Adrian”
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and put him in “Rose’s” car, with
“Rose’s” refusal of the idea “Frank” had,
but he didn’t listen, and put the other
man he covered in “Gunner’s” car,
“Garfield” was driving that car and
“Gunner” was shooting...“Frank’s” plan
was to make “Adrian’s” men hesitate
between the 2 cars, allowing them to
split up and reduce the attacking force
on the “Sentinels”, which was with 15+
cars, that plan didn’t work very well,
“Frank” followed “Rose’s” car with
“Brandon”...“Floyd”, “Garfield” &
“Electrocutioner” took another road
pulling some cars behind them, the
attackers on both sides were insane, they
were risking too much and looked like
they weren’t good drivers they were
crashing and some of them made
accidents and stopped, soon the decoy
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procession was clear and started
following the others...They were in
between 2 places “Ayn Al Qasr” & “Bi’r
Murr”, “God’s eye’s” men were waiting in
“Al Kharjah” and knew what’s
happening, but “God’s eye” told his men
to stand down and not to interfere...

“Brandon” did his best, but he ran
out of fuel, but he didn’t pull back, he
landed somehow clever on one of the
attacking cars and took control of it,
“Frank” & “Rose” took the whole hit,
those maniacs were screaming and
laughing behind them, “Frank” could
cover on “Rose” very well, because his
car was stronger than their cars,
although they were modern[9], “Rose”
electrified “Adrian” and sent him to
sleep...
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“Rose” told “Frank” in the radio
“Give me some space, I’ll make 1800

rotation” she did it, then she opened her
car’s passenger door, the one next to
“Adrian”, and asked “Frank” to open his
car’s passenger door too, the idea was to
pass “Adrian” to “Frank’s” car, because
hers was leaking fuel, “Frank” opened
the door, he sped up and opened the door
completely then slowed down while he
was too close to “Rose’s” car, which
caused the door to get broken and fly
away of the car, it helped because that
sudden move caused disturbance to the
attackers and caused some accidents
between their cars, and the transport
happened, “Brandon” got close to
“Rose’s” car and she jumped to his car,
after some shooting and chase, the
struggle ended and “Adrian” was
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arrested...

{The War Leader}

“Adrian” had to wait until a special
British jet comes from “England” to take
him back to where he belonged,
“Broadmoor” Asylum...

During that time, which was hours,
“Adrian” was tied well and carefully,
with no one talking to him, that was
wrong, “Ivy” called “Rose” and seemed to
be hurt or tired “Shaw got attacked an
hour ago, we found him but he’s not good
at all, he was found by some workers
near the sewer’s pipes at London city
limits, and he was hallucinating about
an underground gang and that they were
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preparing themselves for something big”
“Rose” didn’t understand much but she
was worried, because she knows that if
“Frank” knew about that he would go
there, “Ivy” wanted them to interrogate
“Adrian” and see if he knew
anything...“Paige” disappeared from the
picture completely that time for a reason
“Frank” knew later...

Of course “Frank” was the best one to
talk to a lunatic like “Adrian”, he was
singing all the time “I had strings, but
now I’m free, there are no more strings on
me” “Frank” wasn’t in a good mood for
singing, so he punched him in the face,
that made him stop “What? Don’t you
like my voice?” “Frank” asked him
“Bishop, where’s him?” “Adrian”
replied “Bishop!! Oh yes, the man you
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betrayed I remembered” once he said
that, “Frank” punched him again,
“Rose” thought that this action wasn’t
familiar with “Frank”, in fact “Frank”
was talking to “Adrian” in reality, but
in “Frank’s” eyes, he wasn’t talking to
“Adrian” he was talking to
“Shawn”-his dead brother-it was a part
of the illusions he used to see, “Adrian”
said “Beat me Frankie, beat me till your
knuckles bleed and I’ll welcome that
gladly, you know that I won’t go back to
Broadmoor, Bishop will find me a way
out again” “Frank” said “Then they’ll
lock you in a panic cell forever, with no
chance to see the sun again” “Adrian”
laughed “Then they’ll make it wide
enough for both of us, and make others
for the Isaac family members too, when
they take a real good look at the reality of
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their heroes, and all the heroic things
they did” “Frank” was shocked by his
words “What did you do? What do you
know?” when “Frank” asked that “Rose”
knew his intention, so she got in the
room and took “Frank” away from
“Adrian”...

“Rose” made sure that something was
wrong with “Frank”, and that he needed
special watch, but she didn’t know what
exactly, or why, but she promised him
that “Adrian” won’t talk or say anything
to anyone, “Frank” didn’t trust that...

On the other hand, “Rose” doubted
that someone told “Adrian” that they
were coming for him at that place in the
Western desert, the first one she doubted
was “Naomi”, “Frank” doubted “God’s
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eye”, so “Frank” paid him a visit...

“Frank” took the crew and went to
him in “Saloom”, a small town on
boards with “Libya”...Once “Frank” saw
him he asked him about what happened,
and “God’s eye” didn’t deny “Yes, I sent
my boys there and they told him”,
“Frank” was astonished by his reply,
because he thought that he’ll deny,
“Why?” “Frank” asked, “Because I made
a deal with some people who wanted
some boats to sail in the Mediterranean
sea, in return of giving them the boats
and some equipment, they were friends
to Adrian, so I had to stand down and
keep them safe until the operation pass”
“Frank” replied “What operation? And
who were them?” “God’s eye” said “They
just paid half, I can’t tell you that info,
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wait until they come back with whatever
they’re looking for, let them pay, then
they’re all yours”, “Frank” talked to the
group “We gotta wait until these people
come back and catch them, they know
Adrian well, he wasn’t in that store in
the nowhere in the desert unless there
was something going on” “Rose” said “We
shouldn’t trust that guy again” “Floyd”
confirmed, but “Frank” asked them to
manage a boat from “Matrouh” and try
to locate their position through the radio,
“Frank” wanted to ambush them,
because whoever they were, they were
bad people or may be “Adrian’s” goons,
“Electrocutioner” successfully could
locate them, hours later, “Garfield”
could manage a boat...
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Those people were not “Adrian’s”
men or “Bishop’s” men, they were the
archaeologists looking for a treasure in
the sea, one of them was the female
French archaeologist “Frank” saved in
“Luxor”, the “Sentinels” didn’t know
that, but “God’s eye” knew of
course...They were using some equipment
to lift something heavy from down there,
and some diving suits, “Garfield”
managed 3 suits with the boat...On the
way, “Sentinels” heard them asking for
help, they were attacked by Sharks near
“Sicily”-“Italy”, reporting that someone
was dead, or eaten by sharks, and that
they’re still in danger and their boat was
broken, “Rose” thought they should get
back, “Floyd” & “Gunner” thought that
it might be a trick and “God’s eye” did
that trick to pull them back, the 2 sailors
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on the boat didn’t know the place there,
they never sailed till there, but they were
afraid, “Frank” confirmed “Floyd’s”
opinion and the decision was to
continue, but “Frank” was worried of
what might happen to “Rose”...

Later it was discovered that the
Italian coast guard warned them earlier,
but they didn’t listen, and every try from
them to call the Italian coast guard to
save them was not responded by the
Italians...

When the “Sentinels” got close to the
location, the men on the boat thought
that they were the Italian coast guard
coming to save them, they waved to them,
“Brandon” got his Jetpack, he wanted
used it to land on the other boat, but the
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“Sentinels” didn’t know if there were
any weapons on the other boat, the
sailors had a shot gun and a rifle,
besides to a pistol with one of the
passengers, he was one of “Adrian’s” men,
the others were 4 archaeologists
including the French lady, and one with
a serious injury, their trouble was the
boat engines were broken...So the sailors
on the “Sentinels” boat used a speaker
and microphone to tell them to through
their weapons in water, and the rest of
the “Sentinels” members were watching
over for sharks, they were big in size and
strong, so they kept rotating around the
broken boat while talking to them, they
did what the “Sentinels” said and throw
their guns in water, the “Sentinels” got
close to them and took them on board,
and the injured archaeologist who died
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on the way to “Sicily”, “Floyd” called
the “British” embassy in “Italy” to send a
plane to take them to “Rome” and from
there to “England”, it happened, the
archaeologists were said to be kidnapped
by “Adrian’s” man and the Egyptian
sailors...On the broken boat, which was
left to sink, “Frank” saw a box full of
gold artifacts, looks like they were
looking for a treasure or something for
real, “Frank” asked to talk to the French
lady, “Rose” managed that for him in
“Rome”, “What were you looking for in
the sea?” said “Frank”, She replied
“Why do you care?” “Frank” said “One of
your team died for that, besides why did
you and them go there from Egypt? Why
didn’t you go from Sicily?” she didn’t
answer, because “Frank” knew the
answer for that, that journey wasn’t legal
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at all, “Frank” continued “What’s so
valuable for all that risk? To ask for
God’s eye’s help, or these thugs and
illegal sailors, and the Joker before that”
she told him “I appreciate what you did,
but why shall I trust you?” “Frank” told
her “You have to, else, I’ll report you as a
thief” she was surprised by that, after a
while of thinking she told him some
legends and ancient stories about a
legendary gold mask of the anonymous
war hero in the era of the pharaohs, the
unusual war leader who used to have a
snake gold scepter, that was taken from
her, she thought that down there was his
tomb or his mysterious mask, and maybe
some writings about his identity, and
also to know the secret behind his eye
which was called the ‘Eye of Sight’
which was said to allow him to see the
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future, then she showed him some
pictures from some websites about that
leader’s mask, “Frank” took a copy of
that mask’s picture, he was interested in
what the lady was saying, because he
had his experience in the great
pyramid...

She didn’t tell him that for free “Now
you understand a little, don’t you?”
“Frank” said “What do you mean?”, she
replied “If my investigations about that
pharaoh came true and I could prove
that he wasn’t a legend but a real war
leader, and if I knew his identity too, I’ll
be a billionaire” “Frank” didn’t
understand “What are you up to?” she
wanted him to help her, because she
couldn’t do that risk again on her own,
and her team of archaeologists left her
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and refused to work anymore on that
discovery...The golden artifacts “Frank”
saw on the boat that night were things
said to be belonging to him, The War
Leader, “Frank” agreed, because he
remembered his illusions when he saw
“Victor” for the first time, when he had
a golden eye and when “Frank” asked
him about it, “Victor” replied with same
description the French lady said about
the war leader’s eye, ‘Eye of Sight’...That
attracted “Frank’s” attention...

“Rose” trusted no one, and didn’t
understand why should they help the
French archaeologist to rob an
anonymous tomb under water which
was in a dangerous region full of sharks,
besides to the concept of illegal job,
“Gunner” was on “Rose’s” side, “Floyd”
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& “Garfield” didn’t refuse the idea
because they used to follow orders
strictly, “Electrocutioner” & “Brandon”
didn’t feel comfortable about that
operation, “Electrocutioner” wasn’t good
with water and used to fear the sea at
night, “Brandon” have never did
anything illegal, that was new on him...
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{The Treasure}

“Frank” agreed on helping the
French archaeologist in return of
knowing who was the war leader, and he
asked her about the “King of War” and if
it represents any nick name for any
pharaoh in the past, but she confirmed
that this name was given to the same war
leader she was digging behind, it was
seen by “Frank” in one of her old books
about pharaohs...

“Adrian” was deported to “London”,
“Arrow” welcomed and sent him to a
highly secured cell in “Hanwell”
Asylum in “England”...In “London”,
“Shaw” met “Frank” and told him that
“Huntress” was seen in “England” with
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some men, so he advised him not to stay
in “England” for long, “Frank” wasn’t
intending to stay at all, he was busy in
“Egypt”, but “Rose” insisted on waiting
for 24 hours in “London”, “Frank” never
resisted her wills...

“Paige” wanted to see “Frank”, that’s
why she told “Rose” to wait for her in
“London” while she gets to them from
“USA”, she was worried and wanted to
see him, “Floyd” and the others traveled
with the French archaeologist to
“Sicily”-“Italy” to prepare themselves
for the operation among the sharks at
that location...“Paige” & “Frank” met,
and had some time together, then
“Frank” & “Rose” moved to “Sicily”,
before leaving, “Paige” said “Don’t die, I
need you, I can’t keep going without you,
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one day when we’re done, we’ll have a
perfect life together” to “Frank”, he said
“Take special care, Bishop and his men
are out there, I managed a protective
program for you here in London, don’t go
back to USA, hold on here” then he left
with “Rose”...

The French archaeologist wasn’t
interested in the gold or the treasure
itself, she was interested in the tomb or
whatever can help her to know who was
the “King of War”, “Frank” was keen to
know him too, because he had his
doubts...“Floyd” & “Garfield” managed a
shark hunter from “Italy”, that guy had
all the needed equipment to hunt a
shark, or kill it, he was needed with his
own crew to help the “Sentinels” with
the sharks problem, and also to help
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them with diving equipment and all
these needs...

The journey started, but
“Electrocutioner” & “Brandon” didn’t go
with them, so “Frank” told them to
return back to “Egypt” and wait for
them...That Italian guy’s name was
“Callisto”, he talked to “Frank” “You
people don’t look like tourists, no tourists
would like to risk their lives by hunting
Sharks, what are you people really
after?” “Frank” replied “You don’t need
to know that info, you just know what
you really need to know, do your work
well”, that wasn’t comfortable to
“Callisto”, but he was paid well by them,
so he didn’t care much...
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{The Cage}

The crew reached their destination,
as the French archaeologist told them,
the dive and the hunt started, the
“Sentinels” didn’t deal on who will dive
with “Callisto” and his men, that was an
arguing subject, but “Callisto” refused to
allow anyone of the “Sentinels” to dive
with him, as to him it was a hunting job,
he wasn’t told that it was bigger than this,
he was told by “Frank” about the real job,
“Callisto” burst in rage, and that led to a
fight in the boat, but it was controlled
fast, “Callisto’s” boat was stronger than
normal boats, because it was made
specially for the sharks hunting,
“Frank” was told by “Rose” not to dive,
but he insisted, because the French
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archaeologist wanted to dive, of course
she was the one who knows the stuff
down there, “Rose” didn’t understand,
but “Frank” wanted to see if they could
see the gold mask, if that mask was like
the one the French lady showed him,
fine then, but if it was of a special design
in his mind, he wouldn’t allow her to get
it out of there, that fear was based on
“Frank’s” doubts and illusions...To dive
down with the sharks they needed a
special cage, to keep the sharks away
from them, but it wasn’t that wide, it
could only take 3 persons, “Callisto” was
one of them of course, the French
archaeologist was the second person, the
last one had to be “Frank”...They were
given the normal diving equipment, a
camera to make the others see what’s
happening down there, and an injection
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rifle to make the sharks sleep, or
poisoned...The adventure was dangerous
and unexpected, “Rose” knew that
“Frank” never dived before, but neither
did she nor “Frank” said anything about
that and he dived with them...After some
adventure in the water, the discovery
was great, but there was no gold and
nothing at all in the site, everything was
taken, or stolen...The French
archaeologist was sure of the location,
some heavy golden statues, she
photographed the writings and the
statues, and the whole site, but that
wasn’t enough for her, or “Frank”...So
they had to know who was faster than
them and took the rest of the artifacts...
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“Rose” & “Floyd” asked “Callisto”
about others who work like him in
“Sicily” or “France” or “Spain”, he
refused to talk at first, but when he saw
more money, he talked and told them
everything they needed...Soon, hunters
from “Sicily” were asked by some people
to help them to get to that place, and got
a lot of artifacts and statues, then they
left to “Libya” illegally but they bribed
some authorities and passed the Italian
coast guard and made it there...

“Frank” asked everyone to move to
“Libya”, but this time they couldn’t
report their officials, because they were
gonna refuse going to “Libya”, so they
did it secretly, “Electrocutioner” &
“Brandon” managed a way for
themselves and the cars from “Egypt” to
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“Libya” with “God’s eye’s” help to pass
the boards from “Saloom”...The rest of the
“Sentinels” & “Frank” made their way
through the sea by the help of “Callisto”
and his friends...“Floyd” & “Gunner”
started to feel bad about what’s going on,
started to feel that this was going far
away from their mission, “Rose” could
reduce the tense as much as she could...

The treasure was said to be
transported to “Tripoli”-“Libya”, then
to be transported by an army container
truck to “Zuwara” and get loaded on a
ship to “Spain”, the one behind this was
discovered later...The treasure was
composed of [A huge sword, a heavy
golden shield, a spear, some gold pots,
small statues and artifacts, a weird
golden mask, and a casket supposed to
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contain the mummy of the pharaoh] it
needed a truck to transport the
shipment...

“Sentinels” reached to “Tripoli”,
and “God’s eye” called some friends of
his to help them down there, because the
“Sentinels” couldn’t use any official
help, because no one in “England” knew
that they were in “Libya”, so the
operation was classified and completely
illegal, but it was a necessity to “Frank”...

The trouble was how would they
attack the shipment with all the heavy
army security and moving without
stopping, “Electrocutioner” &
“Brandon” reached in time with the
monster car, “Rose” & “Floyd” managed
2 jeeps and a “Dodge Ram” modified
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with suspensions and wheels, “Floyd” &
“Rose” worked on the cars a little,
putting their final touches getting ready
for the job the next day...

Later that day, “Rose” noticed that
“Frank” was upset, she asked him
“What’s wrong? Are you alright?” he
replied “Nothing, I’m just sad because I’m
forced to do everything you know I did,
and I’m responsible for a lot of death
around the world, all that mess
happened because of me” “Rose” said
“What happened to them wasn’t chance,
you decided to act, you and Mom[10]”
“Frank” asked “Then why was it me the
only man who lost everything? Why am I
always responsible?” “Rose” didn’t
answer, “Frank” continued “Bishop
chose me, to punish the world using me”
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“Rose” exploded shouting “BECAUSE
YOU ARE THE BEST OF US ALL, BISHOP
WANTED TO PROVE THAT EVEN
SOMEONE AS GOOD AS YOU CAN FALL”
“Frank” was shocked by her reaction
“And he was right” he said, “Rose”
disagreed telling him “NO, you’re a once
in a life time, you’ll never fall, you just
need to get out of that cage you locked
yourself in, you have to retire one day
soon”, although “Frank” didn’t like
these words, but deep down him he knew
that “Frankenstein” must retire one
day...
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{Holocaust #9}

On February 20th 2016, the
operation of getting the treasure started,
or stealing it...The plan was to attack the
procession while moving, and the truck
won’t stop unless a roadblock faces
it...The Libyan Arab guys, who were
friends to “God’s eye”, helped by putting
some destroyed and burnt cars on the
high way at a special point, where there
was a dusty road, leading back to the
asphalt road after miles of driving in
that dusty road...That was the best the
Arab guys could do, it was the
“Sentinels” turn...
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It was day light, the weather was hot,
and the road was hard to drive on, so it
wasn’t about driving fast this time...

Once the procession passed a special
point on the dusty road, the “Sentinels”
started moving, they appeared behind
the procession which had 6 army jeeps
behind the truck, once they saw the
“Sentinels” behind them, they drove in
formation, 2x2, they were prepared and
started shooting at the “Sentinels”,
“Frank” was driving the “Chevy” alone,
“Rose” was driving one of the jeeps and
“Gunner” was with her using a
mini-gun, “Garfield” & “Brandon”
were together in the “Ram”, “Floyd” was
driving the other jeep and
“Electrocutioner” was using another
mini-gun on it, “Brandon” was ready in
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the “Ram’s” back with his Jetpack, so
when the shooting stops, he would land
on the truck...The heavy shooting from
the “Sentinels” side destroyed the last 2
jeeps and made them fall off the road in
the sand, broken and destroyed, but
there were still 4 more cars, and 2 in
front of the truck, the army jeeps
remaining shot at them as well, “Rose”
told the crew in the radio “Our armories
won’t hold for long, we have to get rid of
them in a strike”, “Frank” understood, so
they lined up “Frank” & “Rose” were at
the end of the line, because the “Ram’s”
rear was stronger than the jeeps, so
“Garfield” drove to head the line, then
they sped up and crashed one of the
army jeeps, the strike made the driver in
the army car lose control and roll over on
the side of the road, while this,
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“Gunner” & “Electrocutioner” kept
shooting at the other car, killing the
driver, made it roll over too...The idea
was great, so “Frank” told them to do it
again on the last 2 cars, but something
unpredictable happened, the truck’s
back was opened, the army jeeps cleared
the way and drove on the road’s side as
much as they could, there were soldiers
in there with rocket launchers, here
came “Brandon’s” role, he used his
Jetpack and attacked those soldiers, they
were shocked by that move, they didn’t
believe what they were seeing, the other
army cars were not out of the game yet,
“Frank” crashed one of them from its
side and ran in a struggle with it, “Rose”
passed them and located her car in front
of the army car, then she used one of the
old tricks, there was a small box down
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the bottom of the car, full of pins and
nails, with a special mechanism, she
opened it, the army car fall in it and its
tires went out, the other car was taken
down by “Floyd”, in the truck, there
were only those 2 soldiers, “Brandon”
took care of them, besides to the truck
driver there was another one next to him
and 2 army jeeps in front of the
truck...“Frank” & “Floyd” used their
boxes of pins and nails to make the road
behind them locked on anyone might
come to save the truck, the road was
narrow for any car to pass next to the
truck, “Brandon” had to manage the
driver’s cabin using his Jetpack again,
“Frank” didn’t care to stop the truck, he
wanted to transport the goods from the
truck to the “Ram”, “Frank” didn’t know
what was inside, “Brandon” cleared up
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the situation to everyone “That’s a
negative, there’s a casket in here, we can
transport things like the sword, the
shield, spear, but the “Ram” won’t be
enough for the casket”, by some math,
the casket could be loaded on the “Ram”,
but there won’t be a room for anything
else, “Rose” told “Brandon” to load the
artifacts on the “Ram” and leave the
casket, but “Frank” refused, so he had to
do something...In the truck there was a
ramp, the container was big enough to
take the “Chevy” in, “Rose” thought that
it was dangerous, but “Frank” told
“Brandon” to slide the ramp to his car,
he did it and “Frank” jumped in the
truck, he almost slipped but he made it
on the truck...Both “Frank” & “Brandon”
loaded everything they could on the
“Chevy”, except the casket, then “Frank”
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got out of the truck with his car,
“Garfield” rotated 1800 with the “Ram”,
then “Brandon” used the ramp and put
it on the “Ram’s” back, the way the ramp
became a bridge between the truck and
the “Ram”, then he pushed the casket
from the truck to the “Ram” and he
jumped on the “Ram”...Half the job was
accomplished, the other half was how to
get out of “Libya” to “Egypt”, but “God’s
eye” friends helped them out, in hours,
they reached “Matrouh”, and there they
met the French archaeologist, and
discussed what they should do with the
treasure...

She was happy by what she saw at
first, but she realized that she was in
another trouble with “Frank” and the
“Sentinels”...she started by saying “You
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can take all the artifacts, except the
mummy, sword, shield, spear, and
mask” “Frank” didn’t like what he
heard “I don’t think I need these artifacts,
but I think I need these things you
mentioned, actually I did not risk and
waste my time for ‘artifacts’” she didn’t
understand, neither did “Rose” and the
others, “Frank” continued “I’ll take the
mask, sword, shield, and spear, but of
course, I do not need the mummy,
assuming it still exist inside, and didn’t
get sabotaged by salt water” that made
the French lady worried saying “But this
is my work, I discovered all this, you are
just a gang banger, what are you gonna
do with these things?! Sell them?! You’ll
get caught before trying” “Frank” didn’t
answer and asked “Rose” to take what he
said he’ll take and prepare a way for the
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French lady to get her home, “Rose”
didn’t understand what were they gonna
do with these things he wanted...What
“Frank” meant was to get rid of the
French lady, and “Rose” was not late...

On February 23rd 2016...The
Russian government knew that
“Juggernaut” was locked in “England”,
and he escaped from their prison, so they
asked for him to be transported to
“Moscow”, “Shaw” didn’t accept, but the
governmental stress was too strong, he
had to agree...He had a bad feeling about
that, he was right...

“Juggernaut” was ready to be
transported, on a special Russian jet, on
the way and exactly in the airspace of
“Belarus”, once they got in its airspace, a
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huge cargo plane appeared above the jet,
whoever was in it were not normal guys,
they were professionals...Somehow, 5
persons tied in the cargo plane jumped
on the jet and placed other ropes on the
back of the jet and on its tail, that was a
perfect way to destroy the plane without
falling down, the ropes were pulled
causing the jet pilots to lose control, and
that made it hanged to the cargo plane
from its tail, putting charges[11] on the
jet’s tail and blowing them, made the tail
fly away and it became a hole to allow
the hanged attackers to get in...After a
little fight, “Juggernaut” was freed and
taken by them in the cargo plane, and
disappeared for some time, but that was
extremely dangerous and bad for
everyone...The radars detected that the jet
was under attack and satellites made the
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attack visual, but no one was fast enough
to send a fighter for them, when
“Juggernaut” was out of the jet, the
attackers cut the ropes down and left
anyone breathing in the jet to fry in
HELL...
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{The Triad}

“Juggernaut’s” escape made everyone
disturbed and worried of the what might
happen next, “Shaw” was mad and told
his officials that he was not responsible
for what happened, neither him nor the
“MI6”...

“Bishop” appeared in a channel on
the Internet, not with a shown face, but
“Frank” & “Shaw” knew that it was him,
“Shaw” was with “Arrow” that time he
was watching the video, “Bishop” said
“Behind the walls of the Great Kingdom,
secrets are kept away from the English
people about too many crimes, accidents
and incidents, and also about too many
heroes and villains, now I’ll tell you
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what the English government has
hidden from you all these past decades,
and I won’t talk of my own imagination
or my own evidence, I’ll expose that
through a report written by the British
Major General Jonathan
Shaw...‘Frankenstein didn’t commit any
of those crimes he was accused of as
Scarecrow, he actually saved his nephew
from certain death by the boy’s own
lunatic father, and he is completely
innocent of the streak of crimes
committed in 2015, the ones committed
by the Shadow who was later said to be
Frankenstein, and he’s also innocent of
stealing the special chemical
compound[12] in the 1997, it wasn’t him
at all, and he didn’t allow Juggernaut to
escape that night my son was kidnapped,
as it was claimed by the English
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authorities & media, he actually was
forced to do it to save my boy, but I
had-to my shame-build a lie around
him, and put all these crimes on him in
order to keep my image and others
images as clean as possible, but I can no
longer live with my lie, and I see that it’s
the right time for me to resign just after
Bishop’s arrest, or death, kindly accept
my resignation’ General Shaw have been
lying to everyone he worked with and to
those who trusted him, Do you people
accept that guy’s resignation? I hope so, if
only this government isn’t already
corrupted by guys like Shaw, people like
me would have never existed at all, the
wave is coming, and when it comes, no
man will be able to stand for long, not
even Frankenstein”...These words were
killing to “Shaw” & “Arrow”, “Arrow”
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said “All that time you told all of us to
avoid him because he is a killer and all
that, while actually he was covering
your tracks, all that was a lie! A lot of
crimes were made under the name of
Frankenstein for decades, they were all
lies you just couldn’t finish your work, so
you used to hang your failures on
someone else, that one was him...”
“Shaw” interrupted him “There was a
point that time, sometimes law is like
shackles with short chains allowing the
bad guys to get away, using their power &
resources, one day you’ll understand
only when you’re stuck in tight corners,
I hope that time you’ll have a friend like
I had, a friend who’s ready to stain his
hands in blood and filth, so that you
and those people can keep theirs clean”
“Arrow” wasn’t convinced but he didn’t
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put anymore pressure on “Shaw” saying
“Your hands are stained with enough
blood, General”, “Shaw” asked to see
“Frank” as soon as possible...

“Frank” wasn’t late, although he
didn’t know what he was doing
there...Exposing “Rorschach” & “Victor”
was gonna destroy “Frank’s” family in
return of clearing his image, that was not
an option for “Frank”...“Shaw” &
“Frank” talked for a long time about
what should they do, “Shaw” saw that
“Bishop” sent that video to take him
down, but “Frank” saw that “Bishop”
sent that video to hit them both, costing
“Shaw” his career and his honorable
retirement which would be an
excommunication, and costing “Frank”
his family and their Champions who
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were gonna be discovered to be villains
and lunatics, “Rose” was with “Frank”
in “England” this time, without the rest
of the crew...

After finishing the meeting with
“Shaw”, “Frank” was gonna stay in a
hotel somewhere in “London”, when
they reached there, they were waited by
some triads in the suite, they were
Chinese, it was “Frank” & “Rose” only
against 5 or 6 triad men...The triad men
didn’t shoot at them, but the pointed
their guns toward them and took “Rose’s”
weapon, their boss was a young short
Asian man who was later known as
“Chang”, he was “Lau’s” brother, he
wanted to kill his brother’s killer, with
his gang, “Frank” wasn’t wearing his
metal suit, whichmade things harder on
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“Rose”, but he was wearing his
mask...“Chang” looked at “Rose” then
started talking to “Frank” “You must be
Frankenstein, you’re a hard man to
reach, but not a hard man to kill as they
were saying” “Frank” replied “Who the
hell are you? What are you after? Oh
yeah, you must be one of Bishop’s
rookies” “Chang” didn’t like “Frank’s”
words and stroke “Frank” with his leg in
“Frank’s” stomach, “Rose” rushed saying
“Why don’t you try someone of your own
size boy” “Chang” didn’t answer her and
continued talking to “Frank” “That guy
Bishop is a very stupid guy, and his men
are scums, they’re not a trouble, if I want
to kill him tonight, I’ll cut him in pieces,
just like I’m gonna do to you tonight”
“Frank” knew by these words that
“Chang” and his triad were not friends
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to “Bishop” and his clan, “Frank”
thought that he can use that “You wanna
kill me because I killed your brother, as
you say, but Bishop won’t let you go with
that”, “Chang” didn’t understand, one of
his men laughed, “Chang” pulled his
gun and shot his man in the head, just
because he laughed, “Rose” was shocked,
she never saw anything like that
before...“Chang” told “Frank” to be more
clear, “Frank” said “Bishop want me
dead at all costs, whoever kills me will
take 1 billion $, he won’t pay you that
money, and the world’s terrorists and
criminals won’t let you go, you’ll screw
their work, and that will open another
trouble between you and him, and you
won’t like that” “Chang” wasn’t
convinced with “Frank’s” words...During
that time, some neighbors felt that there
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was something wrong there, so they
called the cops, the English police were
paranoid, they sent a force to the hotel,
in case there was any kind of terrorism
or terrorists in the building...One of
“Chang’s” men told him what was going
on outside, so “Chang” told “Frank” that
he’ll find him again, then he left, when
his men tried to tie “Rose” & “Frank”,
“Rose” successfully could beat them all,
but “Chang” didn’t fight, he just
disappeared from the building...

“Rose” didn’t know or understand
anything of what “Frank” said to
“Chang”, but “Frank” was right about
that, if “Chang” killed “Frank”,
“Bishop” would get mad and “Chang”
would be the one who started an
unnecessary war on his triad, so
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“Chang” had to move wisely, “Shaw”
asked to see “Frank” again after what
happened, “Shaw” asked “Frank” “What
happened? Who were them?” “Frank”
replied “They’re the last chance to catch
Bishop” “Shaw” didn’t understand,
“Frank” continued “This guy is the only
one who can stand in front of Bishop,
without costing us anymore casualties,
they won’t hunt me again soon, Bishop
will know, and he won’t like that” “Ivy”
was there, she said “Bishop have been in
war against those triads for decades, it
have been difficult, a lot of people died
during that war, it stopped in 2010
when the triads boss and one of the
Community family members set special
deals to finish the war in return, the
Community should stop their street
business in Asia, and in reverse, the
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triad had to cut their business in Europe,
Australia, and Canada...But USA &
South America were common soils for
both gangs when a necessary deal had to
happen between them, the last deal
when I was with them, was in 2012,
nothing else I know”, “Frank” had
someone inside who he can ask, “Naomi”,
“Frank” sent to “Naomi” asking her for
info about the triads or any soon deals
between both gangs, “Naomi” accepted
the idea saying “Gladly, words were said
that the triads attacked you, this was not
accepted by the Huntress, they’ll make a
move soon I think, they look angry I don’t
know why” “Ivy” thought that this anger
was because of breaking the deal in
2010, “Frank” saw that this anger was
because of the attack on “Frank” by the
triads, because that move could have
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destroyed everything “Bishop’s” men
have been doing, they wanted the prize
the “Community” offered, if “Frank” was
killed by anyone outside the gang,
they’ll lose the money, he was right...
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{The Gears of War}

“Rose” asked “Frank” about the
pharaoh’s artifacts, and why did they
did what they did in “Libya” and
“Italy”, “Frank” told her that he needed
to be sure of something, then he asked
her to find another archaeologist to
study the artifacts and try to know who
was the pharaoh and any history about
him, “Rose” didn’t refuse but she kept
asking him “Why?? What’s so important
about these stuff?”, “Frank” didn’t
answer her...

During all that time, “Paige” was
discovered to be pregnant, “Ivy” knew
and she had her doubts, DNA analysis
revealed the father’s identity, he was
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“Frank”...That was shocking, at the
beginning, but it was expected by “Ivy”,
and a happy news too...

“Dr. Frank” noticed the golden mask
in the the family’s museum in the villa,
where precious family stuff are kept as
memorials, “Frank” kept the pharaoh’s
stuff there, unknowing that “Dr. Frank”
might go there soon, “Dr. Frank” asked
“Frank” about it saying “You knew
about the Golden Mask?” “Frank” was
surprised by that question asking him
“Do you know anything about that?”
“Dr. Frank” had a while of silence then
replied “After the Wold War II, your
grandfather was a fighting member in
the Egyptian army that time, Egypt was
fighting side by side with England, the
Italian navy made a huge battle with the
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English navy near Sicily, they almost
lost the battle, it was brawler, the
Germans sent a giant crew of fighters, it
was a carnage, many destroyers and war
ships from the English side were
destroyed and some fighters from the
German side too, the sunk ships had a lot
of dead bodies with a lot of blood, which
by time attracted the sharks to that
place...The Italians and British sent their
ships to collect their casualties with some
divers, one of them found the site, but it
was said that he was sent to a lunatic
asylum after that dive, he died there
years later, after the war myths were said
about that area, that time sharks weren’t
living there, but sailors and some ships
decided not to pass through that place,
because they thought that this place was
cursed, no diver or fishing boat survived,
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all drowned or sank, others
disappeared...” he was right, during the
dive, “Frank” and the others saw some
old sunk ships and boats, “Callisto” told
them to avoid getting in any ship for no
clear reason telling them “The Cage is
the only board, not only between us and
sharks, but between us and the mysteries
in this area” that’s why “Dr. Frank’s”
words were not strange for “Frank”, he
already heard that before, “Dr. Frank”
continued “After the war, in 1947, your
grandfather went there on a try to earn
his shot of stealing the treasure, but what
he saw there was out of imagination,
enough that he refused to talk to anyone
about it, but mom said that he wasn’t the
same ever since, after some pressure he
told his brother a few things about what
he saw, including the mask design, my
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uncle was a good artist, he could draw it
just like dad said, I saw it once before but
I couldn’t forget how it looked, till I saw
it again yesterday in the villa, from my
experience, I can say that he wasn’t
afraid” then he stopped talking “Frank”
asked him “What do you think he felt?”
“Dr. Frank” replied “Above humans”,
“Frank” didn’t understand that, but “Dr.
Frank” refused to tell him any further
info and told him to get rid of the mask
and the other stuff, to avoid troubles, as
he claimed, but there was another
reason “Frank” knew later...“Frank’s”
grandfather knew about the ancient
tomb under water, but what did he see
that time, or what did he tell “Dr.
Frank” about that place, it was all a
mystery that “Frank” knew nothing
about...
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“Frank” decided to move the
pharaoh’s stuff away from the villa, in
case “Dr. Frank” tried to destroy them,
“Frank” needed to know more about that
thing...He decided to use the
archaeologists who were working with
the female French archaeologist, but he
had to find them first...“Frank” couldn’t
use “Rose’s” help unless she knows
everything, so he told her about
everything, at the beginning it wasn’t
accepted by her, maybe she didn’t
understand what it might mean, but
“Frank” already had his doubts...“Rose”
accepted the idea of helping “Frank” by
any means necessary...
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Days later, “Rose” and the others
brought the best 3 members in that crew
of archaeologists to “Egypt”, somehow,
then they were forced by the “Sentinels”
to tell them what they knew about that
pharaoh depending on their studies and
the artifacts “Sentinels” stole...What they
said was impressive but still weird, to
them, but not to “Frank” “That pharaoh
was the greatest warrior among history, it
was said that later in history, the legend
of Achilles was built on the foundation
of that pharaoh’s life, as an excellent
warrior, next to a monster...That place
was said to be protected by the Gods in
that era, no man kind could get there
among history, maybe because there
were no enough tech to dive under water
this time, or maybe because of the
sharks” they didn’t know the truth
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about the sharks at this place and
“Frank” didn’t tell them...“Rose” wasn’t
good with history and things like that,
but she trusted “Frank”...Some writings
showed that the warrior was forced to
wear his gold mask for an unknown
reason, one of the archaeologists said
“Legends say that one of his eyes were lost
intentionally and was replaced with the
legendary ‘Eye of Sight’, it was said that
this eye can see the future and read
minds, also its owner can make anyone
else see the future like him only by a
touch” another archaeologist said that
he lost his eye in a war or a battle, but
still that wasn’t enough for him to use a
mask, why did he wear a mask?...That
was a puzzle “Frank” had to solve...
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“Frank” told “Dr. Frank” about what
he knew, “Dr. Frank” wasn’t happy with
“Frank’s” digging “Don’t look for what
you can’t find and won’t understand, it
might take you to places you don’t
wanna go” “Frank” wasn’t convinced
and didn’t agree with “Dr. Frank”...

The video that “Bishop” published
about “Frank” & “Shaw” was seen by
“Venom” somehow, there was no one left
representing “Evolution” anymore but
her & “Scarface”, besides to “Frank”,
“Venom” could understand the fact that
“Rorschach” was “Scarecrow”, and from
the video, she realized that “Rorschach”
was the one who killed those people, not
“Frank”, so she asked to see “Frank”,
“Scarface” was there too, it was a
surprise to “Frank”, because “Scarface”
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wasn’t living in “Cairo”, he came
specially for that meet, he knew nothing
about why was that special closed
meeting was held, “Venom” started
talking “Why did you LIE to us? Why did
you hold his crimes on your head?”
“Scarface” didn’t understand “What are
you talking about...” “Frank”
interrupted him talking to “Venom” “I
don’t care how did you knew, but he
shouldn’t know” referring to “Scarface”,
she didn’t listen to “Frank” and told
“Scarface” that they were talking about
her brother, he got shocked saying
“WHAT? How could that be?” she replied
“Ask him” pointing on “Frank”, “Frank”
told them that what happened among
the years wasn’t easy on any man, so he
lost sane and killed these people
including his own wife, and that it was
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him who killed “Rorschach” to prevent
him from killing the boy, “Mark”,
“Rorschach’s” own son, unknowing that
it was him at all, “Scarface” was
surprised by what he was hearing, but
“Venom” had a feeling that there was
more, she never trusted “Frank”...That
meeting was the first of its kind, 3
generations of “Evolution” met and had
a long talk...News about the meeting
reached “Dr. Frank”, as he had men
watching “Frank”, so he asked “Frank”
about what happened in that meeting,
“Frank” said “Nothing, I gathered them
to tell them to take special care, there are
news that someone will show up soon”
referring to another killer sent by
“Bishop” to kill him, so he had to warn
them, although “Dr. Frank” had a weird
feeling, but he was convinced by
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“Frank’s” words, or so “Frank” thought...

“Naomi” called “Rose” and told her
some precious info about the “Huntress”,
her real name and some data about her
life in “USA”, it was helpful, because
“Huntress” had a mother living in an
old age house in “New York”, “Rose” sent
the info she had to “Ivy” and she made
her calls with their guys there...The old
woman was brought to “England”
somehow, and hidden well, which made
the “Huntress” lose her mind, so she
called someone special to help her with
that, he was already in “England”,
hiding and doing his work under the
command of “Bishop”, his name was
“Detchard Owens”...He was a dangerous
man, “Bishop” used to use him in
killing cops, hunting them or escaping
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from them, as he was a former cop...This
time, everyone got his ‘gears’ online...

{Legacy of Excellence Award}

On the 3rd of March 2016, it was
time to deliver the “Legacy of Excellence”
award, an award made by the “Isaac”
family in 1949-when “Dr. Frank” was
born-to honor those who did too much
for the family, only those from the
“Isaac” side, not from any other relative
family...“Frank” was chosen to be
awarded by “Dr. Frank” & “Judge”,
“Rorschach” was gonna be honored too,
it was meant to be delivered every 5 years
to the most worthy-living member in the
family, to be inherited to another
generation...The award wasn’t given to
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anyone after “Victor” in 1997, because
they thought that “Rorschach” didn’t
earn the honor of winning this award...

“Frank” thought that if anyone
should win this award, it should have
been “Rose”, she was completely worthy
and she was the daughter of the great
“Victor Frankenstein”, but no one knew
about that...There were 3 giant memorial
monuments created specially for the
family, each one composed of 3
back-to-back statues of 3 persons, each
group was from 3 generations, [Dr. Frank,
The Judge, & The Tourist[13]],
[Undertaker, Shawn, & Victor], and the
last generation [Frank, Rorschach, &
Bane]...Each one of them was designed
holding his special gun & something
symbolic, referring to their characters,
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such as [Shawn’s special Joker card,
Victor’s special coin, Undertaker’s axe,
The Judge’s sledge hammer,......], the
ceremony was held in a hotel in
“London”...“Paige” & “Rose” were there
unseen, but they were happy to be with
“Frank” in such an important moment
in his life, although he had a strong
feeling that he didn’t deserve the award,
and “Rose” was the one who deserved it,
because she was “Victor’s” daughter,
that’s how “Frank” felt...

“Juggernaut” was seen somewhere in
“London”, “Ivy” was on that case, after
the ceremony, “Frank” wanted to go with
the attacking crew, “Arrow” was one of
the crew, “Ivy” accepted...The attack
happened with a high performance,
although the casualties, but the target
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was caught, and here was a surprise, the
guy who was caught wasn’t “Juggernaut”,
he was just a decoy of some sort, “Ivy” &
“Frank” didn’t understand, then a call
came to the place, the phone rang like
normal, “Ivy” didn’t allow anyone to
answer, because she thought it might be
a diversion of a bomb...After checking
she made sure that there was nothing
wrong with answering, she picked up, it
was “Detchard”, according to what “Ivy”
told “Frank”, “Detchard” said “How is
my gift? I hope you like it” “Ivy” replied
“Detchard, what are you doing?” he said
“A meet, I want a solitary meeting
between me and Frank” “Ivy” refused,
“Detchard” didn’t answer, but he wasn’t
gonna let that go, as “Ivy” claimed...She
was right, he kidnapped “Naomi” and
called “Ivy” warning her of another
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refusal, or he’d tell “Bishop” about
“Naomi’s” betrayal and by that way
they’ll lose their eye inside “Bishop’s”
gang, “Ivy” wasn’t sure that this was real,
but “Frank” accepted the meeting with
“Detchard”, “Frank” was sent to “USA”
the next day, with “Arrow”, “Floyd” &
“Rose”...The meet happened, “Detchard”
wasn’t intending to do anything in a
hard way, he was there with “Naomi”,
“Detchard” didn’t waste time saying
“Now we can talk about business, Ivy is a
hard woman to talk to” “Frank” replied
“According to what you’re gonna say,
you’ll know if I’m harder or not, what do
you want?” “Detchard” said “I wanna
help, I’ll hand you Juggernaut for real,
and help you catch Bishop too in return
of a clean state for me, just like her”
referring to “Naomi”, “Frank” wasn’t
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authorized to reply for something like
that, but he accepted the proposal asking
him “Where’s Juggernaut now?”
“Detchard” didn’t have an accurate info
about “Juggernaut’s” location at that
time, but he had someone else to lead
“Frank” to, “The Huntress”, she was in
“LA” as he claimed, “Rose” sent the info
instantly to “Ivy”, and “Ivy” confirmed
the info, then he released “Naomi”, “Ivy”
ordered her men and “Frank” to stand
down, but “Frank” didn’t listen, and
wanted to hunt the “Huntress” down by
himself “If we waited for backup, she’ll
know that we’re after her, then she’ll
escape as usual, if we wanna make a
move we gotta make it ourselves” these
words were encouraging to the small
crew “Frank” had, “Rose” agreed on
everything “Frank” said for obvious
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reasons, after some discussion the others
agreed, but “Arrow” called some friends
of his in “USA” who could be trusted and
could help them with their mission...

“Floyd” revealed his love to “Rose”,
he didn’t know her relationship with
“Frank”, that they were relatives, no one
in the crew knew that secret, he asked
her about that and she told him the
truth, which was shocking to him, but
satisfying, he loved “Rose” for real and
“Frank” could notice that, more than
once in a lot of occasions...She asked for
“Frank’s” opinion although she didn’t
need it, “Frank” accepted and told her to
wait until they finish the operation then
he’d tell “Ivy”, “Rose’s” mother...
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{Chaos}

The “Huntress” was in “LA”[14] doing
business with some drug dealers, the
“DEA” were looking for these dealers, so
“Arrow” talked to them and asked them
to keep this operation classified as much
as possible, to avoid the information
leakage, the “DEA” agents confirmed
“Arrow’s” request...“Frank’s” existence in
the operation as the “Iron Man” was
weird to the Americans, “Arrow” argued
with “Frank” about his interference in
that job, but “Frank” didn’t listen to him,
“Arrow” didn’t want to show the
Americans the secret technology
“England” was developing, knowing that
the “NSA” & the “CIA” were watching
everything and everyone, specially if
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something like that existed on the
American soil, but “Frank” didn’t care
about that...

Someone from inside the gang
worked for the “DEA”, and told them the
time and place of the deal, everyone got
ready, then the job started...After some
gun shooting in the place, the “Huntress”
tried to escape to one of the cars, but
“Frank” throw his shield towards her,
the hit was strong enough to take her
down, she was arrested with some of her
men and the other dealers, but catching
her was not the trouble, the “DEA”
wanted to interrogate her, the “MI6”
wanted to take her to “England”, that
was a huge trouble between both sides,
“Frank” wasn’t a part of that struggle,
but he called “Shaw” telling him to
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secure her well, and avoid repeating the
same mistake he did with “Juggernaut”
again with “Huntress”, because another
escape of a another dangerous terrorist
like her under “Shaw’s” watch was
gonna put him in a very tight corner
with his officials...Nothing wrong
happened with locking her down, she
was sent to “Holloway” prison in
“London”, with special security in a
solitary cell away from the other
prisoners, a week later, the “Huntress”
was found dead in her cell bitten and
poisoned by a snake, with no idea of how
did that snake reached there or who put
it there...

During the same week, “Adrian”
broke out of “Hanwell” Asylum, without
a trace, “Frank” analyzed that by
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“Bishop’s” serious need for trusted men
around him, later he discovered that he
was wrong about that...

Some triads got killed in “Spain”,
drive-by, who could do something like
that except “Bishop”, the triad’s
“Kingpin” sent his boy “Chang” to
investigate about that, he found out by
fake sources of information that the
attackers were “Bishop’s” men for real,
launching an official war between the
triads and “Bishop”, a war “Bishop”
wasn’t ready for...

“Shaw” decided to slow the
searching operations for a while,
waiting for what might happen between
those devils, so he asked to meet “Frank”
again on March 17th 2016, to update
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himwith what happened...The next day,
“Bishop” was reported dead by the local
police in “Cambridge”, which was a
shock to everyone, especially “Shaw”,
“Ivy” & “Frank”...Days later, someone
called the cops from the street, reporting
that there was a fight in the street
somewhere in “Blackpool”, looked
normal, no one knew who was the caller,
and no one cared, once the cops reached
there, some young men were fighting, or
so it seemed to the cops, but it was a
random trap for the poor cops, they got
shot dead wildly by the youth who were
later discovered to be working with
“Adrian”, who admitted his
involvement in the officers’ death, by
sending a video to “Shaw’s” home, telling
him “Tonight, the fun begins, you see
this is how crazy Frankenstein has made
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England, now you have to solve this, I’ll
tell you how, let Frankie reveal his
identity to the world and show England
that their tech is used by someone who is
not qualified, not English, and not just
that, a man from the middle east...If
Frankenstein didn’t take off his mask,
and tell us all who he is and why is he
using English technology within 7 days,
more officers will DIE, and you will be
responsible for their death, I’m a man of
my word” “Shaw” wasn’t shocked by
“Adrian’s” move, he knew that he was a
lunatic freak, but what “Adrian” didn’t
know was that “Shaw” was out of service
and was asked for inquiry by the
authorities, which means that he wasn’t
in charge anymore, so he delivered the
video to the “MI6”, “Frank” traveled to
“England” again, to say good-bye to his
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old friend, but it happened secretly this
time, “Ivy” didn’t want “Frank” to show
up obviously in “England”, later the
same day he traveled back to “Egypt”...

“Juggernaut” obviously became the
boss, everyone accepted working for him,
“Detchard” was one them, “Adrian’s”
threat caused a lot of disturbance in the
different police forces in “England”, 4
attacks on cops in “London”, cops started
to feel that they were baits for those
enhanced criminals and the government
did nothing to protect them, the “MI6” &
“MI5” were on that case, “Ivy” wasn’t a
high ranked agent to take the leadership
of operations, although she deserved that,
so the “MI6” set someone special for that
job, “Gerrard Crouch”, one of the best
generals in the agency, he was a good
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man...

In “Egypt”, “Juggernaut” was known
to be somewhere abandoned in the desert,
an old warehouse, “Detchard” told
“Arrow” where they camped, instantly,
“Arrow” told “Floyd” to prepare his crew
for a sudden powerful strike...“Frank”
was called by “Rose” to prepare himself,
he was already waiting for this moment...
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{Holocaust #10}

The “Sentinels” moved to the
location, there was a surprise for them,
“Juggernaut” was waiting for them, he
knew about “Detchard’s” betrayal, so he
prepared himself, and his men were
ready, “Rose” told “Frank” to pull back,
but he didn’t listen to her and insisted
on continuing the job, but that wasn’t
the surprise, the surprise was
“Juggernaut’s” discovery of their spy in
his gang...When “Frank” and the others
got in, he said “Welcome, I was waiting
for you Frank, look what do I have here”
it was “Detchard”, beaten down badly,
“Juggernaut” continued “There’s no
room for betrayers in MY gang” then he
hanged “Detchard” from his throat, and
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punched him 6 or 7 times in front of the
“Sentinels” eyes, their shock prevented
them from rushing to help him, he was
already dead from the first
punch...When “Juggernaut” was done,
he said “Now, your turn”, then the fight
started...It was one of the hardest fights on
“Frank”, although his “Iron Legion” suit,
but “Juggernaut’s” arms were so strong,
and he was a good fighter, besides to his
huge size...The place was a factory for
crashing junk cars, so there was a huge
magnet used to lift the cars from one
place to another, “Electrocutioner” made
it to that magnet’s control panel,
“Juggernaut’s” men were not a big deal to
the “Sentinels”, specially with the
technology they were using in the fight,
so “Electrocutioner” used the magnet,
when “Juggernaut” fall in the magnet’s
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range, his arms got stuck in the magnet
and couldn’t move, but there was a
problem, during the fight, the place went
on fire, “Frank” didn’t want to get out, he
wanted to make sure that “Juggernaut”
was finished, even if he was gonna die,
he made sure that “Rose” & the crew got
out then he locked the gate behind him,
he looked at “Juggernaut” and said
“Now we die together”, “Rose” got inside
somehow, she didn’t want “Frank” to die,
when he saw her inside again, he rushed
to her to take her out, because once she
got inside she couldn’t breath and
started to faint, so “Frank” lifted her and
took her outside...When the fire was off,
“Sentinels” checked the place looking for
“Juggernaut’s” dead body, but they
found nothing relating to “Juggernaut”
in the place, which was shocking to
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everyone...

Days later, the Chinese triad boss,
was attacked badly in “Beijing”, a lot of
his men got killed, which was a huge
strike to the Chinese triad...

“Chang” and his men had to hit the
mafia somehow, in “South Africa”, the
triad screwed a big deal for the mafia,
the “MI6” agents there knew that it was a
battle from one side, the triad’s side, they
used some enhanced attackers to tell the
mafia that they were ready for a war...In
return “Juggernaut” hired 4 super
enhanced criminals, best in the business,
to head several attacks on the triad,
[Apocalypse, Flash, Miranda, Ricardo
Valdes], these men were called by
“Juggernaut” to manage different attacks
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on the triads, it wasn’t a long time until
the war was over, in weeks, a lot of
“Chang’s” men were killed, although the
fight between both sides was very violent,
too many casualties in between, but-of
course-no one cares about civilian
casualties...This was a good chance for
“Frank” & his friends to rest, and get
ready...

Days after the last fight between
“Juggernaut” & “Frank”, “Juggernaut”
appeared again in “Dahab”, somewhere
in “Sinai”, this time “Naomi” sent
“Frank” his location, he was preparing
himself for a special deal with some of
“God’s eye’s” men, “Frank” told “Ivy”
and the “Sentinels”, “Ivy” told “Frank”
to wait for reinforcements, but he didn’t
listen to her, and insisted on attacking
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him before he knows that “Frank” was
on his way to him, “Rose” & the others
confirmed “Frank’s” idea...This time
they went using a cargo jet, “Floyd”
managed it, inside the jet, there were 4
off-road cars, 3 jeeps & the “Chevy”...The
plan was to make the jump off the jet
using the cars, the cars were provided
with black parachutes, to make them
jump and land unseen, it was
“Garfield’s” idea, to avoid the Arab men,
because if they saw them, they’ll tell
“God’s eye”, and “Juggernaut” will know
from him, good plan by the “Sentinels”...

The jump happened, and at a special
point on the “GPS”, “Floyd” said
“Alright, here we go gentlemen”, “Rose”
was with “Frank” in the car...During the
journey from “Cairo” to “Dahab” in the
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jet, she said to him “What are you gonna
do when it’s all over?”, “Frank” replied
“I don’t know if it’s gonna be my call, or
will I be forced to do something specified,
or will I be dead already”, “Rose” didn’t
like that talk, she was optimistic about
their situation, but “Frank” wasn’t, and
told her to take care of herself in the
future...

The “Sentinels” made it on the road,
according to their calculations, then
they drove for 30 minutes or so, till
“Juggernaut’s” place, this time it was a
surprise for real...

“Juggernaut” got surprised when he
heard the noise, he knew it was the
“Sentinels”...This time, he wasn’t alone,
his special friends were with him,
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“Sentinels” didn’t study them well,
“Juggernaut” was more powerful than
before, his arms were stronger with sharp
claws out of his metal hands and not
only that, he lost his right eye and had
some burns in his body, someone helped
him to add a mechanism to his lost eye,
the mechanism was a cutting metals
laser beam, charged temporary with a
battery located on his back-small
one-but it had enough power to make a
hole in someone’s body...The fight started,
it was a battle not a fight, “Juggernaut”
and his friends weren’t ready for the
fight, “Juggernaut’s” eye wasn’t charged,
but he started the fight by introducing
his new weapon on “Frank”, the laser
was very strong enough to take “Frank”
off the ground, and it’s temperature was
high enough to heat the suit’s chest and
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cause some burns in “Frank’s” chest,
“Frank” used his shield to have
advantage over “Juggernaut”, it helped,
besides to the suit’s strength...

“Flash” was fast and a good
hand-to-hand combatant, had a tough
fight with “Floyd”, who was a good
combatant too, although “Flash” was
using a metal stick, “Miranda” had a
tough fight with “Rose” although she
was using her hammer, but “Miranda”
was careful and too flexible,
“Apocalypse” ran in a power-house fight
with “Garfield”, who realized that he
wasn’t the only one who got a strong body,
“Valdes” engaged with “Gunner” in a
gun-to-gun fight, which was very weird
for “Frank”, “Brandon” &
“Electrocutioner” could stop the Arab
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men from helping “Juggernaut” and his
friends, but they were about 10 armed
men from “God’s eye’s” men, who came to
aid “Juggernaut” who they got business
with...This help stopped when
“Juggernaut” by mistake shot one of the
Arab men with the laser, it penetrated
his body, once that happened the other
men drove their cars away, whoever was
left from them...The fatal fight was over
after “Electrocutioner” punched
“Valdes” with his shocking gloves, and
“Juggernaut’s” eye stopped working,
“Juggernaut” through “Frank” away
and yelled to his men “We gotta go, we’ll
have them again when we’re ready” then
“Miranda” throw some fire-works used
to deception to distract the “Sentinels”
while “Apocalypse” pulls “Valdes” away
and the others have time to disappear,
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and it worked on the “Sentinels” they
didn’t expect the move, but it didn’t work
on “Frank” & “Rose”, “Juggernaut” &
his men jumped in a “Land Rover” and
sped away, “Frank” & “Rose” jumped in
the “Chevy” and chased them, the chase
wasn’t a very good idea, “Flash” was
driving, “Frank” kept striking the “Land
Rover”, it wasn’t strong like the modified
“Chevy”, although “Miranda” &
“Juggernaut” were shooting at them, but
the “Chevy” was bulletproof...Help came
to aid “Juggernaut”, they were “God’s
eye’s” men, they did it for real and
blocked “Frank’s” way, allowing
“Juggernaut” to escape...This was
unaccepted by “Frank”, but “Rose” told
him to control himself, to avoid any
troubles with a man like “God’s eye” and
his clan, she was right and “Frank” was
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convinced, “Frank” and his crew went to
“God’s eye” in his house in mountain
“Al-Halal”, once “Frank” saw him he
said “WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING
OLD FOOL?” “God’s eye” replied calmly
“Doing what’s good for me and my clan”
“Frank” asked “Your good, what good,
Juggernaut will deceive you and if you
opened your dirty mouth he’ll kill you
and finish your gang forever” “God’s eye”
replied “And that’s why I did what I did
tonight, I don’t care if you kill him or he
kills you, but you can do that away from
my country” “Frank” was astonished
“Your country?!” “God’s eye” said “Yeah,
my country, my Sinai, kill him
anywhere away from here, and I won’t
stand in your way young man”...The
“Sentinels” got 2 injuries, “Gunner” &
“Floyd”, “God’s eye” prepared the
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coverage for them to get out of “Sinai”
and from there to “Cairo”...It was another
screwed operation...

{The Fifth Generation of Darkness}

On April 9th 2016, “Paige” gave
birth to her & “Frank’s” child, they
agreed on calling him “Victor”, the child
of “Frankenstein”, “Ivy” was thrilled the
way “Frank” have never seen before, as if
“Paige” was her daughter, and little
“Victor” was her grandson...“Frank” was
happy with that, because he had a strong
feeling that he won’t be there for long, so
he wanted “Ivy”, “Paige” & “Rose” to
raise his son for him when he’s gone...
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In the same time, someone sent to
“Judge” the realty of “Rorschach” &
“Frank”, and how did “Rorschach”-his
son-died and who killed him, which
was shocking to “Judge”...

“Dr. Frank” knew from “Judge”
about that, and they called everyone for
an urgent meeting, “Dr. Frank” didn’t
tell “Frank” why did he call for that
meeting but insisted strictly that
“Frank” should be there, the meeting
was scheduled to take place the same day
of “Frank’s” son birth on April 9th,
“Frank” didn’t intend to attend that
meeting and he told “Scarface” to take
his place in the entrance, although
“Scarface” didn’t understand, but he
agreed, “Frank” had a bad feeling about
that meeting, “Dr. Frank” wasn’t normal,
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and he looked upset or sad somehow...

Usually the meeting is attended by
the “Isaac” family members everywhere
in the world, they prepare themselves
and travel to “Egypt” to attend that
meeting and travel back to wherever they
live [USA, Sweden, Australia, England,
Canada], “Rose” wanted to attend the
meeting, but that was impossible, it was
a private one, just family members, and
she wasn’t addressed as a family member,
yet...So she used some help from
“Electrocutioner” using satellites to hack
any cell phone using internet with a
camera to see and hear everything in the
meeting, and it worked...
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For some reason, “Scorpion” & the
family members from “Sweden” couldn’t
travel on time, so the meeting was
delayed for one night, giving “Frank”
time to travel, to see his son, and come
back for the meeting...The meeting wasn’t
good for “Frank” at all...

“Dr. Frank” didn’t waste any time,
after the epic entrance of “Frankenstein”
was over, he stood on stage and got ready
for his speech, he said “We’re here
tonight in this urgent meeting to discuss
something extremely dangerous and
serious, enough that for the first time in
decades I insisted on inviting everyone
and made sure that everyone exist in
flesh and blood tonight” “Judge” was
silent, but “Frank” noticed that he
avoided him and didn’t talk to him for a
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long time, even he didn’t allow “Frank”
to see “Mark”, “Rorschach’s” son for
weeks, “Dr. Frank” continued “We’re
here to discuss what happened in
England between my son, Frankenstein,
and my brother’s son, Rorschach, last
week Judge received a copy of a written
letter, written by an English man named
Jonathan Shaw” “Frank” knew about
the letter “Shaw” wrote to his officials as
a retirement letter, and a final true
report about what happened between
“Frank” & “Rorschach”, according to
“Rose’s” secret testifies to “Ivy” & “Shaw”,
only this time “Frank” knew why did
“Dr. Frank” call for that meeting, but he
didn’t know how did that letter reach
“Judge”, “Dr. Frank” read the letter to
everyone...The letter was clear, “Frank”
didn’t kill these people as it was said in
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“England”, and looks like “Rorschach”
didn’t save “Frank” & his son as “Frank”
said to the family, but he was actually
the slaughterer who killed his own wife
and almost killed his son, which forced
“Frank” to push “Rorschach” off the
edge...

This wasn’t enough for “Judge”, he
saw that “Frank” killed his son, what he
saw was that “Dr. Frank” was mainly
responsible for what happened to his son,
because “Dr. Frank” was the one who
created “Evolution” and assigned
“Rorschach” in it with “Bane”, who was
already dead as well, “Dr. Frank” didn’t
show any aggression he showed everyone
his sadness and that he was touched by
what “Frank” did, but deep inside him,
he knew that “Frank” did what he had
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to do, but he didn’t understand what
happened to “Rorschach” that made
him kill his wife and work on killing
his son and “Frank”, but he supported
his son, at all times, which was a point
of conflict between “Dr. Frank” &
“Judge”, that reached to an argument in
the meeting, since that, “Frank” didn’t
see “Judge” or “Mark” for weeks, except
once, “Venom” was there, she said to
“Scarface” & “Scorpion” “I knew that he
was involved in Rorschach’s death, I
knew and still know that he’s hiding
something else” “Scorpion” was shocked
by everything he heard and said to his
brother “Scarface” “Oh Lord, he did
more than we’ve ever thought of doing,
that man showed us the real meaning of
Frankenstein, showed us that we’re
scumbags...ALL OF US” “Scarface” didn’t
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comment...“Frank” had a strong feeling
that “Dr. Frank” won’t let “Judge’s” hard
words pass easily, he was right...

“Rose” cried badly, she was
watching and hearing the meeting since
the beginning using satellites, she was
crying because she had a feeling that if
she didn’t tell her mom-“Ivy”-“Shaw”
would have never known and no one else
would have ever known, but “Frank”
didn’t blame her...

“Frank” knew that “Venom” won’t
leave “Mark” without telling him that
“Frank” killed his father, she had
enough evidence, “Bishop’s” video, and
that letter read in the meeting, although
she never loved “Rorschach” for real, but
she hated “Frank” more, because she saw
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that “Frank” was responsible for
everything happened to her and her
husband, and because of “Frank’s” wars,
she lost her baby and caused enough
damage to her that she’ll never be
pregnant again, the thing she could
never forget...So, the last time “Frank”
saw “Mark”, the kid didn’t welcome
“Frank”, he just said to “Frank” “Why
did you kill my father?”...Later “Frank”
knew that “Venom” told the kid what
she wanted him to know, regardless to
the fact that “Rorschach” tried to kill
the kid and wanted to kill “Frank” too,
so he had to kill him, specially that
“Frank” didn’t know him from his new
mask, the mask of “Scarecrow”, all these
facts “Venom” didn’t say them to
“Mark”...
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With the existence of little “Victor”,
and “Rorschach’s” son, “Mark”...“Frank”
had a strong feeling that there will be a
huge collision between them, based on
that incident mainly, and who knows
what else will happen between them...
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{The Sacrifice}

In “England”, cops kept dying,
showing the government that “Adrian”
wasn’t joking, “Frank” felt that he must
do something to stop the bloodbath,
ANYTHING...

Using “Electrocutioner’s” help,
“Frank” could have a secured private
call with “Arrow”, who became a good
friend to “Frank” in a short time, both
men had reached an agreement,
although “Arrow” didn’t agree, but it
was an agreement, “Frank” told “Arrow”
that he’s ready to reveal his identity to
the English public and face whatever
trial he should face, “Arrow” thought
that this was suicide, no one could help
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“Frank” if things went to the press and
the English public, there was also a great
probability that “Frank” might get
executed, or sent to a D-wing high
security prison away from “London”
itself, someplace where killers, terrorists,
and psychopaths are sent to, but “Frank”
didn’t care, he thought that he was like
those criminals, and that too many
people died because of him, “Arrow”
didn’t have much to promise but he told
“Frank” that he’ll manage a press
conference, to make the announcement
easier, “Frank” called “Ivy” and told her
“Look something big is going down, I
need your promise about something” she
replied “What?” but she seemed confused
and worried, “Frank” continued “I need
you to promise me, when I die, to take
care of yourself and take care of my
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family, okay?” she didn’t understand
“Why are you saying that? You’ll be
alright, I’ll make sure of that, whatever it
takes” “Frank” replied “That’s a negative,
you know that I’m running out of time,
my family is in your hands now” then
he hanged the phone, “Ivy” realized that
“Frank” was up to something dangerous...

On April 21st 2016, “Arrow”
prepared and headed a huge press
conference, special police officers asked
to attend that conference, with some
public figures in the place...“Arrow”
started “Ladies & gentlemen, we
prepared this conference today based on
the will of the well known criminal
Frankenstein to reveal his identity to the
English public...Gentlemen please we
gotta reconsider this, Frankenstein held
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enough pain no man can hold, and
saved many lives already...” one of the
reporters sitting interrupted him saying
“You prefer a criminal to take over our
troubles and put down other criminals?
Then what’s your job?” “Arrow” replied
“We work together for the best for this
country, and whole Europe, thanks for
his help too many criminals fall in our
hands now...” one of the cops interrupted
him yelling “Enough games, if there’s
anything good he should do, he should
turn him self in” “Arrow” replied “He
will, and he will stand trial for all those
laws he broke, but to us, not to a
psychopath like that man” (referring to
Adrian) another one of the cops yelled
“NO MORE DEAD POLICE OFFICERS”,
everyone clapped their hands, referring
to their acceptance to what he said,
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“Frank” wasn’t there, a friend of him in
“Egypt” advised him not to go, a friend
he used to listen to, told him not to go,
“Frank” listened, but he wished he have
never listened, “Arrow” did something
unexpected “Alright then, arrest
Frankenstein” “Frank” was watching the
conference, he didn’t understand,
“Arrow” said “I FRANKENSTEIN”,
“Frank” got shocked, like “Ivy” who was
there in the conference...The confession
made everyone in a shock for a minute,
then the cops went to arrest him, and he
didn’t resist...

When “Arrow” was taken, “Ivy” was
with him all the time, she said “What
have you done? This conference should
have never happened, what are you
thinking of?...” to “Arrow”, he
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interrupted her and said “Because this is
the key to attract Adrian, now he’ll try to
kill me, and when that happen, I know
that he’ll do the right thing” “Ivy”
looked as if she had an idea, then she
whispered in his ear for a couple of
minutes...

All this time, “Frank” kept seeing
illusions, mainly his dead brother
“Victor” & sometimes his love
“Hylaria”...On the same day of the press
conference, “Frank” saw “Hylaria”, she
said to him “Mark, Mark, why did you
fall? I told you not to, I missed you so
much” “Frank” replied to her “I missed
you too my love”, the conversation was
over by her sensitive words to him “I
LOVE YOU SO MUCH, YOU ARE MY
LOVE”, “Frank” replied saying “I love
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you Hylaria”...He used to see her before
sleeping every night, this was a
motivation for him not to be cured,
because he wanted to see “Hylaria”, he
wanted to see the love of his LIFE...

On April 28th 2016, “Frank” had a
vacation for 5 continuous days, so he
decided to travel to “England” and pass
these days with his family [Paige & little
Victor], he told “Floyd” and he managed
a jet for “Frank” on schedule, “Ivy”
welcomed him...
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{Holocaust #11}

On April 28th 2016, the same day of
“Frank’s” arrival, “Arrow” was prepared
to be transported to “Pentonville” prison
in “London”, to wait trial for the crimes
committed by “Frankenstein”...

“Crouch” was sure that the
procession would be attacked, so he
asked to clear the streets of “London”
with a lot of security from the “SAS” &
“MI6” agents, 2 armored cars, one
contained “Arrow” and a soldier besides
to the driver and a soldier next to him,
the other contained a strike team, with a
lot of cars, and a chopper, but that wasn’t
enough, “Frank” asked “Ivy” to go with
her, she didn’t refuse, she didn’t imagine
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that “Adrian” was that insane to attack
them in a direct attack, but of course
“Frank” didn’t go using the metal suit of
“Frankenstein”, or he’ll be uncovered,
the agents knew “Frank” but they didn’t
know why did he come with them, “Ivy”
took him in her car, “Frank” was sure
that “Adrian” would make a move when
he realizes that “Frank” was there with
them...“Frank” said good-bye to “Paige”
and went on the last ride in his opinion,
he knew that he had no chance without
the suit...On April 26th 2016, the
“Sentinels” sent the suit to “England” to
fix some damage in it, this was the
reason “Frank” knew at that time, later
it was discovered that there was another
reason...“Ivy” had a plan to get “Arrow”
out of that tight corner he stuck himself
in, somehow, she managed to enter
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“Arrow’s” equipment[15] inside the
armor car, based on getting rid of the
guard who was with him in the car, then
she’d manage the rest, good escaping plan,
but it didn’t happen...She received a call
from “Rose”-who was in “Egypt” that
time-but “Frank” didn’t hear what they
were talking about, “Ivy” didn’t reply to
her or show any reaction...In fact, “Rose”
told “Ivy” about what they did with the
suit in a hurry, but not only that, “Rose”
said “Look, just in case Adrian attacked
you as Frank think, Electrocutioner &
Brandon got the suit ready for Frank,
with the modding we did in it, it’s
stronger and faster than before, Floyd
knows” and she told “Ivy” that they will
be driving around them slowly, when it
starts, all “Ivy” should do is to drive
toward them using the “GPS” and let the
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war starts...

“Adrian” was insane enough as
“Crouch” & “Frank” thought, he
attacked the procession, but started by
taking the chopper down, it was a very
clever move, his men stretched 3 strong
wires horizontally in front of the
chopper, the wires were black and it was
the middle of the night, the pilot didn’t
see them, when the chopper touched the
wires it gone out of control and crashed,
in the surprise of everyone, and at a wide
crossroads, a truck crashed the armored
car with the strike team destroying it
and forcing it to stop, then “Adrian” and
his men appeared in some cars and a
civilian public transport bus, taking out
more cars from the security team, “Ivy”
realized that “Adrian” want them to stop,
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so she screamed in the radio “To the
armor car, do not stop for anything, keep
driving” the driving soldier confirmed,
then “Ivy” took a different route away
from the chase, that was shocking to
“Frank”, but soon he understood,
“Electrocutioner” & “Brandon”
prepared the suit for “Frank” when they
heard the chopper crashing, “Frank”
was surprised, but there was no time, he
jumped in the suit, then in the special
car, “Ivy” rode next to him then he sped
to the procession, which was calling for
serious help because the attacking bus
was destroying the security cars, not only
by crashing them, but also by shooting at
them...The bus was loaded by destructive
mini-guns from one side of the bus, a
flamethrower from the other side and
other men ready with rocket-launchers
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at the back, any car fell behind the bus,
turned to ashes...

“Adrian” didn’t expect that “Frank”
will show up in the suit, he already
thought that he killed him by destroying
the car he was in, nearly 10 cars from
the processions were burning in the street,
but “Frank” showed up with the special
car that made everyone realize that
“Arrow” wasn’t “Frankenstein”, and
that “Frank” was still there, that was a
shock to “Adrian”, but he had a surprise
for “Frank”...The bus wasn’t only full of
“Adrian’s” men, but there were civilians
and kids inside, to prevent anyone from
shooting at the bus, or trying to destroy it,
“Ivy” noticed a kid inside the bus, the
thugs intentionally put the kids and the
civilians near the bus windows, “Ivy”
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gave orders to everyone to hold their fire,
to avoid civilian casualties, “Frank”
knew that they must stop the bus without
making it crash, or roll over...

“Frank’s” idea was to get in front of
the bus, and use the box of
nails-and-pins to take the bus tires
down, it was the only way to stop the bus,
but that wasn’t an easy task, getting in
the front was impossible, both sides of
the bus were firing on “Frank” every
time he tried to pass, “Ivy” told him that
the car is armored but it won’t take all
that fire, the rest of the security force
were ordered by “Ivy” to stand down, to
prevent anymore casualties...In front of
the bus, “Arrow” opened the back of the
truck and used his tricking arrows on
“Adrian’s” cars which were crashing
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and trying to destroy the armored car,
“Arrow” shot an arrow directly on
“Adrian”-as the bus driver-to stop the
bus or make him lose control, he didn’t
know that there were civilians and kids
in the bus, the arrow he shot at “Adrian”
was an electric-shocking arrow, but it
didn’t penetrate the glass to “Adrian”,
“Frank” left the bus, and drove from
another route, in order to get in front of
the bus, it happened, because “Frank’s”
car was faster than the bus, and the
streets were cleared, “Frank” suddenly
became in front of the armored car & the
bus, “Ivy” ordered the armored car to
pass them, “Adrian” didn’t know their
plan, once it happened, “Ivy” opened the
box of nails-and-pins, and it
successfully stopped the bus, “Ivy” said
“We gotta move fast, before the situation
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becomes a hostage situation”, “Frank”
wasn’t late and moved, he realized that
he was faster than before...When the bus
stopped it drifted and hit some cars then
a light post, this crash made “Adrian”
and his men lose their focus, “Frank”
suddenly jumped from the front glass
towards “Adrian” in the driver’s seat, he
hit him and threw “Adrian” out of the
bus, then “Frank” put his focus on the
other men who were 6 armed men inside
the bus, using any weapon by “Frank”
was gonna be a huge unnecessary risk, so
“Frank” used his speed, and attacked the
thugs, it was impressive because of the
speed, striking accuracy and finishing,
every thug “Frank” wanted to get rid of
he threw him off the bus windows,
where “Ivy” and the others were waiting
for the struggle to be ended inside, it
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happened, and it was over...“Frank” got
out and wanted to see “Adrian”, who was
in “Ivy’s” hands, “Frank” pulled
“Adrian” from his clothes toward him,
and said “You’re finished, freak”
“Adrian” replied in fear “How did you
make it in Truro? The gas was strong and
dense enough to drive a 100 man
crazy...WHAT ARE YOU?” “Frank”
wanted to kill him, “Ivy” and the others
told “Frank” that there’s no need to do
this, he let “Adrian” to be taken by the
agents, not because they told him not to
do it, but because he got a friend who
always saw in “Frank” something good,
“Frank” used to call that friend “The
Chemist”...
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{The Illusions}

The next day, “Chang” was seen in a
hotel in “Oxford”, with 3 more men,
their records looked terrifying [Dong,
Hong, Li]...

He was looking for his foe
“Juggernaut”, who was in “England”
already...What happened to “Adrian”
reached “Chang” and knew that
“Frank” was in “England” too, “Frank”
decided to take a step on “Chang” before
he make a move, or escape, “Ivy”
confirmed the idea...“Crouch” called
“Frank” and told him that his request
was accepted, as “Frank” asked “Crouch”
to change the team and send
professionals instead of students to help
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him and watch his back, “Frank’s”
intention was to keep “Rose” safe,
because he saw that things gone too bad,
specially when “Juggernaut” became
stronger than before with the cutting
metal laser, “Frank” didn’t want to risk
“Rose’s” life, his request was accepted by
“Crouch”, on the condition of getting
“Chang” ALIVE, to avoid any disastrous
collision with the triads, “Frank”
agreed...

“Frank” took [Arrow, Floyd, Gunner
& Brandon] with a strike force to
“Oxford”, “Frank” already knew how
dangerous was “Chang”, but he knew
that their weapons couldn’t hurt him,
and that was an advantage for “Frank’s”
sake...
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Once “Frank” and the others reached
there, somehow, “Chang” and his men
knew that they were the targets, so they
decided to escape, and to make things
harder, they split up...The hotel was shut
down, no one in or out, good move, but
“Chang’s” move was better, he turned the
power down of the building, making
finding him and his men next to
impossible, “Frank” told everyone to
stand down and to watch the entrances
well, and he went looking for them alone,
using his detective vision in the mask,
after some time “Frank” could catch
“Chang”, his men didn’t stand helpless,
they attacked “Frank” and his friends,
but the triads were out numbered,
“Hong” used his fire gloves which forced
“Brandon” to shoot him, that move made
“Dong” angry, he waved with his chain
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killing 3 officers and injuring others,
forcing “Frank” to hit him with his
shield putting him out, but not dead,
“Li” already tried many times to hit
“Frank” with his gear saw, till it got
broken, only then “Li” surrendered...It
was a strong hit to the triads by the
English government, but it was necessary
to keep “Chang” alive, or the triads will
go hunting “Frank”, something he wasn’t
ready for at all...Since that night,
“Frank” started to feel bad...

“Frank” started to feel dizzy and his
body functions were unstable [Blood
pressure, pulse, temperature] besides to
seeing illusions more often, which made
“Paige” notice, as they were together all
the time...
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This time, “Frank” wasn’t only
seeing his brother “Victor” and his love
“Hylaria”, but things became worse and
he started to see “Rorschach” & “Bane”,
even his father, “Dr. Frank”, blaming
him for everything...They were in
“Lincoln”, “Ivy” went on an operation
herself with a tactical team, “Paige” was
having her daily exercises, to lose
pregnancy weight, “Frank” was staying
with his son little “Victor”, although he
wasn’t well, he started to get lost, so he
placed his child in his bed, but for the
shock, the child looked across the room
behind his dad, and cried badly in fear,
although he was laughing just a second
before, “Frank” looked where the child
was looking, there was someone sitting on
a chair, it was “Rorschach”, an illusion,
but he seemed real for “Frank”...
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“Frank” called him “Rorschach, is
that you?” “Rorschach” was with the
mask, he looked at “Frank” and said
“Hello Mark, nice to see you again little
brother, tell me, how do you feel?”
“Frank” tried to talk but “Rorschach”
interrupted him “Shut up, what are you
gonna say? You’re a criminal and a
murderer, you have always been that
way, and you will always be like that, it
will never be over, you cannot be
anything but a MONSTER” “Frank”
yield “YOU WANTED TO KILL YOUR SON,
I DID WHAT I HAD TO DO”, then
“Rorschach” disappeared and “Bane”
showed up saying “You could have saved
me, if you were that smart you think
yourself but you’re not, you killed me
with your stupidity”, “Frank” didn’t
reply and tried to handle it by calming
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himself down, and made his way to the
bed, once he reached it he fainted,
“Paige” came back of her exercises to
find little “Victor” crying and “Frank”
with his face on the bed, she thought
that the child needed to change and
“Frank” felt tired, but soon she realized
whats up, the first thing she thought of
was calling “Ivy”, but “Ivy” didn’t reply
“Paige’s” calls and “Frank” was getting
worse, “Paige” had to call the others,
“Brandon” & “Electrocutioner”, they
weren’t late, “Brandon” was a good
medic, he checked on “Frank” but what
he found was weird, “Brandon” said
“That’s impossible, your vitals are
higher than any man kind can bear,
how could you stand and be conscious
till now?” “Frank” was dizzy and feeling
bad but he could stand, when he knew
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that “Ivy” wasn’t replying “Paige’s” calls,
he asked them to bring his suit, and
decided to go looking for her,
“Electrocutioner” went and brought it,
but he was somehow sure that “Frank”
won’t go out...“Frank” wore the suit, but
for his shock, the suit made a scan for his
body system, the suit was given standards
for human body vitals, if these standards
were not accomplished, the suit was
programmed to stop working, it stopped
working, “Frank” didn’t understand
and asked them “What happened?
What’s wrong?” “Electrocutioner” told
him the new feature, or so they told him,
“Frank” didn’t like that, but anyway
“Frank” wasn’t fit to go out, “Brandon”
took a blood sample from “Frank”,
checking it was shocking to “Brandon”,
“Frank’s” blood was full of poisons,
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anyone in his place should have been
dead, “Paige” was so worried about
“Frank” but she didn’t know how to help
him...“Rose” knew that “Frank” wasn’t
okay through the chip she planted in his
shoulder, it showed her that he wasn’t
well, “Frank” argued with
“Electrocutioner” for some time, so
“Brandon” told “Frank” the reality
behind that technique, it was “Rose”
who added that feature to the suit’s
system, that made “Frank” angry, so
when “Rose” tried to contact “Frank”, he
didn’t reply, “Rose” was too worried so
she contacted his best friend, the
“Chemist”, “Rose” told her to make
“Frank” answer her messages, “Frank”
used to listen to the “Chemist”, she was so
effective and he trusted her, she wasn’t
late, she sent to “Frank” and told him
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that “Rose” was just worried, and that
she added this feature to the suit to take
care of him, and prevent him from
risking his life too much...

They didn’t know about the illusions,
only “Frank” & “Rose” knew, but when
he talked with the “Chemist”, he told
her about it because he couldn’t lie to
her about his illness, “Paige” was next to
“Frank” all the time...

24 hours with no word from “Ivy”,
“Rose” noticed and started to get worried,
“Frank” was given a special medicine to
make him feel better temporary, until
they find a special cure for him...A call
came from “Ivy’s” cell phone, it was
“Juggernaut”, the call was dialed to
“Crouch” asking for “Frankenstein” in
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return of her and whoever was left of her
team, this was an incredible shock to
everyone, specially “Frank”, who
thought that “Juggernaut” ‘crossed the
line’ and he must be stopped...Once
“Rose” and the others knew, they
traveled back to “England” with one
target in mind, finding “Ivy”...“Frank”
was sent to “Egypt” he had to rest for 2
days at least, as “Brandon” said, to
become fit again to make the suit
functional, and during that time,
“Crouch” and the others worked on
finding “Juggernaut”, who let that
happen easily, to allow “Frank” to come
to him...
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On May 5th 2016, news came from
“Arrow” that they found “Juggernaut”
and all his gang camping in an
abandoned store in “Blackpool”,
“Frank” decided to travel as soon as
possible, “Frank” had to talk to “Dr.
Frank” because “Frank” had a feeling
that he’ll never survive that fight, on the
way to the airport, “Dr. Frank” gave his
son a lift, “Dr. Frank” noticed that his
son wanted to say something but he
didn’t know how, so he said “What’s in
your mind?” “Frank” wasn’t surprised
by the question saying “Nothing, I
thought I never said thank you” “Dr.
Frank” replied “For what you fool,
you’re my son, everything I’ve done was
for you, everything I gave you was a
legacy I inherited from your grandfather,
you don’t have to thank me” “Frank”
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said “It was an honor being your son”
“Dr. Frank” looked at “Frank” and
didn’t reply, “Arrow” wasn’t late and
sent a jet to take “Frank” to “Liverpool”
first, then a car to “Blackpool” later,
“Frank” gave his father the last hug, “Dr.
Frank” realized that it might be the last
time he will ever see his son, he said “It’s
over, isn’t it?” “Frank” looked astonished,
“Dr. Frank” continued “You’ll never
come back again, regardless to what’s
gonna happen there, right?” “Frank”
didn’t reply, because as much as he
wanted to go there as “Frankenstein”, his
special friend, the “Chemist”, didn’t
want him to leave, not yet at least, that
made “Frank” confused about his
decision, he was affected by her opinions
and wills always...
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“Rose” welcomed “Frank” in
“Liverpool” once she saw him, she
hugged him and whispered in his ear
“Bring mom back safe” he didn’t reply
but he shook his head with “Yes”, then
they moved, “Frank” kept seeing
illusions and nightmares about “Ivy”
and what might be happening to her,
“Paige” was a part of the prepared
striking force which shocked “Frank”,
when he spoke to her she said “Ivy is a
mother to me, and you are my husband,
I will not watch you die, if you ever died
tonight or at anytime, I’ll die with you, if
you survived, then we’ll make it all
together, WE WILL SURVIVE TOGETHER”
then she kissed him...
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{WAR #Z: The Last Stand}

“Crouch” and his men were holding
the situation for 24 hours, no one could
get in because it was a hostage situation,
every 3 hours, thugs from inside used to
threw a rock with a paper written on it
‘Frankenstein’...“Ivy” wasn’t alone there
as a hostage, but there were 5 more agents
of the team she led the night she
disappeared, “Frank” showed up, with
everyone’s eyes on him, accompanied by
“Rose”, “Floyd” & “Arrow”...“Arrow”
told “Frank” some info about
“Juggernaut” while they were on the
way, the info they had, “The rumors
about Crossbones & Juggernaut being
brothers are all fake, they were just close
friends, Juggernaut was imprisoned for
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life in a highly secured prison in Russia,
White Swan, after he was said that he
killed a supermarket worker while
trying to rob him, inside the prison,
stories about him were that he was the
son of an ‘A’ class mercenary used to use
a black skull mask to hide his identity,
some prisoners fought with him and his
men inside, he was monster, he killed a
lot of them and caused serious damage to
others, so he was sent to another prison
somewhere in Siberia, a special prison
where human rights has no authority,
the Cave prison, some people say that his
father was maimed that’s why he used a
mask” “Frank” realized that he was
talking about his brother “Victor”, but
he didn’t comment, or show any reaction,
“Arrow” continued “The mercenary
didn’t know that he had a son at all,
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inside the prison, there was a fight
between the prisoners, Juggernaut and
others tried to get advantage of the chaos
and escape, but he was caught by the
angry prisoners, and there he lost his
human arms, he was transported to a
special prison hospital to live there with
his handicap forever, 6 months later,
Juggernaut disappeared from that
hospital and completely of existence, we
believe that Bishop helped him, for a
reason or another, or maybe it was his
father when he knew about him, we are
not sure, he was never known by any
other names except Juggernaut”,
“Crouch” was told that “Frank” was
there, “Frank” met “Crouch” and talked
to each other, “Crouch” told “Frank” the
situation and told him that the thugs
were throwing rocks every 3 hours with
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one word written on a paper tied to each
rock with his name, “Frank” asked
“Crouch” a good question “Why did you
waste all that time waiting for me? You
got men and plans to deal with
situations like that, why waiting for
me?” “Crouch” looked at “Arrow” &
“Floyd” then replied “Juggernaut
unleashed a threat to blow off the whole
place, this is not the trouble, the main
problem is we believe that it’s a prototype
for an atomic bomb, he stole it somehow
and now we’re not so sure if he can/will
use in case anyone, but you, had a step
inside, that’s why we had to wait, you
just free the hostages without attracting
attention, make sure they’re safe, then
work on finding the bomb, it couldn’t be
seen by satellites, I think he’s putting it
in a container made of graphite as an
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isolation, good luck son”, “Frank” was
shocked and didn’t reply, he was given a
grapnel-gun, a special equipment
developed by “Gunner”, it’s function was
to help “Frank” to climb high walls and
reach low roofs easily and fast, the wire
was stretchable and strong enough to
hold “Frank’s” weight and an extra 140
lb...“Floyd” had a strong feeling that
“Frank” won’t get out of there, so said a
final word to him “It was a great honor to
serve my country side-by-side with you,
thank you for everything you did, and
everything you’re gonna do” “Frank”
replied “Take good care of Rose” “Floyd”
promised him to be a good husband to
her in the future, “Paige” & “Rose” were
so worried enough to cry, “Frank” looked
at them and said nothing, suddenly, a
black car with black glass appeared from
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nowhere, speeding toward “Frank”,
destroying everything in it’s way, and
killing anyone who stood in its way, it
was obvious that it belonged to the thugs,
because once it reached the gate, the
thugs opened the gate quickly for it,
allowing it to get in fast, then the gate
was shut tight again...“Floyd” noticed the
car well, it was bullet proof metal body
and glass, loaded with 2 machine guns
on the front, the obvious things that
could be seen by naked eyes, but there
was more in the car that “Frank” found
out later...The driver wasn’t seen, but
everyone knew that it must be a special
thug of “Juggernaut’s” special men,
“Frank” knew that “Juggernaut” noticed
his existence, so “Frank” decided to move
in, telling “Crouch” to keep everyone
away until he gives the mark...
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“Cain” did his job, and hacked in
the security system made by
“Juggernaut” and his men, to prevent
them from seeing “Frank” by cameras,
this time, “Frank” was completely on his
own, no one could help him...NO ONE...

The place was wide, finding anyone
without attracting attention was nearly
impossible, “Frank” focused on finding
“Ivy” first, then she’ll tell him what to do,
after some time of stealth and killing
some thugs, besides to jumping from one
roof to another and controlling the
surveillance towers by knocking every
thug on them, “Juggernaut” spoke to
“Frank” in a microphone, that made the
whole place hear his voice clearly
“Frankenstein, nice to know that you’re
here, I got a surprise for you, when you’re
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done saving your friends come and get
me, ENGLAND’S HERO”...It wasn’t too
long until “Frank” found “Ivy” and freed
her, she wanted to help him, but he
asked her to hide, but he knew her well
and knew that she won’t hide, but he
also knew that she was a dangerous
woman and can take care of
herself...With her help she found 2 other
hostages and freed them, killing some
thugs on the way, “Frank” freed the rest
of them, then he posted his focus on
looking for “Juggernaut” in that wide
place, to see what surprise did
“Juggernaut” had for him, “Frank”
expected that “Juggernaut” was talking
about the bomb, but he was talking
about something else, “Ivy” told “Frank”
to give “Crouch” the mark, but “Frank”
thought that it was a risk he had to take
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alone...The thugs had radios, their
signals were hacked by “Cain”, listening
to their talks made “Crouch” know the
surprise “Juggernaut” was talking about,
it was “Naomi”, she was kidnapped by
“Juggernaut” and she was there with
him in person, “Ivy” and the rest of the
kidnapped team found the bomb, they
couldn’t get to it, it was secured very well
and “Apocalypse” was heading the thugs
securing it, “Ivy” thought that they must
send the mark to “Crouch” immediately
to launch the attack, “Frank” was
confused but “Ivy” told him that
“Juggernaut” wasn’t that stupid to kill
“Naomi” and lose that escaping card,
“Ivy” assured “Frank” that she’ll be okay,
“Frank” was convinced by her opinion
and gave “Crouch” the mark he was
waiting for...“Crouch” screamed
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“Gentlemen we’re going in, blow the
gate”, and an officer shot the gate with a
rocket launcher, allowing more than a
100 soldier to get in fast, not only from
that gate, but also from another exits and
sewage piping system, “Juggernaut’s”
men were ready for a battle, and it was a
battle for real, “Juggernaut” involved
himself in the battle, looking for
“Frank”, and “Frank” was looking for
“Juggernaut” too, when they saw each
other, “Juggernaut” said to “Frank” “So
you came tonight to die with your
friends” “Frank” replied “No, I came
tonight to stop you and your gang” then
“Juggernaut” shot “Frank” with his
laser, but this time, the laser didn’t affect
“Frank”, it didn’t even move him from
his place, this was one of the
modifications on the suit, the suit was
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covered with a thick layer of gold, that
bonding between those 2 metals made
“Frank” had the upper hand over
“Juggernaut”, who was shocked by what
he saw and attacked “Frank” directly
hand-to-hand, it was a brawler fight
between the 2 robots...

In this fight, it was ‘All hands on
deck’, everyone was involved, everyone
was fighting, the fight ended in 3 hours
or so, “Frank” could break something in
“Juggernaut’s” arms, that disabled his
arms, allowing “Frank” to beat him
badly, they entered a closed hall, with
no one else but them, 2 guards and
“Naomi”...The bomb was removed from
it’s place, so “Crouch” told “Frank” not to
kill “Juggernaut” before he knows from
him where did his men hid it, and what
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was “Juggernaut’s” plan when he lose,
“Frank” beat down the 2 guards and
focused on “Juggernaut”, “Frank” asked
him screaming “WHERE IS THE BOMB?
WHERE IS IT?” but “Juggernaut” was
very exhausted and didn’t answer,
“Frank” slowed down and said “Tell me
where did your men take the bomb, then
I’ll consider letting you live”
“Juggernaut” didn’t answer his question
but said something else “What are you? I
beat you before, you’re an ordinary man,
how did you do this?” “Frank” yield
knowing that “Juggernaut” was
“Victor’s” son “You thought you are the
only man on earth who can learn how to
be immortal like your father! Where is
the bomb?” “Juggernaut” was astonished
by “Frank’s” words and said “Father!!
How do you know my father?” “Frank”
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told him that he knew that “Juggernaut”
was “Victor’s” son saying “You are my
brother’s son, you are his inheritance,
his legacy!” “Juggernaut” replied
mocking “Frank” “You think the great
Victor Frankenstein is my father?!!!” in
this moment, “Naomi”-who wasn’t
tied-STABBED “Frank” with a knife
right in the very thin clearance in the
suit, at the right side of his waist, that
clearance was made to allow “Frank”
move smoothly, but it was too small for a
bullet to pass, only a blade can get
through...This was a HUGE surprise to
“Frank”, he realized that “Naomi’s”
betrayal to him was the surprise
“Juggernaut” was talking about...When
she did that she said “He’s not the child
of Victor Frankenstein, I AM” “Frank”
didn’t know what to say he said “Naomi,
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why are you doing this?” she replied
“Nicole, I was called Nicole by mom
before I was lost from her, a necklace
with the name was with me when I was
found, I got lost and mom never cared,
she didn’t even try to find me later, until
I got imprisoned in the Cave prison, the
prison where people are left to suffer and
die from PAIN, I was the only one who
escaped from the prison and was never
caught again, when the male prisoners
fought, the fight reached the women’s
sector, during the fight, the guards
secured themselves somewhere and left
us to be raped by the male prisoners, it
was a tragedy, but I had a savior,
Juggernaut, who saved me from those
cruel prisoners, and paid the price badly,
I found my father, and convinced him to
help Juggernaut, Dad helped him and
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created the metal arms for him, he
trained us both to do everything and
anything, but dad didn’t accept
Juggernaut, he saw only a monster, and
a bad memory of what happened to his
daughter, dad eliminated Juggernaut
from the clan, and later he was found by
Bishop, I ran away with my love as far as
possible away from dad, I cursed and
hated my father because of what he did
to my friend...” “Juggernaut” was
heartless, but a tear fall from his human
eye while he was listening to “Naomi”,
she fixed some damage happened to his
left arm and shoulder, she continued
“When dad appeared again, I wanted to
get close to him and express my apology
and to convince him to accept
Juggernaut after all those years, until
you came out from nowhere and killed
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him”...“Electrocutioner” and others
found the bomb, and here he knew that
it was atomic for real, somehow he could
hang a signal blocker on it, to disconnect
it from any Bluetooth or wireless devices’
control, but he knew nothing about
bombs, it wasn’t his task in the team, it
was “Garfield’s”...Soon, thugs came and
took control of the bomb again,
“Electrocutioner” locked himself in the
container, which was already placed on
a truck and ready to move, it happened
and the truck took its way out, it was a
shock to everyone, but no one could
destroy the truck because the bomb was
still active, and “Electrocutioner” was
still in it, besides that the truck driver
stopped for nothing...The truck took a
special path made specially for escaping,
when things get worse, “Electrocutioner”
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couldn’t see what was outside to tell
anyone where they were going, but he
knew that they were in a tunnel, because
communications were too bad down
there, once they got out, they were seen by
the chopper, then cops started chasing
the truck, the truck driver called his boss,
“Naomi”, and told her that he was seen
and needed help, she took a radio and
told her men to prepare a procession and
her ‘car’ to protect the truck until the
bomb detonate, “Naomi” talked to
“Juggernaut” about “Frank” “Don’t kill
him now, I want him to witness his
failure, good bye my love”, “Juggernaut”
didn’t reply he just moved his head with
yes, with a look in his eye as if he
wanted to tell her “I love you”, she left
with some men in Jeeps chasing the
truck, which was chased by cops,
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“Juggernaut” looked at “Frank” and said
“We both know that I have to kill you
myself, you might survive the blast
somehow, YOU ARE IMMORTAL” then
he kicked “Frank’s” back putting him on
the ground, and said “The smartest man
on the planet, poses no more threat to me,
you think you are immortal, while
actually, you are a human just like them,
without this suit, I could have killed you
months ago”...“Ivy” couldn’t see “Frank”
or “Juggernaut” in the battle, so she
decided to look for “Frank”, “Floyd” took
his motorcycle and went to chase the
truck, “Rose” found a way to stuck
“Miranda” in a hard position to move,
and she smashed “Miranda’s” head by
the hammer, “Miranda’s” skull and
brain got crushed like broken glass and
her blood splattered on the ground,
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“Arrow” hardly killed “Valdes” after he
killed “Azazel”...“Frank” replied to
“Juggernaut” using “Rorschach’s” words
“We either be mortal champions, or
immortal villains, I don’t wanna live
until I become like you” “Juggernaut”
located one of those blades he had in his
hand in “Frank’s” eye, and got ready to
stab him in it, because the eye area was
logically the weakest point in the suit,
“Juggernaut” said “I’ll fight you again
soon, in hell” “Frank” replied “You
afraid of hell?” “Juggernaut” replied
mocking “Hell no kid” “Frank” asked
him “How did you know the feeling of
that heat in hell? You’ve never tried it
before” “Juggernaut” was astonished by
“Frank’s” words as if he heard those
words before that made him stop for a
second, “Ivy” found them, she saw the
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situation and didn’t waste anytime, she
had a shot-gun in hand, she loaded it
and shot “Juggernaut” in the head,
blowing his head off, she rushed to
“Frank” helping him to stand, he didn’t
tell her about “Naomi’s” reality, or his
injury, but told her that “Naomi”
betrayed them...“Naomi” was prepared
well, her men had a special chopper
with missiles and heavy machine-guns,
“Naomi’s” chopper took down the
government’s chopper and some police
cars, “Brandon” knew about that, he
flew towards them as soon as he could,
“Frank” took his special car with “Ivy”
on his side and sped behind the truck,
“Paige” didn’t like the idea of leaving
them so she followed them with a
another special car, like a truck with a
cannon machine-gun on it’s back,
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“Rose” jumped on the cannon and they
followed “Frank” & “Ivy”...

{Wheels Of Steel}

“Naomi” led a group of terrorists
protecting the truck at all costs, they got
to a wide street and started driving in it
with a protective formation to prevent
any car from getting close to the truck,
besides to the chopper, and the weapons
in “Naomi’s” car, “Frank” made it to the
procession, once they saw “Frank” they
started shooting at his car which was
armored, so “Naomi” who was driving a
very special car, loaded with weapons
and missiles, she pulled the handbrake
and let “Frank” pass her then she started
shooting at him, her bullets were very
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strong, so “Frank” told “Ivy” to use the
box of nails and pins to stop her car, it
worked, but she didn’t stop, one of her
men stopped and took her in his car,
“Brandon” reached to the mafia’s
chopper and managed to disable the
mini-guns loaded on it, and started to
fight with them, pulling their attention
away from the fight between “Frank”
and the other cars, “Ivy” helped by
shooting some tires stopping 3 cars, but
she was hit, “Frank” crashed 3 more cars,
until “Paige” & “Rose” made it after
them, taking down 6 more cars using
that destructive cannon, “Floyd” joined
the fight, when “Naomi” saw that, she
jumped from the car she was in, to the
truck, she knew that “Frank” killed her
man...“Juggernaut”...
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“Brandon” wasn’t so lucky, the
chopper got out of control and crashed,
the brave man, “Brandon”, didn’t have
time to escape because of the fight and
his jetpack got destroyed, with no chance
for him to survive...Later, “Ivy” knew
that “Garfield” & “Gunner” died in the
war too...Martyrs of duty...

“Naomi” knew that her men were not
able to stand in their way and they were
gonna stop the truck, so she took the
wheel, and took another route, the plan
was to waste time until the bomb
detonate, “Electrocutioner” found a way
to diffuse the atomic reaction, which
made it a regular bomb, not atomic
anymore...“Floyd” took another way, and
faced the truck, using his mini-guns in
his special motorcycle, forced “Naomi” to
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change her route, “Frank” & “Ivy”
followed her, “Paige” & “Rose” took
down the rest of the terrorists and
followed them, “Frank” put his hand on
“Ivy’s” back neck and said “Stay with
me”, because her injury was bad and
started to faint...Although “Naomi’s”
efforts, and with “Floyd’s” help, “Frank”
found his way to the truck’s front, at the
end of the road there was a building,
forcing any car on that road to turn right
in order to keep driving, “Frank” used
that by releasing the black smoke to
blind “Naomi”, it happened and she
couldn’t see the road and hit the
building with high speed,
“Electrocutioner” was still in the back,
he wasn’t hurt badly, but “Naomi” was
hurt badly from the crash, but she didn’t
die at once, “Paige” & “Rose” got stuck,
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their weapons were out, and became
exposed to the mob’s fire, they called for
help and “Frank” heard that, he too
“Ivy’s” shot gun and took her out of the
car, where “Floyd” & “Electrocutioner”
took care of her, and he went to save
them, it happened and they were saved,
the thugs were easy targets for “Frank”,
he took them and went to see the bomb,
when they reached the crash they
stopped, “Frank” intentionally, told
“Paige” & “Rose” to take care of “Ivy”,
“Electrocutioner” told “Floyd” what he
did to diffuse the atomic reaction, but
still the bomb was active and it could
kill thousands in 17 minutes, “Frank”
opened the driver’s door, “Naomi” was
dying, she said to “Frank” “There’s no
way you can stop this bomb” “Frank”
replied “You was gonna kill billions of
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innocent people, for what!?” she said
“Because they deserved to die for what
they did to me” “Frank” said “Who
they??” “Naomi” replied “HUMANS”
“Paige” went to see what was “Frank”
doing, “Naomi” continued “Now, my
father’s work is complete, and you lost”
“Paige” pulled one of “Frank’s” pistols
quickly and shot “Naomi” in the head,
“Frank” yelled on “Paige” “WHY? SHE
WAS ALREADY DYING” “Paige” replied
“Because you won’t do it”, “Floyd” told
“Frank” the situation, “Ivy”-barely
talking-said “It’s not too far from the
high way to Liverpool, if we took the
bomb there and let it explode away from
civilians, mission will be accomplished,
but we need a chopper right now to lift
it” “Rose” was gonna report that, but
“Frank” said “There’s no time to wait for
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a chopper” they looked at “Frank” with
surprise, then he continued “I’ll take it”,
then he pulled a cable from the car and
tied it to the bomb, “Paige” said to
“Frank” “You could have refused
helping us and stay in Egypt with
protection, but you came here and did
all this” “Frank” replied “With your
help I could do all this, with their help,
and your LOVE” she opened his mask
and kissed him, on a hurry he rode the
car, “Ivy” stopped him saying “Nobody
ever cared who’s Frankenstein” “Frank”
said “Good for them” “Ivy” slowly
continued “But shouldn’t the people
know the hero who saved their lives,
their children, their parents, the
national security of England...” “Frank”
interrupted her “A hero can be anyone,
even a young woman doing something as
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simple and reassuring as putting a jacket
around a crying little boy’s shoulders in
the funeral of his own brother, to let him
know the world hadn’t ended”[16] “Ivy”
didn’t understand in the beginning, but
she remembered, that little boy was
“Frank”-“Mark”-that she got touched by
his tears years ago in “Victor’s” funeral
in 1998...The journey started, “Floyd”
drove his motorcycle and “Frank”
followed him, to get him out of
“Blackpool” and on the high way to
“Liverpool”, because “Frank” didn’t
know how to go and there was no time to
use a GPS and get lost...

On the high way, “Floyd” got aside to
allow “Frank” to speed on the road, both
men looked at each other and moved
their heads, then “Frank” sped away,
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“Floyd” already reported about that in
order to evacuate the road completely,
but that didn’t work too well, the mafia
men were holding the road, they didn’t
wait for him they drove some jeeps in the
inverse direction of “Frank’s”, it wasn’t
too long until he saw them driving
towards him, although crashing the
bomb was too dangerous, but “Frank”
had to use it as a weapon to get rid of the
assailant cars, so by diving in a zigzag
way, “Frank” put himself on one side of
the road and the bomb became on the
other, meaning that if the assailant cars
decided not to crash “Frank’s” car,
they’ll move to the other side to crash the
bomb, it wasn’t that hard, but it needed
too much driving skills from “Frank”,
this was the last evil plan, there was
nothing left but 2 minutes for the bomb
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to detonate, it exploded as a normal
bomb, with no atomic
radiation...“Paige” was crying, because
she knew that she lost her love, and the
father of her child, but “Rose” and the
others weren’t so sure that it’s over,
because the modifications they did on
the suit were to overcome explosions, the
trouble was they didn’t test it before,
“Floyd” & “Arrow” with other officers
and agents went to the explosion site,
“Arrow” was sure that “Frank” was torn
apart with nothing left, but “Floyd” had
hope...“Frank” was seen, he was okay, the
suit did it’s work and saved his life, he
just fainted, “Arrow” prepared an
ambulance to take him to a hospital...
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{The End of The Line}

Days later in the hospital, “Paige”
never left “Frank’s” side, neither did
“Rose”, until he woke up and became
well...The car was destroyed completely,
when “Floyd” went to check on “Frank”,
“Frank” said “Sorry man, I know how
much you loved that car” “Floyd”
replied “The car was built for a purpose,
it did it’s job perfectly” and both men
shook hands because they knew that
they might never meet again...

“Ivy” was in the same hospital, it was
a special one for the agency, “Rose” &
“Paige” took “Frank” to her when he
asked, he wanted to talk to her alone,
they left him with her, “Frank” wanted
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to ask “Ivy” about “Victor” and if she
knew anything about him when he left
them, but she didn’t know anything for
real, so he asked her help to know she
replied “There’s no need to know
something like that now, he’s dead
already” “Frank” said “I know, but there
are consequences to his death” she was
astonished “Did someone call you
recently?” “Frank” replied “No, not yet,
but I have a feeling that something will
happen based on his death” “Ivy” didn’t
reply, but she seemed worried, “Frank”
was worried because of what “Naomi”
said about “Victor’s” clan, but he didn’t
tell “Ivy” about that...
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“Crouch” asked to see “Frank” when
he is okay, “Frank” went to see him as he
asked, “Crouch” talked to “Frank” about
what happened and “Frank” told him
everything about what happened, then
he said to “Frank” “The government
itself is asking your services, we want you
to stay here with English nationality,
and all facilities you want, money and a
luxurious apartment, with special
guards and a special car with a driver
for you” “Frank” didn’t understand “In
return of what?” “Crouch” replied
“Frankenstein, in return of Frankenstein,
we want you to stay up to date for any
threat that might happen to the Kingdom,
we want Frankenstein to fight on our
side, we need Frankenstein to fight on
our side” “Frank” looked at “Crouch”
with surprise and said “What I did, your
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men can do it better, What are you really
after?” “Crouch” replied “You’re
declared to be the smartest young man
the agency ever saw, besides to your brave
heart, that heart that wanna die, this
feeling makes you stronger and smarter
100 times more than any man we have,
we need someone like you, and your life
in Egypt will end and no one will ever
doubt” “Frank” didn’t reply, “Crouch”
said “You gonna travel back to Egypt in 2
hours, in 3 days, I’ll travel to Egypt to
take you with me and sign you up as an
undercover agent, think of it well”, “Ivy”
was sure that “Frank” will accept, to
“Frank”, “Dr. Frank” could live without
him, his family won’t miss him, no love
nothing to care about, but he had
someone else to consider, a friend that
changed his life completely to a better
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level, someone saw “Mark” deep inside
“Frankenstein” somewhere, “The
Chemist”...Although she left him later...

After 3 days, “Crouch” came to
“Egypt” for real, to pick up his man, he
wasn’t expecting “Frank’s” refusal,
“Frank” told “Crouch” that he can’t
leave “Egypt” and his family “I can’t, I
can’t leave them, I wanna retire, I can’t
be Frankenstein anymore, sorry”
“Crouch” said “Okay, as you wish, we
respect your decision, but we won’t leave
you” “Frank” didn’t understand,
“Crouch” looked at a man and a woman
standing somewhere close to them, and
moved his head telling them to come to
him, they did that, “Crouch” introduced
them to “Frank” “Jenny & Craig two of
our best men in the service, their job is to
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keep an eye on you, just in case any
danger happened to you or any of your
family and friends, temporary until we
catch all Juggernaut’s men, they have
orders to obey your orders and do
whatever you want, if you changed your
opinion, you know how to reach me,
Frankenstein”, “Jenny” & “Craig” took
“Frank’s” number, and soon “Jenny”
became “Frank’s” friend...“Frank” told
her about the gold artifacts of the
pharaoh, but he didn’t tell her why or
who was the pharaoh or even how did he
get these things, and she never asked...

“Frank” had another issue to dig
behind, “Rorschach”, “Frank” wanted
to know what happened to him,
specially because “Venom” & “Judge”
stopped “Frank” from seeing
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“Rorschach’s” son, “Mark”, so “Frank”
thought that he must know what
happened to him, because “Rorschach”
have never faced any psychological or
mental diseases, this was something
concerning “Frank”, although he
thought that what “Rorschach” might
have seen in the pyramid could have
affected his mental state, but he wanted
to be sure...Days later, “Frank” had to
pay respects to his friends who died in
the war, [Brandon, Gunner, Garfield &
Azazel] and others who “Frank” had
deals with in many occasions, he had to
do that as “Frankenstein”, and also was
given the chance to say a word in the
memory of the ‘Martyrs of duty’, “Frank”
said in that speech “The first time I wore
that mask, I’ve never thought that I’ll do
something good or right for humanity, by
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time I realized that I can be good, I can
use that mask to be a symbol of hope for
those who lost it already, I’ve always
been on my own, no friends and no
supportive family, until I met a man[17]

somehow, who changed my position and
my vision to many things in life, I won’t
mention him, he’s watching me now and
he knows that I’m talking about him,
and to him I say ‘Thank you’, you made
me see the reality of myself, these men
who died and got injured in a war of
destiny and dignity, a last stand, a must
win situation...These men died because
they believed in good, they went in there
with me while they know that they
might die, with no fear of death, these
people are not just friends to me, they are
also BROTHERS IN ARMS, thank you
all” then he left, in the tears of a lot of
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people there...Hours later, “Paige” took
“Frank” to a garage in “London”, “Ivy”
followed them later with “Rose” they
fixed his old ride the “Polonez FSO”,
“Victor’s” old car, the car that “Frank”
crushed “Victor” with, it was completely
destroyed, they fixed it for “Frank”, as a
retirement present, “Ivy” knew that
“Mark” can’t be “Frankenstein”
anymore, with a new engine and a turbo
charger, N2O, Tricks, bulletproof glass,
and an armored car body with Nickel
bumpers, the engine emits power of 1000
HP...That was the last thing “Ivy” saw
that she can give “Frank”, later she
discovered that it’s still too early to say
good bye to the Monster...“Rose” suggested
to test the car in a race between them,
[Frank, Rose, Ivy, Paige & Floyd], they
made the race, “Frank” who was smart
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enough, launched his N2O at the end of
the road, but “Ivy” who was very
experienced in races did the same and
won the race...“Rose” was driving an
“Aston Martin Vantage 1977”, “Paige”
was driving her special car that was
delivered from “USA”, a “Dodge Charger
R/T 1970”, “Ivy” was driving a “Ford
Escort RS1600 1970”, “Floyd” was
driving a “Jensen Interceptor 1972”,
and “Frank”-of course-was driving his
“Polonez FSO 1978”...It was fun...

“Frank” left, leaving behind him his
son (Victor), the woman he loved (Paige),
his niece (Rose), and his mother in soul
(Ivy), those people loved “Frank” very
much with nothing in return, they knew
very well that “Frank” got nothing to
offer but love...
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On the road to “London” airport,
“Frank” was accompanied by “Paige” &
“Rose”, he told them “I need you 2 to do
something for me, take care of my son,
raise him, make him a good and strong
man, better than me, I don’t want him to
become a monster like me, make sure he
becomes as perfect as possible” “Paige”
replied “Of course I will, he’s my son too,
but being better than you, that’s
something I can’t promise you with, but I
assure you that he won’t be a monster”
“Rose” said “I’ll never leave him I
promise, uncle”...

“Dr. Frank” ran in troubles with
“Frank’s” uncle in “Australia”, they
cursed each other because of money,
“Frank’s” uncle accused “Dr. Frank” that
he took the money he sent for “Frank’s”
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aunt to himself, “Dr. Frank” didn’t do
that, but he decided to reply roughly...He
called a guy he knows in the Egyptian
Intelligence and showed him some
writings “Frank’s” uncle used to write
during 1973 war, as if he was teaching
some people how to break codes and some
secret stuff about the Egyptian military,
so the guy “Dr. Frank” called decided to
bring “Frank’s” uncle to his knees in
“Egypt”, “Frank” wasn’t sure that this
move was right, but he couldn’t talk to
“Dr. Frank”, but “Frank” decided to
make a secret move...“Frank” called “Ivy”
and told her about what happened, she
already knew about the issue, and told
“Frank” that she’ll manage, “Ivy” set
someone to hide “Frank’s” uncle, and
secure him without telling him any
unnecessary details, that agent’s name
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was “Sonya”...

On April 23rd 2016, “Frank’s” uncle
and his security, except “Sonya” who
was in “Melbourne”, all were found
dead in “Perth”, with a brand on
“Frank’s” uncle shoulder, “Zof”, which
was discovered later to be the name of his
killer, and the guy who launched a war
on “Frankenstein”...
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{ZOF}

“Ivy” argued with “Sonya”, and
decided to punish her badly, by sending
her to an office work as a punishment,
then she traveled to “Australia” to
investigate about that disastrous crime
that made “Frank” feel worried that
he’ll have to wear the mask again...

2 days later, “Ivy” gathered some info
about that guy “Zof”, a Russian man, ‘A’
class criminal, wasn’t caught ever, a
ghost and monster in the same time, he
was also said to be a member in a secret
wide gang named “Dark Shadows”, no
clear info about them or their origins or
business, their logo was a black skull,
but “Zof” didn’t use it as a symbol in his
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crime scenes, he used his own name,
“Frank” was busy in “Egypt” that time,
he got troubles with his uncle’s family
who accused “Dr. Frank” of killing their
family head, although he was said to be
dead in a car accident, but they didn’t
believe that, besides to the troubles with
“Judge” & “Venom”, “Frank” was very
busy with “Dr. Frank”, “Ivy” told
“Frank” not to be worried and that she’ll
manage...“Frank” called “Paige” and
told her to be careful she replied “He’s
after you, you be careful, stay safe, stay
alive for me and Victor, don’t die Mark,
I won’t survive that shock” “Frank”
promised her to survive anything...
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“Frank” hired some guys, with the
help of “Jenny”, to work hard on the
pharaoh warrior, they found some info,
not about his character, but about what
happened to him, he was never killed,
he died somehow unknown, but he told
someone close to him to write everything
happened to him in a papyrus paper
and to hide the paper inside a scepter
created specially for him, for this reason,
no one except this anomalous person
knew what happened, they said that
he/she might be a maid, after that maid
wrote everything in the papyrus, and put
it in the scepter somehow, he/she was
ordered by the war leader to take it to the
Egyptian king, whoever he was that time,
but only after that maid made sure of the
warrior’s death, which was very savage
as it was written in special writings in
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some old books about anomalous
pharaohs...This left “Frank” in a
difficult situation, the scepter was the
only artifact that belonged to the
pharaoh and “Frank” didn’t have it,
because “Floyd” already delivered it to
the French archaeologists and they
delivered it to their government, and it
was placed in the “Louvre” museum, so
“Frank” had to take a decision, either to
steal the scepter, or to ignore the whole
thing, because the french government
will refuse giving it to “Frank”, he
decided to take the risk, but he can’t do
that alone, he needed his crew, but they
were not available, “Rose” &
“Electrocutioner” got to finish their
studies first, it was the graduation year,
“Floyd”, “Arrow” & “Ivy” were all busy
with “Zof”, and “Paige” got a bigger job
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to do, taking good care of little “Victor”,
“Jenny” was ready to help, but “Frank”
didn’t trust her or “Craig” much, not
because they can’t be trusted, but because
he didn’t wanna involve outsiders in
this, unless he had to, but that wasn’t
essential at that time, so he decided to
stand down for a while...

Crimes started to take place in
different places in the world in a matter
of days, all these murders were branded
and addressed by 1 man, “Zof”, “Ivy”
decided to go to “Russia”, and use her
relations there to help her know more
about “Zof”, any family records, any
friends, anything at all...“Zof” surprised
“Frank” with a sudden call, he said
“Mark Isaac, well known as
Frankenstein, you know nothing about
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me, all you can know now is that I’m a
man not to be played with, you killed
someone I care about, you’ll pay the price,
not with your life, but with everyone you
ever cared about, I’ll do what my mentor
couldn’t do, I’ll finish your friends, your
family, your love, your legacy and
anything else you care about most, then,
you’ll have my permission to DIE” then
he hanged up without “Frank” even got a
chance to reply, the call was untraceable,
and “Cain” didn’t have time to hack it,
but it was obvious that “Zof” has the
upper hand, and looked like he knew
everything about “Frank”...
EVERYTHING...
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“Frank” asked “Ivy” to get involved,
and help to catch “Zof”, but “Ivy”
refused completely and told “Frank” “I’ll
handle this with no more casualties, I
promise you that”, “Frank” didn’t like
that, but he could do nothing without
“Ivy’s” clearance, everyone used to fear
her, although “Crouch” started to think
seriously about calling “Frankenstein”
again, because he started to lose men in
“Frank’s” name, so he thought that
“Frank” was the one for the job, but there
was a problem, “England” didn’t want to
use their tech in certain countries,
[Russia, Germany, Italy & China], the
English thought that in these countries
they can’t use any sensitive technologies,
like the “Iron Legion” suit, “Rose’s”
hammer, “Floyd’s” motorcycle, or any
tech they have, to avoid the leakage of
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any info about their weapons or
technology, this was a serious trouble for
“Crouch”, he saw that “Frank” was
nothing without the suit, he was right...

“Ivy” went to “Russia”, as a try to
find any records, friends, family,
anything that might relate to “Zof”, but
the “SVR RF” didn’t help the English
agents, so she had to use some help from
some old friends in the “Russian
Mafia”...“Frank” decided to try
something instead of just watching, so he
took “Craig” and went to the guy who
knows everything in “Egypt”, “God’s eye”,
“Frank” wanted to put him on his side
fast, because when “Zof” comes to
“Egypt”, he’ll use “God’s eye” and his
resources, “God’s eye” knew “Zof” saying
“Zof, yeah of course I know him very
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well, he’s a serious man, what’s your
deal with him?” “Frank” was wearing
his mask, but with a black shirt and a
black suit, “Is he in Egypt?” “Frank”
asked, “God’s eye” replied “No, he’s not
here, but if he’s looking for you, he’ll
come” “Frank” said “I need your help to
stop him, I got no crew anymore” “And
he’s one man” said “God’s eye”, “Frank”
didn’t reply for a while then said
“Alright, but don’t interfere in anything,
if you don’t wanna help me it’s fine, but
don’t help him, and if he made it here in
Egypt, gimme a call, deal?” “That’s not a
deal, that’s a serious need for help, I’ll
call you when he’s here, but afterwards,
I didn’t call you” said “God’s eye”,
“Frank” realized that “God’s eye” either
feared “Zof”, or feared those who stood
behind “Zof”, in both cases, “God’s eye’s”
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help was not guaranteed...“Frank”
wanted to be sure that “Zof” wasn’t in
“Egypt”, he got some people he cared
about and had to be sure they’re safe...

On June 2nd 2016, “Viper” called
her mother, one of “Dr. Frank’s” sisters,
she was married and immigrated to
“Australia”, faced the worse situation
ever, her husband got hit with a car in
“Sydney”, dead, the car driver stopped
and threw a hard plastic circle with
“Zof’s” logo on it, which was a straight
message to “Frank”, “Sonya” told
“Frank” what happened before “Dr.
Frank” ever told him...“Zof” sent a
message to “Frank’s” cell phone “I told
you I will take them down one by one
until there’s no one left but you, only
then, you’ll have my permission to DIE”
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“Frank” called “Arrow” and told
him to set special security on every
family member “Frank” had everywhere
around the world, because “Frank” had
a lot of family living in different places
around the world, “Arrow” confirmed...

“Floyd” & “Rose” decided to get
married in this difficult situation,
“Frank” thought it was a rush, or it
wasn’t the good time for that, but “Ivy”
blessed the move...It was scheduled to be
on June 3rd 2016, “Ivy” returned from
“Russia” to “England” with some
precious info about “Zof”...
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{The Dark Shadows}

“Ivy” knew a lot about “Zof”, his
relations with “Bishop” and his men in
the past, then with “Juggernaut”, he was
a 30 years old man, member in a gang
named “Dark Shadows”, they were a
secret gang, it started with one man, it’s
boss, then it started to get wider from
“Japan” & “Russia”, the idea was to
create a gang that can do what no man
on earth can do, their boss was very
powerful and tough, had some abilities,
started training his men and could be
their mentor and role model, he was
never seen, his men became very strong
nearly like ghosts, that time, the gang
wasn’t small, it became worldwide and
their logo was a black skull, “Ivy” sent to
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“Frank” these info, he felt bad about
that, he felt that she’s close to know the
secret of “Victor” & “Naomi”, but he got
nothing to do about that...The info “Ivy”
got wasn’t very sensitive on “Zof”, these
were info about him, but not weak spots,
“Ivy” said to “Arrow” “This man has no
weak spots at all, no family or friends,
heartless, does anything and everything
to get what he wants, he was just a
common criminal in Russia, suddenly
he disappeared for 2 years, and became
what he is now, I sent a report about the
gang to the officials, may be they got some
extra info about them”, “Frank” made
sure that “Zof” wasn’t in “Egypt”, “Ivy”
made sure that he wasn’t in “Russia”,
“Floyd” & “Arrow” kept “England”
under watch all day and night, but still
no sign of “Zof”, “Frank” called “Sonya”
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and told her to keep her focus, because
maybe “Zof” was there and started to
target her, she told him not to worry...

“Dr. Frank” knew about the issue,
the same day “Frank” asked to meet
“God’s eye”, somehow unknown, “Dr.
Frank” said it directly to “Frank” “How’s
Zof’s problem going?” “Frank” looked at
him with a shock on his face and didn’t
reply, “Dr. Frank” continued “You
thought I won’t know! Look, if that guy is
here in Egypt asking for your head, I
won’t leave you, let him come, both of us
can take him down together, and even if
we failed, at least we’ll die together my
son” these words touched “Frank” and
made a tear fall off his eye...
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“Rose” & “Floyd” got married in a
church, with no troubles at all, a
package was delivered to the wedding
location “Arrow” checked it out, it was
obviously sent by the “SAS”, nothing to
fear of, “Ivy” was informed by “Arrow”,
she took it and opened it, there was a
wedding card and clearance for a honey
moon in “Egypt” as “Floyd” asked
“Crouch” to have their honey moon in
“Sharm El-Sheik” in a specified hotel
there, but there was something else in the
envelope, there was a small paper with
“Zof’s” logo on it and a small “Egyptian”
flag, “Ivy” knew that “Zof” was in
“Egypt”, she tried to call “Frank” but he
didn’t answer, so she called “Jenny” and
told her to stay alert with the men, “Ivy”
didn’t tell anyone about this, only
“Arrow” was with her, she gave him
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orders to travel to “Egypt” with a tactical
team immediately and secretly, with
something special for “Frank”...“Jenny”
called “Craig” and told him what
happened, he was with “Frank”, he told
“Frank” everything, “Frank” didn’t
waste time and called “Dr. Frank”
telling him to be careful, “Dr. Frank”
said “It’s you, he’s on to you not me or
anyone else, you’ll meet him on the road,
be careful” “Frank” felt that his words
were logic, but how did “Zof” knew that
“Frank” was on the way to see “God’s eye”
the same day of the wedding, and the
wedding time, in parallel with
“Frank’s” ride on the high way, didn’t
make any sense, but “Dr. Frank” was just
worried, that made “Frank” sure that
“Zof” was in “Egypt” and “God’s eye”
deceived him...
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“Craig” said “Zof won’t attack us, I
think these people will do at any second
now, based on what we knew now”
“Frank” replied “No they won’t fire a
bullet on us, even if they want to”
“Craig” looked at “Frank” without
talking with an astonishing look,
“Frank” continued “They would have
killed me there if they wanted to kill me,
but your existence made them fear, they
won’t make a war with foreign
intelligence to kill a target” “Craig”
understood...

“Zof” obviously got to “God’s eye”
before “Frank”, and made a deal with
him, “Frank” thought of watching
“God’s eye’s” operations as a try to find
“Zof”, “Frank” said to “Arrow” when he
returned “I need you to spread your men
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everywhere, send them to everyone I
know” “Arrow” replied “Your friends
and relatives are more in number than
us, besides, if Zof wanna get to any of
them, our men won’t stop him, else, your
uncle won’t have been dead by
now”...“Rose” & “Floyd” arrived “Egypt”,
the wedding was a plan made by both of
them to make it possible to go to “Egypt”,
because “Rose” was banned from field
operations, and “Floyd” wasn’t on the
case, “Arrow” welcomed them in “Sharm
El-Sheik” then they made their way to
“Cairo”...This time, “Frankenstein”
wasn’t officially on an operation, so the
“Iron Legion” suit wasn’t sent to “Frank”,
but “Arrow” arrived with a surprise, a
new suit, not metal, but enough for the
job, bulletproof, blades can’t scratch it,
special gloves for a stronger punch and
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better grabbing, sneaker boots, on the
back there’s something that looks like a
small bag, containing an emergency
parachute, this suit was made to help
sneakers and spies to do their special jobs
without facing much troubles, these suits
already got their helmets & masks, but
“Frank” had his own mask with all its
functions...

“Judge” called “Frank”, weird,
“What happened in the villa? The Sledge
ain’t in its place, I saw it somewhere else
near the roof’s door, it’s broken, did you
fight with someone there?” “Judge” said,
“Frank” told him that he’ll check about
it...The basement of the villa is designed
and made to be in a form of a museum,
with a lot of historic family stuff
including “Judge’s” sledge hammer, the
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museum’s door was shut tight, in the past,
“Rorschach” made a mechanism to
create an electrical field, to shock any
stranger or thief, only the stuff owners &
family members knew how to open this
door, but there was a trouble, there was
no electric power supplying the villa so
the door’s mechanism wasn’t working,
“Frank” reached there and saw the place,
it was a mess, no sign for break in,
nothing was missing but “Victor’s” book
was opened...The roof’s door was broken,
on the roof, “Frank” could see a place for
a huge machine or a huge searchlight,
“Frank” have never been on the villa’s
roof ever before, so he asked “Arrow” to
put some cameras in the place, without
telling anyone, and to watch this place
himself, “Arrow” confirmed...
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“Floyd” found a way to load his car
and “Rose’s” car with them to “Egypt”,
they were gonna need them...The “Jensen
Interceptor” & the “Aston Martin”,
“Arrow” wasn’t good with cars, but his
men made some mods on his “Mercedes
GLK”, tires, bumpers, suspensions,
stronger doors to take bullets without
penetration, with bulletproof glass, and
a more powerful engine...Suddenly,
“Frank” got a crew consisting of [Arrow,
Floyd, Rose, Jenny & Craig] besides to
those men who came with “Arrow”...

One of “Arrow’s” men saw something
interesting, he saw “Zof” paying a visit to
“Rorschach’s” father-in-law, it was a
visit, “Rorschach’s” father-in-law and
his wife were alright, “Frank” told 2
men to go to “Rorschach’s”
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father-in-law and hold him and his
wife, and if possible to try to know any
info, “Frank” and the others went
behind “Zof”, who was followed by
“Arrow’s” man, “Zof” knew that he was
followed, he took “Arrow’s” man and
everyone to the same place “Victor” died
in, at 6th October, “Frank” remembered
the place, but the others didn’t know it,
everyone was with his car and an agent
on his side, even “Frank”, who went
with his “Polonez FSO”, but “Arrow” got
3 men in his “GLK”, “Jenny” & “Craig”
rode together with no one with them, it
was obvious that “Zof” knew that he was
uncovered, “Frank” didn’t detect the
existence of anyone except “Zof”,
“Floyd” said “He’s waiting for us inside,
he’ll be prepared” “Frank” had his
doubts that “Zof” meant “Victor” when
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he said that “Frank” killed someone
important to him, “Frank” decided to get
in and take his chances, “Rose” agreed
only if she got in with him, “Floyd” as a
husband got worried and said “Alright,
we’ll get in together, all entrances and
exists under your watch” to the other
men with them, “We’ll get in together,
and finish it together” to “Frank”,
“Rose”, “Arrow”, “Craig” &
“Jenny”...“Frank” & “Arrow” were in the
front, they got in, the surprise was that
they found “Zof” eating, relaxed, with
nothing in mind, then he looked at them
and said “Good evening gentlemen, it
that all, 6 men in and 6 on the exits, you
think that’s enough to stop me” “Frank”
said “More than enough for 1 man”,
“Zof” somehow unexpected, moved his
hand and a grenade appeared in his
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hand, then he pulled its pin, and placed
it on the table in front of him, “Frank”
said “I’m done with life, I did enough
and ready to face God, Are you?” “Zof”
replied “What do you expect Frank! You
see there’s an old quote I like, ‘Yesterday’s
friend is today’s enemy’” “Frank” didn’t
understand but he said “I don’t have
friends, I only got family” “Zof” replied
“Well, I got some new friends” then power
went down and suddenly Arab men
started shooting at them from all
directions, “Arrow’s” men got killed
silently and they got in, “Frank”
attacked “Zof”, he kept his focus on
“Zof”, that move made both men fight
hand-to-hand, the attackers were “God’s
eye’s” men, “Zof” noticed that “Frank”
wasn’t affected by bullets, so he throw a
small smoke bomb to blind “Frank” and
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escape, “Frank” hurried and used the
scanner in his mask, and saw “Zof” but
couldn’t go after him and leave his men,
so he fought with them, “Zof” didn’t
escape he fought side by side with “God’s
eye’s” men, “Craig” got hurt badly,
“Frank” started moving and shot the
Arab guys who were surprised that he
was not hurt by bullets, then “Arrow”
shot them with an electromagnetic pulse
arrow, taking them all down including
“Zof”, “Frank” wasn’t affected much, the
suit protected him, although he got dizzy
for a while, “Floyd” got close to “Zof” to
check him, he wasn’t fainted, he hit
“Floyd” and throw another grenade and
jumped throw a window, “Jenny”
already took “Craig” outside, “Floyd”
jumped hitting “Rose” and crashed
another window to the outside, “Arrow”
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& “Frank” took cover, and the grenade
exploded, “Frank” was okay, “Arrow”
was hurt but not so seriously, then they
heard a car engine on the other side of
the place, “Frank” gathered his power,
and jumped in his car chasing “Zof”,
“Rose” was screaming “NO WAIT STOP”
but “Frank” didn’t listen or stop, “Floyd”
jumped in his car and chased them,
“Rose” got “Arrow” out and told “Jenny”
to take their casualties away from the
site, then “Rose” took her car and chased
them using “GPS” to find “Frank”,
“Jenny” took “Craig” & “Arrow” in a
jeep car, leaving the modified “GLK” in
the place with another car, someone was
watching “Frank” and his crew, one of
“Dr. Frank’s” men, he told him “Frank’s”
location before the fire starts, “Dr.
Frank” called “Judge” and told himwho
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was behind everything, “Judge” knew
that he must put his problems with “Dr.
Frank” aside and stand together, “Judge”
already took his sledge hammer from the
villa to his home, “Dr. Frank” passed by
“Judge” and they went together to the
place “Dr. Frank’s” man said as soon as
they could...On the way back, “Craig”
died...

“Frank” & “Zof” fought using their
cars, “Zof’s” car was stronger but slower
than “Frank’s” car, suddenly “Zof”
slowed down and placed himself behind
“Frank” and started to hit his car from
behind, “Floyd” wasn’t far away from
him, he was hurrying to help him, at a
crossroads, “Arrow’s” “GLK” appeared
from the perpendicular direction, he
was very fast, “Frank” noticed him, he
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called “Floyd” in the radio and told him
to stop, then he clutched the last gear
and hit the gas to it’s end, “Frank” passed,
the “GLK” crashed “Zof’s” car with full
power enough to destroy “Zof’s” car
completely and cause him serious
injuries, “Floyd” & “Rose” stopped at the
right time with no crash, the “GLK’s”
driver got out of the car, he was “Dr.
Frank”, and “Judge” was next to him,
“Frank” got shocked, he ran to his father
saying “What are you doing here? Are
you okay?” “Dr. Frank” replied “I’m here
to help my last son, my only boy, my
legacy, I told you that we’ll kill him
together, here we are” but “Zof” wasn’t
dead yet, “Judge” took his hammer and
wanted to smash “Zof’s” head, but
“Frank” stopped him telling him “NO
uncle, we ain’t killers”...
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{The Truth & The End}

“Floyd” & “Rose” took “Zof” and
went away, “Frank” took his father &
uncle in his “Polonez” back to “Judge’s”
apartment, where the truth was
revealed...

“Judge’s” wife, “Rorschach’s” mother,
was watching some videos and records of
“Rorschach’s” life when he was a kid,
and his marriage, one of the CDs had a
disaster, a record was for the villa and
what was happening inside, the place
was hacked by Arab men and “Zof” long
time ago, not only that, “Victor” used to
go there too, as the “Shadow”, “Frank”
knew him, “Dr. Frank” & “Judge” didn’t,
they asked “Frank” but he denied
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knowing him, “Victor” and these men
were putting stuff on the villa’s roof, a
machine or a huge searchlight looks like
it was used to manipulate “Frank” and
anyone who used to come to the villa, the
records were old, when “Rorschach” left
to “London”, the CDs were not updated so
records stopped at that time,
“Rorschach’s” father-in-law was
discovered to be in relation with “God’s
eye” for a long time already, before
“Rorschach’s” marriage to his daughter,
later the man confessed that “God’s eye’s”
main man introduced him to “Zof” &
“Shadow”, but he used to deal more with
“Zof”, it was obvious that “Zof” was
hunting “Frank” and his family for a
long time, “Jenny” checked
“Rorschach’s” father-in-law cell phone,
the results were unexpected, he was
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sending messages to his daughter to put
poisons in “Rorschach’s” drinks & food
when they were in “London”, she used to
have these special medicines from one of
“Shadow’s” men in “London”, to make
“Rorschach” lose his mind and become
mentally sick, so that she can ask for
divorce in “London” and take the boy,
then disappear forever, but she didn’t
expect that his condition would get worse
that fast, and enough to kill her too,
“God’s eye” & “Shadow” worked together
to make a huge hit to “Frank” & his
family, but looks like killing “Shadow”
didn’t stop the plan or even slow it down,
“God’s eye” kept setting “Frank” & his
men up in a lot of troubles, as a try to kill
“Frank” indirectly...
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“Ivy” assured “Frank” that she will
manage “God’s eye” herself, that was
comforting for “Frank”...But worrying
too...

“Frank” put a resembling model to
his mask in the villa’s museum, because
“Arrow” and the others had to take his
real mask, “Rose” made him a metallic
one looking exactly like the real one,
“Floyd” didn’t leave “Frank” without a
present, “Frank” parked the “Polonez”
in the villa’s garage, the crashes with
“Zof’s” car destroyed the rear & front
bumpers besides to some damage on the
sides, “Floyd” fixed the car for “Frank”
during the time “Floyd” & “Rose” had as
their honey moon, “Frank” didn’t know,
after a week of hard work, they surprised
“Frank”...He covered the car, and said
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“Wait me till next time, I think I’ll need
you one day again”...

“Frank” kept his calls with his close
friend “The Chemist”, who never gave up
on “Frank” and saw the bright side in
him...She was a friend “Frank” will
never forget...Although he never deserved
her as a friend...

“Frank” wanted to dig behind some
issues, like the pyramid, and what did
“Frank’s” grandfather-“The
Tourist”-saw at that sharks area near
“Sicily”, what did he see that changed
him like “Dr. Frank” said, “Frank” tried
to talk to his father about that but “Dr.
Frank” refused to talk about that
completely, “Judge” didn’t know about
that and didn’t care much...
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“Dr. Frank” & “Frank” went together
to “Venom”, with “Judge’s” presence, to
clear things up for her and to tell her
that everything wasn’t “Frank’s” fault
and it was a very cleaver plan to hit the
family, “Venom” said “Alright, my
sister-in-law made my brother crazy
and she was a devil like her parents, and
did too many bad things to hurt us, that’s
okay, but at the end, Frank killed my
brother” “Frank” didn’t reply, “Dr.
Frank” & “Judge” tried to end tension
between “Frank” & “Venom” but they
couldn’t, and “Frank” never cared...

“Paige” called “Frank” and told him
that she missed him, “Frank” said
“Honey, you know how much I love you,
I’ll always be there for you, whenever
you need me send a jet and whatever
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happens I’ll go to be on your side, and on
my boy’s side, I’ll miss both of you very
much till next time” “Paige” replied “I
know how much you love me and our
son, but I gotta say that directly, whoever
is gonna be with you and earn your love
will be the luckiest woman on earth, I’ll
never find a better love, a better husband,
or a better man than you, I’m judged to be
lonely with my love in another country,
just like mom[18], but I’m down with that,
I can raise our boy and make him love
you, in the future he’ll be your only man,
and the only man you can trust, Victor
Mark Isaac” a tear fall from “Frank’s” eye
after she finished the call with him,
because he knew that “Dr. Frank” and
“Frank’s” mom will never know about
their grandson, and they must never
know...
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“Frankenstein” was done, once and
for all, the game was over for “Frank”
and his family, “Dr. Frank” did the last
job in his life by saving his boy, “Judge”
lost his son and his daughter became full
of hatred & envy, a destroyed family,
with a little boy whose future is as dark
as “Frank’s” past, “Ivy” will always be a
monster agent in the “MI6”, “Crouch”
accepted keeping her and her team in
the service, specially after the fact that
“Rose” was her daughter for real, “Rose”
& “Floyd” would be a perfect couple,
“Frank” told “Floyd” to take good care of
“Rose”, “Arrow” called “Frank” the last
call and said “Frank, I have to admit, it
was an honor to serve with you” “Frank”
replied “Likewise Arrow, take care my
friend”, “Shaw” was said to have a
conditioned release with a 24 hour
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surveillance, “Shaw” saw it protection
more than surveillance, and waited for
his end...

“Frankenstein” won his war against
his old life, “Mark” made
“Frankenstein” a symbol of good, a
symbol of hope...At the beginning
“Frank” wanted to finish everything
thinking that he could live a normal life
with a normal girl in the future, but he
discovered that he couldn’t be with
anyone, not after all what happened, his
spirit wasn’t accepting that, and it never
did, “Crouch” called “Frank” telling
him “Frank, in the name of England,
we’re expressing our thanks and
appreciation for everything you’ve done
for our country, in fact you saved the
world from too many threats, the world
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will never know about Frankenstein,
what you did helped us to see what we
couldn’t see all those years, threats are
getting harder and we have to stand
tough, or innocent people will die, I just
wanna ask you something, how could
you do all that in that age?” “Frank”
replied the regular “Frankenstein” reply
“Because I’m the best there is in what I do,
and whoever stands in my way will
realize that what I do best isn’t very nice,
because I FRANKENSTEIN”...

Days later, “Frank” saw “Victor”
again, as an illusion, “Victor” said “You
did it, you won, I never thought you can”
“Frank” broke the silence and replied
“Yeah I did it, I survived what you were
gonna do to me, what were you thinking
when you tried to kill OUR family?”
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“Victor” replied “They did this to us,
they made us monsters, they deserved,
and still deserve to die” “Frank” lost
temper “YOU THINK THAT EVERYONE
OF THEM IS AS UGLY AS YOU & ME,
we’re the last of our kind Victor, enough,
YOU LOST” when “Frank” was done
talking, “Victor” disappeared, since that
time, “Frank” never saw “Victor” in his
nightmares or as an illusion ever
again...The “Chemist’s” existence in
“Frank’s” life helped him to conquer his
fears and misery, the only person on
Earth who ever cared for “Frank” was
her, the only human “Mark” got rid of
“Frankenstein” for...
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“God’s eye” called “Frank” again
saying “You think you beat me, you
didn’t, you put yourself in a very tight
corner with me” “Frank” replied “No,
soon you will placed where you belong,
prison” “God’s eye” laughed “Prison is a
theory not just high walls & steel bars”,
“Frank” never heard from him ever since
and started living his lost life...
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{Album}

(The Great Pyramid)

(The Joker card used by the new “Joker”)
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(The Iron Legion metal suit)

(Frankenstein vs The Clown)
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(Right: Rose’s mask, Left: Frank’s
mask)

(The shield Rose made for Frank)
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(The Pistol Gunner made for Frank)

(The Golden Scepter)
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(Arrow’s Mechanical Bow)

(The ‘Savage’ Adrian’s mask)
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(The Golden mask of the pharaohnic
war leader)

(The Judge’s sledge hammer)
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(The Grapnel-gun made by Gunner for
Frank)

(Zof’s Brand or Logo)
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{Abbreviations}

1.Thugs
2.Money (Cash)
3.The Community families
4.Hylaria
5.Special Air Service UK Army
6.Juggernaut
7.Special wing for dangerous criminals
8.Rorschach
9.BMW, Mercedes Benz, Peugeot,.....
10. Ivy
11. Small Bombs
12. The Green Goo
13. Dr. Frank’s father, Mark’s
grandfather

14. Los Angeles
15. Mechanical Bow, some arrows, a
knife & a pistol
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16. In 1998, at “Victor’s” funeral, “Ivy”
attended the funeral as one of those too
many foreigners “Victor” knew, when
she saw “Mark” crying too badly and
shivering from coldness, she took off
her jacket and put it on him and
smiled with tears in her eyes, although
she knew that “Victor” had a little
brother, but she never saw him before,
so she didn’t know that this kid was
her lover’s little brother, “Mark”
looked at her and never forgot that

17. Jonathan Shaw
18. Ivy (Paige used to consider Ivy her
mom)


